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ABSTRACT 

The psycholinguistic theory of reading developed by Kenneth 

6ood~an, which closely parallels the analysis-by-synthesis Qodel of 

listening comprehension proposed by Cooper and Stevens, claims that 

readers use grapho-phonic, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic cues to 

construct meaningful texts through cycles of sampling, inference, 

prediction, confirmation or disconfirmation and integration. 

Pragmatic cues are supplied in part by pronoun reference, which adds 

cohesion to texts. 

Evidence to support the psycholinguistic theory of reading 

comes from miscues, cases during oral reading when there is a 

difference between the reader's observed response and the expected 

response. The analysis of pronoun miscues provides insights into the 

text features and strategies readers use to assign reference. 

Five text features readers use to assign pronoun reference are 

preceding noun phrases, preceding pronouns, self-reference or direct 

address in dialog, the dialog carrier position, and paragraph-initial 

"I". Readers make significantly fewer miscues at sites where these 

cues are available than at other sites. For any story certain text 

features provide less ambiguous cues than others. However, a 

comparison of two stori~s suggests that there is no absolute hierarchy 

of pragmatic CUDs. Rather, the strength of a text feature depends on 

how it is realized in a particular text. 

xl 



Readers sometimes overgeneralize normally-successful 

strategies for assigning pronoun reference. Two type; of 

overgeneralization are pronoun maintenance and topic Qaintenance, 

using a preceding pronoun or noun to assign reference when that 

pronoun or noun is not co-referential with the pronoun for which 

reference is being assigned. 

Patterns of correction of pronoun miscue reveal readers' 

tentativeness and scope of focus, two factors important for reading 

proficiency. Proficient readers are tentative and maintain a wide 

scope of focus. Correction of pronoun miscues, which frequently are 

disconfirmed pragmatically, requires a wide focus. 

In order to develop appropriate strategies for assigning 

reference, readers need frequent opportunities to transact with whole, 

cohesive texts. In addition, if readers are encouraged to read for 

meaning and given the chance to self-correct, they can develop the 

tentativeness and wide scope of focus characteristic of proficient 

readers. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Theories for the reading process that have been advanced can 

be roughly grouped into two related types: word recognition theories 

and more general psycholinguistic theories. The first type claims that 

reading involves recognizing words. This may be either the ability to 

recognize sight words or the ability to determine letter-to-sound 

correspondences in order to translate visual symbols into phonological 

information that can be processed by the oral language processing 

system. The second type of theory is based on the idea that reading 

involves processing perceptual input directly during cycles of 

sampling, inferring, predicting, confirming or disconfirming, 

correcting and integrating. The first type of theory gives primary 

importance to visual information or phonic recodings during reading. 

The second approach claims that what goes on "behind the eyes", the 

reader's background knowledge and cognitive strategies for inferring 

and predicting, are fully as iQPortant as what is printed on the page. 

While it is not possible to observe directly what goes on 

during silent readin9, evidence from oral reading provides support for 

the more general psycholinguistic view. Readers' observed responses to 

text often vary from the expected reSpOn$Es. That is, readers often 

omit, insert, reverse, or substitute words or phrases for the words or 



phrases in the text. Consider the following two actual cases of 

5ubstitution. 

wants set 
(1) Jack Jones always went around in overalls or a 5un suit. 

(2) Mr. Barnaby talked so~e more with oy folks. "It's 
I 

settled then," he said as he was leaving. 

In (1) the substitutions are perceptually (both visually and 

2 

phonetically) similar to the expected responses. Advocates of the word 

recognition approach could account for the substitutions by claiming 

that th~ reader did not look carefully enough at the printed symbols 

or by saying the reader confused similar symbols. That is, the reader 

made mistakes in recognizing or in sounding out these words. 

In contrast those theorists working within a psycholinguistic 

framework would claim that the reader made use of syntactic, semantic, 

grapho-phonic and pragmatic knowledge during the reading. The first 

substitution is of a verb for a verb, and the second is a noun for a 

noun. Thus, the reader used syntactic knowledge. The use of syntactic 

cues is especially evident in the fact that "wants" is properly 

inflected to agree with the subject. In addition, the reader used 

semantic knowledge, knowledge that "sun" and "set" frequently 

co-occur. Finally, the reader used grapho-phonic knowledge (knowledge 

of either graphemes or phonemes or a combination of the two) because 

the expected and observed responses look and sound alike. However, the 

reader made some incorrect predictions and attended more at tioes to 

perceptual cues than to the meaning of the sentence. 



3 

Both theorios, then, can offer some explanation for (1). But 

~hat about (2)? Hhat does a ~ord recognition theory of reading have to 

say about the substitution of "I" for "he"? There is no graphemic or 

phonological similarity here. Furthermore, these are short, 

frequently-occurring nerds that the reader (in this case a sixth 

grader) should have been expected to have mastered. In short, the word 

recognition theory of reading has nothing to say about cases like (2). 

On the other hand, the psycholinguistic theory can offer an 

explanation. For one thing, the reader used syntactic knowledge at the 

point of substituting "I" for "he" since both the expected response 

and the observed response are pronouns in subject position marked for 

nominative case. The reader's syntactic knowledge enabled him to 

predict correctly that a nominative pronoun would occur. In addition, 

since both words here are personal pronouns, there is semantic 

similarity between the expected and observed responses. Furthermore, 

the reader used pragmatic cues to infer pronoun reference. The pronoun 

occurs as a dialog carrier, and the reader predicted that the unnamed 

narrator in this first-person narratIon "ould speak these lines. The 

reader appears to have used the earlier possessive pronoun "my· as a 

cue for pronoun reference rather than the proper noun "Mr. Barnaby." 

Thus, the reader used syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic cues to make 

his prediction, and these non-perceptual cues overcame the 

grapho-phonic cues in the text. As a result, there was a variation 

between his observed response and the expected response. Since only 

the psycholinguistic theory of reading can account for the 



sUbstitution in the necond sentence, it is to be preferred to a word 

recognition theory of reading. 

4 

In the following sections, 1 describe in oore detail one 

psycholinguistic theory of reading and show the ways is which it is 

parallel to a theory of listening comprehension. The claim here i5 

that comprehension, whether of speech sounds or written symbols, is a 

unitary process. 

1.1. Theories of Reading and Theories of Speech Comprehension 

In this section I first describe the constructivist model of 

speech perception developed by Cooper and Stevens (1972) and based on 

the work of Chomsky and Halle (1968). Next, I outline Goodman's model 

of reading and show the similarities bet"een it and Cooper and 

Stevens' model of speech perception. Finally, I consider how aiscue 

analysis data, which forms the empirical support for the Goodman model 

of reading also provides empirical support for Cooper and Stevens' 

model of speech perception. 

1.1.1 Perception of Speech 

Cooper (1972) notes that our perceptual mechanisms are able to 

handle fast, complex speech signals. How do they do this? Cooper feels 

that "perception somehow borrows the machinery of production." (36) 

Speech p2rception, he says, can best be explained in articulatory 

rather than acoustic terms. That is, "speech is percgived with 

reference to articulation." (37) For this reason, he uscs the term 

"analysis-by-aynthesis" to describe "hat happens in speech perception. 
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His view in a constructivist ~iDW of language processing, one in which 

the listener actively constructs aeaning. 

This analysis-by-synthesis view is reflected in the so-called 

motor theory of speech perception. In its original form, this theory 

maintained that we mimic incoming speech sounds in the procoss of 

perceiving them. A more recent version of the motor theory is that 

this mimicking occurs in the brain only, not in the periphery. In 

speech perception one is, in a sense, listening to oneself. 

Cooper points out that the view of speech perception expressed 

by Chomsky and Halle (1968) also reflects an analysis-by-synthesis 

orientation. Chomsky and Halle write "The hearer makes use of certain 

cues and certain expectations to determine the syntactic structure and 

semantic content of an utterance. Biven a hypothesis as to its 

syntactic structure - in particular its surface structure - he uses 

the phonological principles that he controls to determine a phonetic 

shape. The hypothesis will then be accepted if it is not too radically 

at variance with the acoustic material,· (41) In other words, the 

hearer stores acoustic cues and then generates a structure to match 

against them. The input information in its detail is largely ignored 

in processing unless there is a gross mismatch. Again, the e~phasis is 

on the active listener constructing meaning through prediction and use 

of various cues. 

Stevens (1972) developed a model of speech perception ~hich is 

a refinement of the motor theory model. While it differs in detail, it 

puts equal reliance on the mechanisms of production in the work of 

perception. This Dodel, then, is an analysis-by-synthesis model, and 
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it fits into a constructivist view of cognitive processing in general. 

Stevens' model (p. 50) is sho\'lO in Figure 1: 

A B c D 

peripheral 

auditory---> auditory - > temporary --> preliminary results of 

input analysis store analysis previous 

I ------------1 analysis 

__ F ___ ~ 

articulatory 

mechanism 

i 
I 

L 
{-----------

------> [contrOl ,- >ou t put 01 

------I~\~analySiS 

G --- ------, 
generative 

rulas 
__________ J 

: E 

I 
{--

Fi g. 1. Stevens' Anal ysi s-by-Synthesi u 
Model of Speech Perception 

This model was developed because direct auditory analysis, which scans 

for acoustic attributes or cues, can't easily accomplish the decoding 

of speech since the acoustic cues for many of the features are 

context-dependent. Vowel formants, for example, are dependent on 

adjacent consonants. 

An explanation of the components of the model follows: 

1. The peripheral auditory analysis may represent the signal in the 

form of running spectra. 



2. In preliminary analysis Borne non-context-dependent features are 

identified. This gives as an output partially specified feature 

matrixes. 

3. Control, on the basis of various inputs, oakes a hypothesis 

concerning the representation of the utterance in terms of phonetiC 

segments and features. 

4. The output goes through generative rules which determine the 

attributes the signal would possess if it had this phonetic makeup. 

S. These attributes are compared with the attributes of the analyzed 

signal residing in the temporary store. The comparator feeds back to 

control the degree of match. 

7 

Central to the Qotor theory is the notion of b a listener who 

actively participates in producing speech as well as in listening to 

it in order that he may compare his internal utterances with the 

incoming one." (40) For this reason, the cD~parator is central to 

Stevens' model of speech perception. However, while a number of 

lingUists have assumed that some mechanism such as the comparator is 

at work in language processing, its presence must be inferred since 

direct evidence for its operation is difficult to obtain. However, as 

I will argue below, miscue analysis provides the linguist direct 

access to this process of comparison. 

stevens' model of speech perception can also account for what 

goes on during reading. As Stevens comments, uThe control co~ponent 

would assume a still larger burden if we were to add to this Qodel an 

input from the visual system during reading, since this processed 

input "culd proDuoably enter the control co~ponent directly. Here it 
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would have access to the lexicon and to the results of previous 

analysiB, stored in some kind of short-term memory." (51) Although 

Stevens does not discuss what happens during reading in detail, the 

input from the visual system would presumably be the result of a 

sampling process. Smith (1973), for example, argues that readers make 

use of distinctive features 07 graphemes during reading. Sampling is 

necessary to account for the speed ~Iith which readers can process 

graphic symbols. 

The fact that the input enters control directly in reading ~ay account 

for the fact that reading comprehension rates are higher than rates of 

speech comprehension. 

Stevens' model for reading is represented in Figure 2. 

temporary 
store 

, 
-It 

processed 
visual 
input 

/ 
k: 

results of previous analysis 
,/ 

1/ comp ar at orp -- )I""f c-o-n-t-r-o-l'"'"ti --- > arti cu I atory mech an i Sf) 

Ii' "1':.' , ~ 

,.----- ,,\.I 
generativel '~ ____ ~ 

----,rules '{-- j:leXiconj 

Fig. 2. A Model of the Reading Process 
Based on Stevens' Model of Spep.ch Perception 

The label "processed visual input" is not a reference to auditory 

input. If it was, Figure 2 would have to incorporate tho apparatus of 

Figure 1. Stevens' model assumes that speech perception and reading 

are essentially sim~lar processes with the obvious differenco in the 

nature of the input. While proponents of Hord-recognition approaches 
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to reading reject this notion, the psycholinguistic theory of reading 

is in complete accord ~ith it. 

1.1.2 A Psycholinguistic Theory: The Goodman Model of Reading 

Goodman views reading as a "psycholinguistic guessing game", 

not as a process of recoding letters to sounds or of recognizing sight 

words. He schematizes the processes of writing and oral raading as 

shown in Figure 3. 

author's DS --> 

rules 

reader's S9 

(oral display) 

author's SS 

(graphic 
display) 

-> 

inferred 
rules 

inferred DS 

Fig. 3. Goodman's Model of Writing and Oral Reading 

In this process "The writer encodes thought as language and 

the reader decodes language to thought." (6) Note that this model 

does not assume a recoding from graphic visual input to phonological 

representation. In the same way that Stevens envisions listening as a 

constructive process, Goodman argues that readers actively construct 

texts. Central to Goodm~n's psycholinguistic model of reading is tho 

notion of "dual texts". The author has a sental text from which 
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then selects from the written text to create a Dental text. Thus, 

there is both a printed text and the personal text the reader has 

constructed. There is no direct connecticn in the diagram between the 

author's deep structure and the reader's surface structure. This 

feature of Figure 3 reflects the fact that what the author intended is 

not necessarily what the reader understood. Although the concept of 

dual texts as well as the concepts of deep and surface structure are 

central to Goodman's model of reading, these concepts play no role in 

word recognition theories of reading. In fact, word recognition 

theories, in essence, have no articulated theoretical base. 

The idea here of dual texts, that there is both a printed text 

and a mental text the reader constructs, is an important one. Many of 

the observed responses of readers during oral reading can only be 

accounted for by considering that there is a difference between what 

is printed on the page and what the reader has constructed. For 

example, in (3) the reader's early substitutions help explain the 

substitution of "he" for "she." 

Mr. Penny 
(~) Mrs. Jones looked up from her sewing. 

he 
"Penny, why are you so excited?" she asked. 

In the text the reader constructs, the referent for "she" is "Mr. 

Jones", not the "Mrs. Jones" in the printed text. After the 

substitution of "Mr." for "Mrs.", the possessive -her" was also 

replaced in the reader's text. As this example shows, tho substitution 

of "he" for "she" is a logical consequence of the earlier 



substitutions. HOWeVQf, without the notion of d~al texts, the 

substitution is difficult to account for. 

Goodman's model of reading as a constructive process depends 

on viewing reading from a transactional point of view. As Goodman 

(1983) explains: 

In the transactional view, which Ne take, reader and 
writer or speaker and listener engage in transactions through 
text. Similarly we can think of transactions between text and 
speaker or listener. We prefer Dewey's term, transaction, as 
interpreted by Louise Rosenblatt (1979) to the term that we 
and others have used, interaction, because transaction means 
that each is altered in the process. The text is no longer 
something external but in fact is something constructed and 
reconstructed by the reader during reading. Readers in turn 
are changed during the transactions in teres of their 
schemata, the conceptual and affective systems whereby they 
organize experience. In the terms of Dewey and Piaget, knower 
and known are changed in the process of knowing. (2) 

The transactional view differs from a behavioristic approach 

which focusses on the affect of the text (environment) on the reader 

and also differs from a cognitive approach which focusses on the 

affect of the reader (background knowledge) on the text. Goodman 

comments that in any language episode there are three components: 

"speaker, listener and text in oral language and writer, reader, and 
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tex~ in written language. In both cases the language episode occurs in 

a situational and pragmatic context. One cannot usefully separate any 

of these from the others or from their contexts for study but each can 

provid~ a vantange point from which to study language."(2) 

A transactional view of reading is central to a constructivist 

view of language processing. The concept of dual texts outlined above 

is an integral component of this transactional approach. Goodman 

describes the process in 500e detail. 
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According to 6ood~an the reader uses four cyclical processes 

in order to infer deep structure from the graphic display. These 

cycles are the optical, perceptual, syntactic and semantic. Each plays 

an important role: 

1. Optical -

a. Scan in the direction of print display 

b. Fix-focus eyes at point in the print 

2. Perceptual -

a. Sample-select. Choose cues from available graphic display 

b. Feature analysis. Choose features necessary to choose from 

alternate letters, words, structures. 

c. Image formation. Form image of what is seen and expected to be 

seen. 

Compare with expectations. 

3. Syntactic -

a. Assign internal surface structure 

b. Assign deep structure 

4. Construct meaning 

a. Decode 

b. Assimilate/Accommodate 

Within each cycle there is the possibility of recycling, going 

back to an earlier stage and trying again. The basic elements of the 

process ~ithin each cycle include sampling, inference, prediction, 

confirmation (or disconfirmationl, correction and integration. 

Throughout the process, the efficient and effective reader is oaking 
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minimum use of available graphemic cues and maximum use of uyntactic, 

semantic and pragmatic competence. Figure 4 is a detailed diagram of 

the Goodman Qodel of reading. 
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A closer examination of Figure 1, Stevens' model of speech 

perception, and Figure 4, Goodman's model of reading reveals a number 

of similarities. The correspondences are not exact, but there seem to 

ce the following rough equivalences: (letters refer to the marked 

diagrams) 

Stevens 

1. peripheral auditory 
analysis 

2. temporary store (B) 

Goodman 

(A) = optical and perceptual cycle (A-D 

= perceptual image stored (E) 

3. preliminary analysis (C) = search for cues (F) 

4. results of previous analysis = repertoire of language (G) 

(D) + lexicon (E) 

5. Control (F) + Gen. rules (B) = identified cues (H) + [Ben rules] 

6. Comparator (H) = compare (ll 

Fig. 5 A Comparison of Stevens' and 
Goodman's Models of Language Perception 

At this point, both models provide a feedback loop to check 

the match between the input from the first and second analyses. The 

correspondences are rough. For example, Goodman's model does not 

contain explicit reference to generative rules, but they could operate 

on the output of the identified cues (H) that are fed into the compare 

box. What is apparent here is that the two models, created 



independently to explain different phenooena (speech perception and 

reading), are similar in a number of essential naya. 
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Since Goodman's model of the reading process is essentially 

similar to the model of the listening process as developed by Cooper 

and Stevens, the findings of reading research are not limited to 

reading, but can be extended to speech perception and provide useful 

insights into the Hays people process both oral and ~ritten language. 

While the subsequent chapters deal specifically with readers' use of 

pragmatic cues to infer pronoun reference, I assume that these 

findings from reading are applicable to listening comprehension as 

well. 

Both Goodman's model of readng and Steven's model of speech 

perception contain a central element, a comparator, which matches an 

initial with a subsequent analysis of the input data. In the case of 

speech perception, evidence for the working of the comparator has come 

from experimental techniques such as shadowing. During oral reading 

the input (the text) and the output (the oral reading), are both 

accessible to observation. In fact, ~e can also see the working of the 

feedback loop when the match is not good in the foro of repair or 

correction. In reading, the study which compares expected and observed 

responses is referred to as miscue analysis. 

1.2. Miscue Analysis the Basis tor the Goodman Model 

The model of reading outlined in the previous nection is based 

on Goodman's work with miscue analysis. "Hiscue" is Goodman'u term 

for a point in oral reading nhere the expected response ( the 
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researcher's expectation based on what is in the printed text) and the 

observed response (what the reader says) do not oatch. If there is a 

Qatch between the expected and observed responses, nothing can be 

inferred about the process underlying reading. However, when a oiscue 

occurs it is possible to discover so~ething about the underlying 

process. Research using oiscue analysis has shown how readers rely on 

their knowledge of the grapho-phonic, syntactic, ~emantic and 

pragmatic subsytems of the language to construct meaning during 

reading. 

A complete system for marking miscues has been developed. Due 

to the strictures imposed by the Graduate Council at the University of 

Arizona on the formats of dissertations; however, the following 

markings have been developed for use in this dissertation. These 

markings are listed in Table 1: 
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Table 1. Miscue Analysis Harking System 

1. Substitutions - the observed response is Hritten directly over the 

e;qJected response y as in (3) ilbove. 

2. 00ission5 are enclosed in square brackets. 

(4) Part of [your] education. 

3. Insertions are marked with a carat and written in. 

a 
(5) There were A glaring spotlights 

4. Corrections are indicated by underlining the word or phrase 

corrected with a broken line preceded by a "C n
• 

(6) He helped my mother 
c---------

5. Non-words are marked with "I". 
$Philipeneos 

(7) "Philosophical!" I shouted. 

6. If a reader makes multiple attempts to produce a response, all the 

attempts are written over the text and numbered. 
3. gl- 6.in 
2. gl- 5.glilss i-
1. gl- 4.g1as9 

(8) There was a glassed-in part 

Hiscue analysis studies are based on oral reading. Miscue 

researchers assume that there is no essential difference between what 

people do during oral and silent reading. No conclusive evidence has 

been offered that such a difference exists. In addition, while the 

kinds of speech errors Fro~kin (1973) investigated, such as 

anticipation, which produces spoonerisms, does occur during oral 
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reading they may be differentiatod from the kinds of miscues that are 

a function of comprehension rather than production. 

1.3. Miscue Analysis and Other Reading Research on Pronoun Reference 

The research reported on in the subsequent chapters uses the 

Goodman model of reading described above as its theoretical base and 

is specifically concerned with readers' use of pragmatic cues to 

assign pronoun reference. Evidence for the cues readers use comes from 

analysis of their miscues. These miscues were produced by average 

readar~! ~econd and sixth graders, as they read stories aloud. The 

findings, then, are based on data collected during natural reading 

tasks with complete stories. This research differs markedly from other 

studies of pronouns that have used short pass~ge5 and/or artificial 

texts. 

Goodman and Gespass (1983) report on a number of such pronoun 

studies. These studies produced contradictory results. This is not 

surprising for a number of reasons. Frequently, the researchers 

operated on assumptions about the reading process that were not 

founded in theory. In addition, according to Goodman and Gespass, many 

of these researchers failed to consider the complexity of pronoun 

reference. Perhaps as a result, much of the research used artificial 

texts, and, as Goodman and Gespass point out, the use of unusual texts 

leads to unusual results: "The meaning which any pronoun represents is 

not only represented at the single point in the text where the pronoun 

accurn. It can only be assigned at that point if it han been built by 

the reader into the reader's text. And that can only happen in unusual 



ways if the text is unusually short, unusually constrained, or 

unusually structured." (70) In light of these limitations, it is not 

surprising that these studies produced cont~adictory results. 
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A good example of the kind of research Goodman and 6espass 

criticize is the study carried out by Robbins (1984). Robbins was 

influenced by the work of Cummins (1981). Cumwins reviewed research 

which suggests that bilinguals have greater metalinguistic awareness 

than monolinguals. For example, Vygotsky (19b2) argues that bei~g able 

to express the same thought in different languages enables a bilingual 

to "see his language as one particular system among many, to view its 

phenomena under more general categories, and this leads to awareness 

of his linguistic operations" (p.ll0). In their study of bilinguals, 

Lambert and Tucker (1972) suggested that bilinguals practice a form of 

"incipient linguistic analysis", comparing their two language systems. 

Bilinguals, according to the research Cummins presented, have greater 

aetalinguistic abilitites than monolinguals. 

Based on this research, Robbins hypoth~sized that bilingual 

readers would be ~etter than monolinguals at determining antecedents 

for third person subject pronouns. To test his hypothesis, he gave 

readers passages such as (9). 

(91 Tommy drank his juice after he got up. Then he brushed 

his teeth. 

The subjects in the experiment were asked to choos2 the antecedent for 

each underlined pronoun from a list. As (9) ShONS, in some cases the 

antecedent ~as in the saDe sentence, and sometimes it was in the 
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preceding sentence. Robbins wished to neasure readers' abilities ~ith 

both inter- and intra-aentential antecedents. However, ~hen the 

antecedent ~as in the same sentence, as in (9), it "as in a different 

clause, 50 the difference bet~een inter- and intra-sentential 

antecedents is minimal. In addition, in passages such as (9), there is 

little ambiguity. If subjects in the study failed to choose the 

correct ar.tecedent in the multiple-choice format of. the experiment, it 

may well have been because of their lack of familiarity with the 

multiple-choice format. In other words, the testing situation may have 

been more of a factor in determining the resultss than any differences 

in the subjects' knowledge of pronoun antecedents. 

In an attempt to present his subjects with natural or familiar 

language, Robbins chose sentences from stories in basal readers. 

However, the passages readers wer. given were very short, only one or 

two sentences, so the results may not reflect how these same readers 

would have performed with full texts. Pronoun reference is built up 

over stretches of discourse, so what precedes is important. For 

example, if the preceding sentence for (9) had been either (10) or 

(11) the reference for "hen would be ambiguous. 

(10) Tommy's father liked to make sure his son ate balanced meals. 

Tommy didn't really like orange juice, but he wanted to please 

his father. As a result Tommy drank his juice after ~ got 

up. 
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<11) Tommy was very hurried in the morning. He never had ti•e for a 

full breakfast when he first got up. He was rushed because he 

had to take care of his baby brother. Tommy drank his juice 

after ~got up. 

As (10) and <11> show, reference for a pronoun depends on the •eanings 

readers construct from preceding passages, not simply from a preceding 

proper noun. In fact, in my analysis of one story, •My Brother is a 

Senius• I found that a preceding noun served as the cue for assigning 

p~onoun reference only 11 ti•es out of the 193 no•inative pronouns in 

the story. 

In addition, in Robbins' study readers were presented 

sentences in which the pronouns had explicit antecedents, usually in 

the form of proper nouns, but in natural texts •any pronouns have no 

explicit textual antecedents. Furthermore, many stories intersperse 

dialog and narration, and the assignment of pronoun reference in such 

cases depends to a great extent on readers' knowledge of writing 

conventions for representing dialog and on readers' knowledge of the 

rules of conversational exchanges. Because Robbins' study is so 

limited, the results are not necessarily indicative of what bilingual 

and monolingual readers do with natural text. 

In summary, experimental studies using artificial texts and 

short passages produce contradictory results. These results •ay 

reflect confusion on the part of subjects over the experi•ental task 

or it •ay reflect their difficulty in dealing with unfamiliar types of 

texts ( texts that have been altered for the purpose of the 
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experiment). Moreover, researchers doing these studies oust ansume 

that what readers do in artificial situations ~ith artificial texts 

accurately predicts what the sace readers nould do ~ith natural texts 

in normal situations. As Boodman and 6espass showed in their review of 

several such experiments, unusual texts generally produce unusual 

results. On the other hand, miscue analysis research is much more 

indicative of what normal readers do with natural texts since the 

research involves studying how average readers read coeplete stories. 

1.4. Conclusions 

In this chapter 1 have compared a Nord-recognition approach to 

reading with a more general psycholinguistic approach. The 

word-recognition view is that reading involves recognizing words, 

either by sounding them out or by matching them with a stored sight 

vocabulary. Reading, from this perspective, is a part-to-whole process 

in which sentence meanings are derived from the meanings of individual 

words, and text meanings are derived from meanings of sentences. While 

descriptive linguists often find it u~eful to analyze a language by 

looking at successively larger units, there is no reason to suppose 

that readers or listeners work in this way to comprehend texts. Thus, 

while the word-recognition approach to reading is loo»ely associated 

with the methodology of descriptive linguistics, it has no 

clearly-defined theoretical base. 

The more general psycholinguistic approach to reading, on the 

other hand, has an articulated theoretical base. 600drnan claims that 

readers use four cyclical processes - optical, perceptual, syntactic 
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and semantic - to construct texts through a process of sampling, 

prediction, inference, and confirmation or disconfirmation. A 

comparison of Goodman's model of reading with analysis-by-synthesis 

models of speech perceptio~ advanced by Cooper and Stevens (1972) 

reveals a number of similarities. Both view comprehension as a process 

of the creative construction of an internal text. In both, the 

hypothesized text is compared with stored input data. While it is not 

possible to observe the workings of the comparator in speech, it is 

possible during reading in the case of the correction of miscues. As a 

result, the findings of miscue research have implications for both 

oral and written text comprehension. In fact, a major difference 

between a word-recognition and a psycholinguistic approach to reading 

is that the former claims that speech perception and reading are 

essentially different processes while the latter claims they are 

similar with the only difference being the form of the input. 

The word-recognition approach has little to say about many 

instances during oral reading in which there is a difference between 

the observed and expected responses, often simply referring to 

repeated instances as a sign of dyslexia, a cover term for reading 

difficulties. These same differences between expected and observed 

responses ~elp form the theoretical base for the psycholinguistic 

approach, which claims tha~ they result from the ways readers use 

syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and grapho-phonic cues as they 

transact with written texts. Miscues, points where expected and 

observed responses differ, are made by all readers and are not 



neceusarily signs of reading difficulties. In fact, some ~iscues 

indicate good reading strategies. 
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Miscue analysis research differs froD other kinds of reading 

research because of its strong base in a psycholinguistic theory of 

reading. Researchers using oiscue analysis ask average readers to read 

complete stories. The results of miscue research have been quite 

consistent. Other research often uses indirect measures to assess 

reading ability, measures such as choosing antecedents for a pronoun 

from a list in a multiple-choice format. Further, this research looks 

at what readers can do with short or artificial texts and claims that 

the results apply to performance with full, natural texts. Results of 

this type of research are contradictory. 

The present study is based on miscue analysis. Readers, 

according to the psycholinguistic theory, use cues from the 

grapho-phonic, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic systems to construct 

texts. One component of the pragmatic syst~m is the text cohesion 

created by, among other things, chains of pronoun reference. Readers 

assign pronoun reference on the basis of various cues in a text. What 

these cues are and ~hat strategies readers use to assign pronoun 

reference is the principal concern of the present research. 

1.5. Overview of the Present Study 

In this first chapter I have contrasted a word-recognition 

approach to reading with a psycholinguistic approach, advancing 

reasons that the psycholinguistic approach with its tradition of 

miscue analysis research is to be preferred to the word-recognition 



approach. In the remaining chapters I exa~ine in detail rniscuP d 

readers make on pronouns in an attempt to makp more explicit one 

aspect of the pragmatic cueing system, ~Ionoun reference. 
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As a first step towar~ Rnalyzing pronoun reference, in Chapter 

Two, I examine ~dO different stories to discover what text features 

exist that rp~ders can use to assign reference to nominative pronouns 

that refer to animate subjects. To this end, I classify all the 

nominative personal pronouns in the two stories on the basis of text 

features. These features include preceding noun phrases, preceding 

pronouns, the role of dialog carrier, and so on. Further, certain 

pronouns are identified as occurring at high-potential miscue sites. 

These are sites where none of the usual cues for aSSigning pronoun 

reference occur. 

Having categorized the pronouns in the stories on the basis of 

their contexts, I then examine for each story all the miscues on 

pronouns made by four readers. By comparing the number of miscues 

readers make on pronouns in each category, I construct a tentative 

hierarchy of pragmatic cue~. That is, based on the limited data from 

four readers for each story, I hypothesize that so.e contexts provide 

less ambiguous cues than others for the assignment of pronoun 

reference. 

A comparison of the tentative cue hierarchies established for 

the two stories reveals some differences. These may be the result of 

the limited data sample. However, it appears that differences in the 

ways categories are realized in the two stories contribute to the 

differences in the cue hierarchies. For example, in one story, the 
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category "Dialog Marker" provides relatively unanbiguous cues in part 

because each direct quotation is preceded by a proper noun that is 

co-referential with the dialog carrier. The results of the comparison 

of cue hierarchies indicate that a consideration of han cue categories 

are realized in particular texts may be more useful for educational 

purposes than a computation of the proportion of pronouns in each 

category for any story. 

The second chapter is an in-depth analysis of the miscues of 

four readers for each of two stories. This analysis leads to the 

creation of cue categories and cue hierarchies. The third chapter 

utilizes the concepts developed in Chapter Two and extends them to a 

larger sample. In Chapter Three I examine all the Discues made on 

nominative personal pronouns by 32 readers of the first story and 24 

readers of the second. This was the total data sample from the 

original miscue research using these two stories carried out by 

Goodman and Goodman (1973). 

The miscues made by the full sample of readers are compiled 

and the results used as the basis for constructing a second cue 

hierarchy for each story. A comparison ~f the tentative and final 

hierarchies is then made. The two prove to be very similar. However, 

there still remain differences between the hierarchies for the two 

stories. This result reinforces the notion that the way a particular 

category is realized is crucial. 

A further analysis of the sites in the two &torie~ where there 

was the highest miscue activity reveals that the strategies readers 

use may be fully as inportant as the text features. In fact, a 
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transactional view of reading clalos that text features and reader 

utrategies are actually t~o different "vantage pointon or nays of 

looking at the reading process. An examination of reading from the 

point of view of reader strategies suggests that readers sometimes 

make niscues because they overgeneralize successful strategie~ and 

apply them in inappropriate contexts. Two such strategies, pronoun 

maintenance and topic maintenance are defined and exaoined in detail. 

Chapters Two and Three limit the analysis of pronoun reference 

to miscues involving the substitution of one nominative personal 

pronoun for another. In the fourth chapter I consider how other 

miscues provide additional data that supports the claims made in the 

previous chapters. These other miscues include cases where other items 

are substituted for pronouns or pronouns are substituted for other 

items as well as cases where pronouns are omitted. 

In addition, in Chapter Four I show that readers use the same 

context cues and strategies to assign reference for possessive 

adjectives that they use for nominative pronouns. That is, the same 

essential process allows a reader to predict "my" that allows him or 

her to predict "I". The evidence from possessives thus strengthens the 

claims made for the analysis of te~t features and reader strategies 

based on nominatives. Both nominatives and possessives are part of the 

pragmatic cue system readers use to construct cohesive texts. Readers 

use the same text features and strategies to resolve degrees of 

ambiguity for pronouns as for possessive adjectivr.s. 

The first four chapters establish the theoretical base ior the 

study and then look in some detail at the kinds of context cu~s and 
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strategies r~aders use to deterQine pronoun reference. In the first 

chapter, noted that both 6ood~an's Qodel of reading and Stevens' 

Qodel of speech perception have as a central feature the cOQparison of 

a hypothsized text with input data. I suggested that correction of 

miscues could provide evidence for the ~orking of the cOQparator. This 

is the issue I address in Chapter Five. 

Often, when readers make miscues there is immediate 

disconfirmation - syntactic, semantic or pragmatic. For exampie, if a 

reader substitutes "we" for "I" before "were", there is syntactic 

disconfirmation. In other cases there is no disconfirmation. In 

Chapter Five I look in detail at patterns of repair of miscues with 

various types of disconfirmation for four readers. These patterns, I 

claim, are indicative of a reader's tentativeness and scope of focus, 

two concepts which, I argue, provide insights into how efficient and 

effective a reader is at any given time while reading a particular 

text. 

Further, I compare readers' corrections of miscues involving 

pronouns with all miscues that have pragmatit disconfirmation. This 

comparison indicates that an analysis of a reader's repair of pronoun 

miscues provides a good indication of the reader's overall 

proficiency. Since analyzing a reader's pronoun oiscues is a 

relatively undemanding task, the finding that correction of pronoun 

miscues is one good indicator of reading proficiency has important 

educational implications. I consider these implications in some detail 

in Chapter Five. 
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Readers construct ~ore or less cohesive texts by using a 

number of pragmatic cohesion cues. Chains of pronoun reference are an 

important feature of text cohesion. The detailed analysis of miscues 

involving pronouns makes more explicit cartain text features and 

reader strategies that contribute to building cohesive texts. A better 

understanding of these te)(t features and strat~gies is relevant to the 

work of both linguists and educators. 



CHAPTER 2 

PRAGMATIC CUE CATEGORIES 

Readers use various pragmatic cohesion cues to determine 

pronoun reference. In this chapter I examine the cues in texts that 

are available to readers for assigning reference. The discussion is 

limited to cases where reference of a nominative pronoun is to a 

person or group of people or to an animal character. 

There are tl~O principal types of reference in the stories that 

are analyzed in this chapter. Most commonly, reference is anaphoric, 

usually to a proper noun, as in the following passage: 

0506 Mr. Barnaby stopped pacing. "Hummmm," he said. 

However, there are also frequent cases where reference is 

exophoric, as in the following example: 

0226 I don' t knotl about that, but I kno\'1 !:'!!. get a good 

0227 education in our school. And they encourage 

Exophoric reference occurs when no explicit antecedent exists 

in the text. For example, there is not explicit antecedent for either 

Uwe " or "they". Readers must use their pragmatic knowledge to 

establish a referent for each of these nominative pronouns in the 

texts the readers construct. This requires readers to make inferences. 

30 
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In fact, since this story is a first-person narration in which the 

narrator is never named, the reader oust also infer a referent for 

"I". In addition, readers use their knowledgci of oral discourse to 

assign reference to speakers in dialog. As these ex~oples show, 

exophoric reference is reference to something outside the text. A 

third possible type of reference, cataphoric reference, did not occur 

in either of the stories I analyzed. 

It appears that different kinds of cues enable readers to 

assign pronoun reference when the reference is anaphoric and when it 

is exophoric. A careful examination of the contexts in which the 

personal nominative pronouns in each of the two stories occurs permits 

a more explicit statement of eractly which text features gerve as cues 

that enable readers to assign reference. 

2.1 Distribution of Nominative Pronouns in "My Brother is a Genius" 

In any text various cues help readers predict pronoun 

reference. For example, a proper noun might prec~de a pronoun and 

serve as its co-referent. This proper noun provides a cue for the 

reader. As shifts in person reference occur during the course of a 

story, readers use cues such as preceding nouns to infer reference. An 

examination of the distribution of nominative pronouns in a story 

reveals that clearer cues exist for some pronouns than for others. In 

addition, analysis of reader miscues suggests that some kinds of cues 

are more useful than others. 

Appendix A lists the shifts in person reference that occur in 

the story UHy Brother is a Genius," As I have defined it, the person 
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reference of a particular passage is the character or characters that 

serve as the topic of a particular passage. Since pronoun niscues may 

involve shifts in person reference, this information is important. The 

passages for each person reference are indicated by listing the 

corresponding line numbers. 

In coding a story for miscue analysis, the story lines are 

reproduced as they appear in the original text since. line breaks may 

influence reading. The lines are numbered using a four-digit system in 

which the first two digits represent the page number and the last two 

indicate the line on that page. Accordingly 0407 would signify the 

seventh line on the fourth page of the story. I have identified 

addresses in Appendix A by using this numbering system. 

Appendix A also lists all the nominative pronouns referring to 

persons that occur in "My Brother is a Benius." There are 193 such 

pronouns. In order to classify the pronouns for purposes of text 

analysis I have listed each pronoun under one of six columns. In 

general the first three columns include pronouns for which there is 

anaphoric reference and the next two include pronouns with exophoric 

reference. The last column is a mixture of the two. The categories of 

text features that serve as cues for assigning reference are the 

following: 

1. NP precedes - the first NP denoting a character or characters 

(usually a proper noun) which precedes the pronoun, 

serves as its co-referent. 

2. PN precedes - a pronominal, identical in personf number, and gender 
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is the first pronominal to precede the pronoun in question. 

Narrative and dialog strands of the text are treated separately in 

determining preceding pronouns. 

3. Dialog carrier - the pronoun serves as a dialog carrier and follows 

all or part uf a direct quotation. 

4. Self-reference or direct address in dialog - the pronoun occurs in 

dialog and refers to the speaker or hearer 

5. Paragraph initial "I" - the pronoun "I" occurs as the first NP 

referring to a person in a paragraph. 

6. High potential miscue PN The pronoun is at a high-potential 

miscue site if it fails to meet any of the criteria for 1-5. 

In some cases, a pronoun qualifies for more than one of the 

first five categories. In the following example an NP precedes "he" 

and "he" is also a dialog carrier. 

0412 Hr. Barnaby was impressed. uHummm,"he said, 

In this case, the pronoun is listed as a dialog carrier. Based on my 

analYuis of the miscues of four readers, I hypothesize that the dialog 

carrier function serves as a more salient cue than the preceding NP to 

enable readers to establish reference. Therefore, even though readers 

have both cues available, I have listed "he" under the category, 

"Dialog carrier.· When a pronoun qualifies for more than one category, 

placement is made in the following order: 



1. Self-reference or direct address in dialog. 

2. Dialog carrier 

3. Paragraph-initial "I" 

4. PN precedes 

5. NP precedes 

In the following sections I explain in more detail and give 

examples of the pronouns that qualify for each category. 

2.1.1. NP Precedes 
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In English, the category NP (noun phrase) is used to designate 

a phrase with a head nou~ and any modifiers. The NP's that act as 

referents for pronouns referring to people most commonly contain 

proper nouns, such as aMra earnabyH, as heads, but the head Qay also 

be a common noun, such as "brother" in the NP, "my baby brother." If 

an NP used to signal a change in person reference is the first NP that 

precedes a pronoun with which it is co-referential, that NP should 

provide a cue for the reader to deterQine reference. The following i~ 

an example of a passage in which an NP establishes the topic and 

serves as a cue for the following pronoun. 

0602 "Our address is 221 Forest Road," I added hurriedly. 

0603 That evening Hr. Barnaby telephoned and then came 

0604 to the house. After he'd talked to ••• 

In this passage there is a shift in person reference from the 

narrator (1) to Hr. Barnaby. The shift is signalled by the proper 

noun, "Hr. Barnaby", which precedes the pronoun "he". "Hen takes its 
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reference from "Mr. Barnabyu, the immediately preceding NP referring 

to a person. The paragraph break also indicates a potential change in 

person reference. It should be added that for purposes of analysis 

have not differentiated between pronouns which occur by the~selves and 

those such as "he'd" that occur as part of a contraction. 

In Appendix A, 11 pronouns are listed under the column "NP 

precedes." However, it is necessary to define more precisely what 

constitutes a preceding NP. In the first place, it must be the first 

NP preceding the pronoun that designates a person • If another NP 

designating a person intervenes, the reader could predict that the 

pronoun would refer to it instead. In add!tion, there may be a maximum 

distance prinCiple. The data suggests that the NP must be in the same 

or the preceding sentence. 

Secondly, although I include NP's that occur in both subject 

and object position in the category, "NP precedes", I predict, on the 

basis of the miscues of four readers, that NP's in subject position 

will generally provide more salient cues for reader predictions than 

NP's in other positions. There are about an equal number of nouns in 

subject and object position in the story. However subject NP's more 

frequently serve as topics than object-position NP's. 

The follo~ing is an example of a passage in which an NP in 

object position is co-referqntial with the folloHing pronoun. 

0604 After he'd talked to ~y oother and father 

0605 for i1 t·h il e, th~ took. •• 
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TNO of the four readers substituted "he" for "they" in this passage. 

The substitutions indicate that the readers did not une the 

object-position NP, "nother and father" as a cue to signal a change in 

person reference. Instead, they continued to infer reference froD the 

preceding pronoun, "he", which referQ to Mr. Barnaby. 

This example suggests that there will be Variation within the 

category nNP precedes,n That is, reference will be easier to assign 

for some pronouns in this category than for others. Nevertheless, 

pronouns qualify for the category NP precedes whether that NP is in 

subject or object position. 

Further evidence that readers use preceding NP's to assign 

reference comes from the miscue made in the following line. 

He 
1013 Andrew's eyes dropped, then closed. I went 

The reader appears to have used the reference to Androw in the first 

sentence to predict the pronoun reference i~ the second sentence. In 

this case, that prediction was sufficiently strong to cause the reader 

to ignore perceptual cues since there is no graphophonic similarity 

between the expected response, "I", and the observed response, "He". 

In this instance the noun used as a cue to establish person reference 

is in possessive form within the NP. 

In some instances a pronoun intervenes between the pronoun 

being classified and a preceding NP. This is the case for "he's" in 

line 0702. 



0701 "Mother! Dad!" I yelled, ~AndrDw isn't typical! He's 

07Q2 ---he's a genius! 
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In thia conteKt "he's" in line 0702 is listed under the heading "PN 

precedes" since, even though the reader has both the preceding pronoun 

and the preceding proper noun to use as cues for assigning reference, 

the preceding pronoun is the closer cue. For this reason, a pronoun i~ 

not listed under th2 heading "NP precedes", even when an NP having the 

same person and number precedes, if any other pronoun intervenes. 

In summary, I list a pronoun under the category "NP precedes" 

if it agrees in person, number and gender with the first NP that 

designates a person preceding the pronoun and if no other pronoun 

intervenes. The preceding NP may occur in any sentence position and 

the noun may be marked for possessive. 

2.1.2. PN Precedes 

A second context which provides readers with pragmatic cues 

for determining pronoun reference is one in which another pronominal 

precedes. Generally, once person reference has been established, 

writers use a series of pronouns to maintain that reference. For that 

reason, a preceding pronoun should serve as an unambiguous cue for 

assigning pronoun reference. 

However, at least two factors introduce some ambigUity. For 

one thing writers strive for some Variation and a noun antecedent may 

be repeated. In addition, in passages with dialog, neu pronouns are 

introduced to refer to speakor and listener. 
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Appendix A lists 43 cases of pronou~5 preceded by other 

pronominals identical in person, number and gender. In thi6 column 

there are three types of preceding pronominals that can help readers 

make correct inferences: preceding nominative pronouns, preceding 

object pronouns and preceding possessive adjectives. Thus, in this 

category, as in the first category, there is Variation. In the same 

Hay that preceding nouns in nominative position provlded stronger cues 

for readers than nouns in object position, preceding nominative 

pronouns appe2r to be more salient r,u~s for establishing reference 

than preceding object pronouns or preceding possessives. 

1. Nominative Pronouns. In some passages there is a series of 

identical nominative pronouns. 

0205 I mean 1 really yelled it. 1 guess a fellow ••• 

In passages such as this the first pronoun establishes person 

reference, and, given no cues to the contrary (such as an intervening 

NP referring to a person) the reader can use the first pronoun to 

predict the form of subsequent pronouns. 

In some sequences, a pronoun serving as a dialog carrier 

intervenes between two pronouns with identical reference. For example, 

in the following lines "I said" comes between the two occurrences of 

"he". 

0510 "Ho\~ old is he?" 

0511 "Ei ght Clonths I" I sai d. "But he' 5 goi ng on ni ne. II 
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I have listed cases such as the second occurrence of "he" as 

one in a series of pronouns (PN precedas). Based on the oiscues of 

four readers, hypothesize that the presence of the preceding "he" 

will serve as a cue that will enable a reader to correctly predict the 

second occurrence. Thus, application of the rule for successive 

identical pronouns is blind to the presence of pronouns acting as 

dialog carriers. In the same "ay, a pronoun in dialog Qay intervene 

between two pronouns in narrative. Part of the ability readers develop 

in reading stories is the ability to keep separate the reference in 

dialog and narrative strands. While both pronouns with an immediately 

preceding identical pronoun and those which occur in passages where 

another pronoun intervenes (in dialog or narrative) are listed in this 

category, I predict that readers will miscue more often in the second 

situation. 

An example of such a passage in which pronouns in dialog seem 

to have led to wrong predictions is the following: 

0905 "Vou!" !!.!!. sai d 
You 

0906 in a sickly uhisper. "Vou!"He stood ••• 

Readers must separate the narrative and dialog strands here to use the 

"he" in line 0905 as a cue for the reference of the "He" in 0906. The 

prominence of the intervening ·Vou!" immediately preceding "He" may 

have caused this miscue. 

Further evidence that readers use preceding pronouns to infer 

referencQ comes from miscues such as the following: 

0811 "1 never thought b.£.1~as typical," 
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0220 ••• In a little t'lhile he 11as asleep. 
He 

0221 Lwent on reading. 

In the first exaople, the reader predicted that the reference 

for the t~o pronouns would be the same. In this case, however, the 

subjects of the main and eobedded clauses differ. Nevertheless, the 

prediction was sufficiently strong to cause the reader to ignore 

perceptual cues. In this case, the two pronouns occur in the same 

sentence. Readers may also predict that reference will be maintained 

across sentences, a~ in the second exaople. Here the reader's 

prediction that the reference will be maintained overwhelms both 

pragmatic and perceptual cues. 

2. Objective Pronouns and Possessives. A reader may also use 

a preceding object pronoun or a possensive as a cue to predict a 

subsequent nominative form as in the following sentence. 

0516 uWe could take moving pictures 

0517 of him I~hcn he's at his besL" 

The change here in person referenc~ from "We" to "he" is 

signalled by the intervening object pronoun which acts as a cue to 

enable readers to make correct predictions. It should be added that 

the change from "We" to "him" causes readers few problems. Readers 

predict that subject and object position pronouns will typically refer 

to different people unless the object pronoun is marked for r~flexive. 

The object pronoun can occur in the same sentence as the 

pronoun it precedes or in the preceding sentence, as the following 

eXBDple shm1s. 
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0605 ••• they took him into the bedroom. He leaned.,. 

Here again the change in person reference is signalled by the object 

pronoun that intervenes between the nominative forms. 

Once again, evidence that readers rely on preceding object 

pronouns to infer reference of subsequent pronouns comes from reader 

miscues. The following passage provides several potential cues. 

0502 If you have a contest, then all the 

0503 mothers whose babies don't win will be mad at you. 

They •.• 

Here, there are two cues that could lead readers to make wrong 

predictions - the subject and object occurrences of "you" in the first 

sentence - and one cue that could lead to a correct prediction, the NP 

"the mothers whose babies don't win", Readers who substitute ·you· for 

"they" show evidence of using preceding pronouns as pragmatic cues to 

determine reference. 

Another example of a passage in which attention to the object 

pronoun may have led to the miscue is the following. 

he 
0718 At first I just looked at him. "Philosophical?" I asked. 

Here, the lack of a paragra~h break indicates that no change in person 

reference will occur. Apparently, the reader ignored that cue and 

attended to the object pronoun. 

In the sage Hay that reference can be inferred from a 

preceding NP marked ior possessive case (Andrew's eyes), reference can 



also be inferred from preceding possessive adjectives, as in the 

follo~ing example: 

0103 Part of ~ education. You just happen 

The cue for the reference for "You" in this line is the preceding 

occurrence of "your." Even though "your" is traditionally labelled a 

possessive adjective rather than as a pronoun, it functions as a 

pragmatic cue for reference in the same way that a ~ronoun does. For 

this reason, "You" in line 0103 is classified under the category "PN 

precedes." 
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Miscues such as the ones in the preceding passages support the 

contention that readers use preceding objective pronouns and 

possessive adjectives as pragmatic cues to infer reference in the same 

way they use nominative pronouns to signal a change in person 

reference. As the ~iscue~ also indicate, readers may use commonly 

occurring pragmatic cues at inappropriate times. Thus, they must learn 

the limitations of the application of rules they hypothesize on the 

basis of frequent occurrence of text features ~nd develop strategies 

that allow them to make successful predictions and inferences. 

2.1.3. Dialog Carrier after a Quotation. 

The first two columns in Appendix A list pronouns which 

generally have anaphoric reference. These coluons would be sufficient 

for the analysis of most expository texts. The next two eoluons list 

pronouns with exophoric reference. Reference for pronouns in dialog, 

for example, is exophoric rather than anaphoric when the reader relies 



on his or her knowledge of conversational rules rather than on 

explicit textual antecedents. Thus, in directly quoted speech "I" 

refers to the speaker and "you" to the listerier. Exophoric reference 

depends on factors outside or beyond the text. 
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The third column lists all the nominative pronouns that occur 

as dialog carriers following quoted material. There are 43 such 

pronouns. Stories vary considerably in their use of pronouns to mark 

dialog. A second story analyzed below, "Kitten Jones", generally uses 

NP's to carry dialog and uses pronouns as dialog markers only three 

times. 

An example of a conversational exchange in ~hich pronouns 

serving as dialog carriers designate the speakers is the following. 

0328 "I have an idea for a TV program," I said. 

0329 "Splendid! Splendid!" he said. 

In the first line the unnamed narrator is speaking, and in the second, 

the speaker is Mr. Barnaby, the TV executive. The orthographic cues 

provided by dialog structure - the quotation marks and paragraph 

breaks - are sufficient to signal changes in person reference for most 

readers, who can apply their knowledge of the rules of oral 

conversation to the written form. Analysis of the miscues of four 

readers shows few miscues on dialog carriers. 

The only limitation on dialog carrier pronouns is that they 

follow all or part of a quotation. In the following example Ughe" 

causes miscues despite baing a dialog carrier. 
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0317 Mr. Barnaby was a very busy man. As the lady led me 

0318 tOtJard his office, ghe said, "r1r. Barnaby is 

There are few cases in "My Brother is a Senius" ouch as this 

one where the dialog-carrying pronoun precedes the quotation. If the 

dialog carrier precedes the quotation, the orthographic cues, the 

quotation marks and paragraph break, are not present'as cues for the 

reader to predict that the upcoming pronoun is a dialog carrier. The 

previous example, in fact, is interesting because it presents 

conflicting cues. "She" is a dialog carrier preceded by an NP (lady), 

which should lead readers to correct predictions. However, both before 

and immediately following the pronoun, another NP, "Hr. Barnaby" 

occurs. This NP may have greater force because it is explicitly a 

name. In addition, the possessive adjective, "his" could lead readers 

to predict reference of the following pronoun. Finally, this story has 

only two female characters, and "she said" occurs only twice in the 

entire story, so readers may predict "he" on the basis of frequency. 

As this example shows, readers may be presented with a number 

of potential cues for determining pronoun reference. Not all pronouns 

listed under the category "Dialog carrier" provide equally unambiguous 

reference cues. One sentence on which a reader miscued on a dialog 

carrier, repeated here, presents potentially-conflicting cues. 

he 
0718 At first I just looked at him. "Philosophical?" I asked. 

In this sentence the presence of the preceding object pronoun ~ppears 

to have been a core Galient cue than the dialog carrier position. 
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However, thore was no paragraph break in this case. In addition, the 

word, "Philosophical", which caused miscues for all four readers, 

might either have served to distract the reader from the orthographic, 

dialog cues, or the word might not have been recognized as 

constituting quoted speech. In this case, then, even though the 

pronoun gIn serves as a dialog carrier, some readers may not recognize 

it as a dialog carrier and may base their inferences-on other cues. In 

addition, some readers may have a general problem in recognizing or 

reading dialog. 

Despite exceptions such as this, the four readers made few 

mi5~ues on pronouns serving as dialog carriers, so this text position 

must provide important pragmatic cohesion cues for determining pronoun 

reference. 

2.1.4. Self-Reference and Direct Address in Dialog. 

Pronouns with exophoric reference frequently occur in directly 

quoted speech as well as in dialog carrier position. During dialog, 

characters often use pronouns to refer to themselves or to address 

others. Column 4 of Appendix A lists 37 cases of self-reference and 

direct address that occur in "My Brother is a Genius. u The most 

conventional way for speakers to refer to themselves is to use "I P
, 

and the most conventional way for speakers to address hearers is with 

the pronoun "you". Readers use this convention to predict that 

characters will use these forms in directly quoted speech. 
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For the four readers of "My Brother is a Genius", there ~as 

only one instance in which a oiscue occurred on "I" or "youP in 

dialog. It occurred in the folloning passage. 

I 
0525 He placed a hand on my shoulder. uYou know," he 

0526 said. "I think you may have hit on a gold mine, oy boy." 

This example is rather complex. The reader may have attended to the 

"I" substituted for "He" and predicted that the following pronoun 

would maintain thnt reference. Thifi prediction of first-person 

reference is reinforced by the possessive "my". On the other hand, the 

reader may have made the miscue because he predicted that the speaker 

would refer to himself rather than address the hearer. In addition, 

"You" is used here in the idiomatic expression, "You know." Any of 

these factors could have caused the miscue. Nevertheless, this was the 

only miscue any of the four readers made on ·you· or "I" used for 

direct address or self-reference in dialog, so this text position must 

offer strong pragmatic cues for readers to determine pronoun 

reference. 

This example raises an important point. One oiscue may lead to 

other miscues. The locus of reference for a pronoun exists in the text 

that a reader constructs, not in the printed text. If a reader 

constructs a text that differs from the printed text, he or she may 

make inferences and predictions not predictable solely on the basis of 

an analysis of a printed text. A miscue is evidence that the text the 

reader is constructing Day differ from the printed text. Any analysin 
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of reader performance should conuidar all the miscues the reader makes 

on a particular passage. 

A good examplo of ho~ earlier oiscues in a pasDage can help 

account for subsequent miscues is the following: 

1008 opened it to the S's. "Andrew, listen 

he he 
1009 to this," I said as calmly as I could. 

An analysis based solely on text features ~ould not predict either 

substitution of "he" for "I". The "I" operating as a dialog carrier 

would not be predicted to cause miscues for two reasons. First, it is 

a dialog carrier, and second, it follows another nominative "I". Thus, 

the reader has two pragmatic cues to base an inference on that there 

will be no change of person reference here. The final "IN in the 

sentence should not cause a miscue either since it is one of a series 

of identical pronouns. 

However, these pronoun substitutions are easier to account for 

when all the miscues the reader made on the passage are taken into 

account. One reader restructured this sentence and read it as follows: 

1008 I opened it to the S's section. Andrew listened 

1009 to this. He was as calm as he could. 

The substitutions of "he" for "I" can easily be explained using the 

principles developed above once all the miscues are considered. The 

first "he" agrees with the preceding NP, "Andrew" and the second NP 

follows in the sequence of aioilarly oar ked nD~inatives. This exaople 

provides evidence that at tiges some readers, as they attend to 
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selected cues, construct texts that are syntactically and semantically 

acceptable even though they vary considerably from the printed text. 

The four readers whose reading I analyzed seldom made miscues 

on the pronouns "I" or "you" used during dialog to refer to the 

speaker or hearer, but they made miscues frequently in passages when 

speakers used "we" to refer to themselves or hearers during 

conversation. For example, one of the readers substituted "I" for "we" 

in the following passage. 

0516 "Sure," I said. "~could take some moving pictures 

"We" is less predictable than "I" or "you" because it occurs less 

often. Sometimes "we" represents a special regizter that readers may 

not be familiar with. Furthermore, "we" may not have an explicit 

co-referent. 

In the previ~us example, the pronoun substituted was identical 

to t~e preceding pronoun, and the reader may have attended to that 

prcnoun as a cue. However, there are also cases where the preceding 

pronoun is not identical to the pronoun substituted. For example, in 

the following passage where "I" was also substituted for "We", the 

preceding pronoun is "He." 

0413 He walked around the office 

0414 thinking. "Yes. He could have a contest ••• 

In this case the speaker is the TV executive, Mr. Barnaby, and the 

reader infers that he will put on the contest. In fact, Hr. Barnaby's 

"we" here has no explicit co-referent since the reference is not to 

the narrator and Mr. Barnaby. Since there is no graphophonic 
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similarity between the expected response, "we", and the observed 

response, "I", this is again a case where the reader's prediction 

overwhelmed perceptual cues. This example shows that readers expect 

speakers to use "I" or "you", not "we". 

A third example in which a reader substituted "I" for "we" in 

dialog occurred in the following passage. 

0215 Andrew 

0216 stopped crying and tried to take hold of the dictionary. 
I 

0217 "Let '5 see Nhat ~ can find in the S's," I said. 

In the story Andrew is an eight-month old baby, and the narrator reads 

Nords to him from the dictionary. In this passage, the narrator uses 

"~Ie", but, in fact, only one person does the looking, so the miscue 

reflects that reality. An analysis of the printed text would suggest 

that "Let's" provides a cue for the folloNing ·we" in the form of the 

contracted objective first person plural pronoun. However, "us" is 

apparently not the antecedent in the text this reader constructed. 

Readers infer reference from a variety of sources, and in this case 

the pragmatics seems to have outweighed the syntactic evidence and led 

the reader to predict "I". 

Since the four readers made a number of miscues on "we" used 

as self-reference or direct address in dialog even when a pronoun 

preceded, as in this case, "we" in dialog is not listed under the 

category "Pronoun precedes"even ~hen there is a preceding pronoun. 

hypothesize that the dialog context cancels out the potential cue 

offered by the preceding pronoun. 
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There are cases where nne" in dialog is predictable. If joint 

action is clearly indicated, readers can infer the USe of "we," as in 

the following example. 

0912 Mr. Barnaby slumped into a chair. "In five minutes we 

0913 go on the air," he said, "with the 'typical baby.' The baby 

0914 we've been advertising all week. 

Although the co-referent for "~~" ig not explicit in the text, the 

situation, putting on a TV show, implies joint action. 

Even though "we" is not generally predictable when used as 

self-reference ~r direct address in dialog, both "I" and "you" are 

predictable and constitute one of the types of identifiable pragmatic 

cohesion cues. 

2.1.5. Paragraph-Initial "I". 

The analysis of the miscues of the four readers suggests one 

other context that provides cues for readers to infer pronoun 

reference. Column 5 of Appendix A consists of occurrences of "I" in 

passages of narration at the beginning of paragraphs. There are 15 

occurrences of paragraph-initial "I" in "My Brother is a Genius." 

One example of paragraph-initial "I" is the following: 

0105 H~ helped my cother with her 

0106 coat, and then they were gone. 

0201 So education it was! L opened the dictionary ••• 



As this example shows, a pronoun classified as paragraph-initial "I" 

must be the first pronoun referring to a person that occurG in a 

paragraph. Usually the pronoun occurs in the first sentence of the 

paragraph, but as the previous example demonstates, this is not 
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necessarily the case. In addition, this category does not include "I" 

in dialog used as self-reference or "I" used as a dialog carrier. 

There are two reasons that readers of this story could be 

expected to correctly infer the reference of paragraph-initial "I". In 

the first place, readers are given the paragraph break as a cue! and 

paragraph breaks generally signal a change in speaker. These 

formatting cues should override cues such as the noun and pronoun in 

the preceding paragraph. As ~as the case with the other cue 

categories, readers are presented with more potentially conflicting 

cues at sites such as this than at other sites. Nevertheless, the four 

readers made comparatively few miscues on instances of 

paragraph-inital "I". 

A second reason that readers could be expected to make correct 

predictions in the context of a paragraph-initial "I" is that this 

story is a first person narration, so "I" is a sort of default value. 

That is, if there are no other cues to suggest the reference of a 

pronoun, readers can predict "I" in a first person narration. 

A second clear example of paragraph-initial "I" occurs later 

in the story in lines 0813-0901. 

0813 At the station Mr. Barnaby rushed us into the studio and 

0814 pushed a crib for Andrew under one of the big CBoeras. 



0815 There ~ere glaring spotlights and floodlights and cables 

0816 rigged up everywhere. There was a glasand-in part along 

0817 one whole side of the studio - - the crintrol room. There 

0818 two men nere signalling to each other, and one was pointing 

0819 to the clock. 

0901 I still thought ••• 
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In the first paragraph several characters are ~entioned, but no clear 

cues are provided for the subsequent "In. Again, the paragraph break 

signals the shift to a new reference, and the four readers correctly 

predicted the first person singular form. 

Paragraph-initial "I" could only be a category for the 

analysis of a first person narrative. The second story, analyzed 

below, is told in third person, so this category is not included. 

2.1.6. Summary of Pragmatic Cohesion Cues. 

Appendix A lists all of the 193 nominative personal pronouns 

that occur in liMy Brother is a Senius". Each pronoun is listed under 

one of six categories. Pronouns in each of the first five categories 

described above occur in contexts where cues are available to help 

readers make accurate inferences about pronoun reference. Within each 

of these five categories there is variability since some contexts 

provide conflicting cues, and readers must develop strategies to 

determine which cues to attend to. In addition, the miscue frequency 

of the four readers suggests that some categories aore consistently 

provide cues to which readers attend than do other categories. 



Pronouns that fall in one of these five categories might be labelled 

low-potential oiscue sites because of the available CUDS. 
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The pronouns in the sixth column occur in passages nhere the 

identified cues are not available. I hypothesize that readers will 

make miscues most frequently at these sites. Again, not all of these 

high-potential miscue sites are equally ambiguous. If the site is 

preceded by a noun or pronoun which does not agree ih person, number, 

or gender with the pronoun in question, readers are faced with both a 

lack of helpful cues and also with potentially misleading cues. In 

these cases readers may have the most difficulty in determining 

pronoun reference. 

A subset of the pronouns in the sixth column of Appendix A are 

marked with an asterisk. These are instances of "we" used in dialog 

for self-reference or direct address. They constitute a particular 

type of high-potential miscue site, and it is useful in discussing 

miscues to identify this subset. Accordingly, I refer to "~e" in 

dialog as a Type II site and all other pronoun sites in column six as 

Type I sites. 

In the following sections I use the information in Appendix A 

to analyze in more detail the miscues made by four readers of UMy 

Brother is a Genius." By identifying the sites where pronoun miscues 

are apt to occur, I am able to analyze a reader's performance with a 

particular text by comparing the nu@ber of pronoun oiscues he or she 

makes at these sites with the number possible. Of courso, the reader 

may also oake pronoun niscues at other sites for various reasons. 

Analysis of these miscues could suggest additional categories of 



miscue types. Further, some pronoun miscues could result from other 

miscues that occur in the surrounding text. 

2.2. Pronoun Hiscues by Four Readers of 
UHy Brother 15 a Genius" 

The an~lyGis of the pronoun miscues of four sixth gradero 

reading "Hy Brother is a Genius" reveals marked differences in their 

individual performances. The two readers who made the most total 

miscues in reading the story aade 43 of the 48 pronoun miscues. The 

reader who made the fewest total miscues in his reading had only one 

pronoun miscue. This suggests that readers' ability to use pragm~tic 

cues to infer pronoun reference is correlated with geheral reading 

ability. 

Even though the focus in the following sections is on reader 

miscues, it is important to point out that even the reader who made 
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the most total miscues got pronouns right 87.6% of the time. In tact, 

the four readers made correct inferences about pronoun reference about 

94% of the time. If pronoun miscues related to prior miscues are 

subtracted, this figure is even higher. 

An analysis of individual performance is revealing because it 

suggests that certain kinds of pragmatic cues are oore useful than 

others in inferring reference. That i5, it is possible to establish a 

tentative hierarchy of pragmatic cues ranging from weake~t to 

strongest on the basis of the data. 

Further, a cloDe onloination of points in the text uhere 

individual readers oade miscues on pronouns suggests that some of 
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these are actually "good miscues" caused by misleading writing. By 

misleading writing (or editing in the case of basal readers) 1 oean 

text in which cues that normally lead to successful prediction of 

pronoun reference instead lead to wrong predictions. For example, if 

there is a passage in which a proper noun precedes a nominative 

pronoun which does not take reference from that noun, the reader may 

still use the noun as a cue for reference and make a miscue. This is a 

good miscue in the sense that the reader is using an appropriate 

strategy. A careful examination of a text can reveal the extent to 

which it contains these kinds of passages. 

2.2.1. Davi d's Iii scues 

During his oral reading of "Ny Brother is a Genius" David 

substituted one nominative pronoun for another 24 times. In three 

cases the miscue on the pronoun !'las related to a prior miscue. Two of 

the miscues that appear to have been caused by earl fer miscues I~ere 

discussed above. They occurred in the passage (repeated here) • 

section ed 
1008 I op&ned it to the S'S.A "Andrew, listen A 

.He was calm he 
1009 to this[,"l I said as calmly as I could. 

The restructuring of the first sentence helps account for the 

substitutions of "he" for "I". 

Another case where prior miscues seem to have led to the 

pronoun miscue occurs in the following passage. 
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1117 Mr. Barnaby took us out of the studio, clear to the front 
Then 

1118 door, patting his face with a large handkerchief. Uhen 
he uas 

1119 "e were out on the street, I saH that my mother ~as smiling 

1120 broadly. "It serves hio right for calling a child of mine 
he 

1121 typical," she said. 

This is a good example of a complex series of miscues. The 

substitution of "he" for "we" in line 1119 suggests David inferred 

reference on the basis of the preceding proper noun, "Mr. BarnabyP 

rather than attending to the intervening object pronoun, "us". David 

also substituted "was" for "were" to put the first pronoun miscue in 

an acceptable syntactic frame. He then substituted "he" for Ushe" as 

the dialog carrier. Eecause of the first substitution, in the text 

David constructed Mr. Barnaby, not the mother, is speaking. Therefore, 

at least in part, the substitution of "he" for "she" is caused by the 

previous miscue. 

If the three miscues discussed above are discounted, then 

David made a total of 21 pronoun SUbstitutions not triggered by prior 

miscues. These miscues were distributed among the cue categories as 

follows: 

NP precedes - Self-ref or Dir. Add. - 0 

PN precedes - 3 Paragraph initial "I" - 0 

Dialog marker - High potential site - 16 

There are 44 high-potential miscue sites in the story, and 

David ~ade miscues at 16 of these sites. This represents a 36% rate. 

Among the ~iscues at high-potential sites, 6 ~,ere substitutions for 
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U we " used for self-reference or direct address in dialog. Since there 

were only 7 of these Type II oiscue sites in the story, it is apparent 

that David makes especially strong predictions for this context. 

On the other hand, at the low potential sites, David made 

miscues only 5 times among 149 sites or 3% of the time. He miscued 

most frequently at sites where a preceding pronoun served as the 

pragmatic cue. In two of these cases, the preceding pronoun is 

separated from the miscue site by dialog, so conflicting cues are 

present. An example is the following passage: 

0520 "But what if he cries or something?" I asked. 

0521 "All babies cry," said Mr. Barnaby. "He wouldn't ••• 

The preceding pronoun is separated from the miscue site by "I" used as 

a dialog carrier as well as two NP's that refer to persons. Therefore, 

the cue is considerably weakened. 

2.2.2 Peter's Miscues 

Peter substituted one nominative personal pronoun form for 

anuther 19 times during his reading. Three of these miscues appear to 

have been caused by prior miscues in the passage. The remaining 16 

miscues are distributed among the categories as follows: 

NP precedes 

PN precedes 

- 1 

- 1 

Dialog marker - 4 

Self-ref and Dir Add - 0 

Paragraph-initial "1"

High potential site - 9 



Over half the miscues occurred at high-potential sites. 

Peter's 9 miscues at 44 sites represents a 20% miscue rate. He made 

miscues twice at Type II sites and 7 tices af other sites. Thus, his 

miscues are more balanced within the category than David's were. 

At the low-potential sites, Peter made miscues 7 times among 

the 149 ~ites for a 4.6% miscue rate. Even though Peter made a great 

number of miscues in reading this story, he read 95% of the pronouns 

at low-potential sites correctly. Among these sites, the category 

where most of the miscues occurred was ·Dial~Q marker,- His four 

miscues in this category suggests he may have some difficultly 

recognizing or reading dialog. 

2.2.3. Dorothy and Henry's Miscues 
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The two other readers of "My Brother is a Genius" whose 

reading I have analyzed ~ade far fewer miscues generally and far fewer 

pronoun miscues. This further suggests that the ability to use 

pragmatic cues may be correlated with overall reading ability. 

Dorothy made only 3 miscues that involved the substitution of 

one nominative personal pronoun for another. One was at a 

high-potential miscue site. The other two were in the categories "PN 

precedes" and "Dialog oarker". Henry's only miscue on a nooinative 

personal pronoun occurred on a dialog carrier. 
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2.2.4. A Tentative Hierarchy of Pragmatic Cues 

The combine~ results for the four readers suggest that certain 

categories among the lo~-potential miscue sites provide stronger cues 

than other categories. Table 2 suomarizes the oiscues by category. 

Table 2. A Summary of the Miscues of 4 Readers 
of "My Brother is a Genius" by Category 

Category Total Total Miscues Miscues per Site 
Name Sites Mi~cues per Site per Reader 
=====================:::~.:.:================================== 

NP precedes 11 2 .18 .045 

PN precedes 43 5 .12 .029 

Dialog marker 43 7 .16 .040 

Self-ref,D.A. 37 0 0 0 

Para-init I 15 .07 .017 

========================================================== 

These results are based on limited data. However, they suggest 

that for these readers, the most helpful cues were self-reference or 

direct address in dialog and the least helpful were preceding NP's and 

the dialog marker position. Thus, the hierarchy of cues from strongest 

to l1eakest is: 

1. Self -r ef erence or direct address in dialog 

2. Paragraph-initial " I" 

3. PN precedes 

4. Dialog marker 

5. NP precedes 
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Miscues at these low-potential sites were much less frequent 

than miscues at high-potential sites. These four readers oade a total 

of 26 miscues at the 44 high-potential sites for a 59% rate. On the 

other hand, at the 149 low-potential sites, the readers oade 15 

miscues for a 10% rate. These results suggest that readers do make use 

of pragmatic cues to infer pronoun reference and that different kinds 

of cues differ in their usefulness for readers. 

2.3. Distribution of Nominative Pronouns in "Kitten Jones" 

The same procedure for categorizing pronouns was applied to a 

second story, "Kitten Jones". The analysis of the story reveals 

several differences between it and "My Brother is a Senius u
• While the 

percentage of pronouns for the two stories is roughly equal, the 

nominative pronouns are distributed differently among the categories. 

This difference in distribution is attributable in large part to the 

fact that "Kitten Jones" is a third-person narration while "My Brother 

is a Genius u is a first-person narration. Since QKitten Jones u is 

written in third person, the category, nparagraph- initial 'I'" can 

not be applied. There are also differences within the categories since 

in "Kitten Jones" there are fewer passages where dialog and narration 

are mixed. 

Appendix B lists all the pronouns in "Kitten Jones" under one 

of the identified categories. Table 3 summarizes the differences in 

the distribution of pronouns among the categories for the two stories. 
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Table 3. Distribution of Pronouns in Tno Stories 

Category Ki Hen Jones My Brother is a Genius 
total % total % 

Paragraph-initial " I " does not apply 15 8 

NP precedes 9 18 11 6 

PN precede::; 11 22 43 22 

Dialog marker 3 6 43 22 

Self-r~f/DA 20 41 37 19 

High-potential sites 6 12 44 23 

Total s 48 193 

The one category in Table 3 in which the distribution of 

pronouns is similar is "PN precedes." The primary difference between 

the distribution in the two stories is that in "Kitten Jones· pronouns 

occur frequently in dialog for self-reference or direct address, but 

pronouns are seldom used as dialog carriers. In audition, an NP 

precedes the pronoun site about three times as often in "Kitten Jones" 

as in "My Brother is a Genius." Finally, "Kitten Jones" has fewer 

high-potential miscue sites. My prediction, based on this data, is 

that readers will make proportionately fewer miscues on nominative 

pronouns while reading "Kitten Jones" than in reading nMy Brother is a 

Genius." 

In addition to the differences in distribution of pronouns 

among categories, there are differences in how the categories are 

realized in the two stories. These differences may, to Dome extent, 
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reflect the work of editors attempting to make reference less 

ambiguous for younger readers. The differences lend support to the 

prediction that the readers will make fewer miscues on pronouns 

reading "Kitten Jones" than reading "My Brother is a Genius" because, 

in general, pronouns in "Kitten Jones" appear at sites where there are 

fewer potentially conflicting cues. These differences can best be seen 

by considering each category. 

2.3.1. NP Precedes 

One difference between the two stories, attributable to the 

difference in narrative style, is that in "Kitten Jon~5u many more 

pronouns follow a common or proper noun. Since the narrator of the 

first-person narration, "My Brother is a Senius" remains unnamed, more 

pronouns in that story follow "I". 

In "Kitten Jones" the preceding NP's serve as clear 

antecedents for the pronouns in most cases. A typical passage is the 

following: 

0401 One day Sue ~~as taking a picture 

0402 in the garden. She sudden 1 y I'lanted 

0403 a drink and ran into the house. She 

0404 left the camera on the grass. 

Here the proper noun, "Sue", provides a clear cue for readers 

to use to infer the reference of the two following occurrences of 

nominative "nhe." No other NP denoting a person intervenes, and there 



are no intervening pror.oun~, Therefore, the preceding NP provides a 

relatively unambiguous cue for the inference of pronoun reference. 

2.3.2 PN Precedes 
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It was noted above that the one category in which the 

distribution of pronouns in the two stories is similar is "PN 

precedes". However, while the percentage of cases for the two stories 

is similar, there are important differences in the way the category is 

realized in the two stories. 

In determining the classification of pronouns for the 

category "PN precedes", I treated the dialog and narrative strands in 

the story separately. A pronoun was listed in the category if the 

preceding pronoun in the same strand agreed in person, number, and 

gender. However, there were cases in which the two pronouns were 

separated by stretches of dialog or narration that contained 

potentially misleading cues. This is not the case in "Kitten Jones." 

A typical example of "PN precedes" for uKitten Jones" occurs 

in the following passage: 

0405 Kitten had been playing in the rose 

0406 vines. Now she walked over to the camera. 

0407 She began to sniff at it. She sniffed at its 

0408 sides and its corners. She thumped the 

0409 camera with her whit2 fur paw. 

The first occurrence of "she" is preceded by the proper noun, 

"Kitten.u Then "she" occurs three more tioes in the p3ssage. No other 
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pronouns or NP's referring to persons appear. For these reasons, the 

cue provided by the first pronoun in the series is relatively salient 

in comparison with the typical occurrence of preceding pronouns in "My 

Brother is a Genius." 

2.3.3. Dialog Carrier after a Quotation 

In "My Brother is a Genius" pronouns serve frequently as 

dialog carriers and these pronouns frequently intervene between 

pronouns in dialog. In "Kitten Jones", on the other hand, there are 

only three passages in which a pronoun serves as a dialog carrier. The 

more typical pattern for this story is that pronouns appear in dialog 

and proper nouns mark the dialog. 

In addition, each time that a pronoun is used as a dialog 

carrier, the direct quotation Is preceded by a proper noun which 

serves as the co-referent of the dialog-carrying pronoun. An example 

occurs in the following lines. 

0202 Mrs. Jones looked up 

0203 from her sewing. 

0204 UPenny, why are you so excited?" she 

0205 asked. 

Thus readers get two cues in these cases. The pronoun serves as a 

dialog carrier, and it is preceded by an NP. 
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2.3.4. Self-refer~nce and Direct Adress in Dialog 

Nearly half the pronouns in "Kitten Jonee" function for 

self-reference or direct address in dialog. This follows fro~ the fact 

that proper nouns are generally used as dialog carriers. In the 

analysis of "Hy Brother is a Genius" the four readers made few miscues 

on pronouns in this category, and I would predict that readers of 

"Kitten Jones" would be si~ilarly successful. 

2.3.5. High potential miscue sites 

There are fewer high potential miscue sites in "Kitten Jones" 

than in "My Brother is a Genius." There are also some differences in 

the ways this category is realized in the two stories. 

Two of the high-potential miscue sites in "Kitten Jones" are 

Type II sites involving ·we" in directly quoted speech. The first of 

these is not entirely unpredictable. 

0217 "Oh, Mother!" cried Jack. "May ~ take 

0218 pictures and send them to the contest, 

In the story three children wish to enter a photo contest, and Jack is 

acting as their spokesman, so plural reference could be inferred. 

Neverth~less, the presence of "Jack" as the dialog carrier could lead 

readers to predict singular self-reference here. 

The second Type II miscue site is more typical. 

0608 "tJe must send this picture of the crol~ to 

0609 the conteot," Hr. Jones decided. 



In fact, only one person will send the picture in, so n~eu has no 

explicit co-referent in the text. 
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The remdining four high-potential miscue sites each present 

readers ~ith helpful cues as Hell as potentially misleading cues. The 

first is in the following passage. 

0419 All the family stood around him when the 

0420 prints were done. How they laughed ••• 

The object pronoun "him" intervenes between the potential miscue site 

and the co-referential NP, "all the family." Object pronouns are less 

salient cues thnn nominative pronouns, so this site may not cause a 

great number of miscues. 

A second example is similar and contains two high-potential 

miscue sites. 

0605 found her with 

0606 the camera. 1 thought she was just playing 

"I" is listed as a high-potential miscue site because of the 

intervening object pronoun. Again, an explicit antecedent, the 

nominative pronoun "I", is available to readers. In its turn, the UI U 

in line 0606 intervenes between "her" and "she". Once again renders 

are presented with the necessary cues, but there are also potentially 

misleading cues. 

The final high-potential oiscue site also occurs when a 

pronoun is used as the subject of an embedded clause. Here again, 

there is a preceding cue, this tiae in the form of u proper noun. 
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0713 But they were very proud of Kitten 

0714 Jones. They loved all the prizes she received. 

The difference, then, between the high-potential oiscue sites 

in the two stories is that in "Kitten Jones" in nearly every case, 

cues are available to help the reader make correct inferences although 

a pronoun intervenes. In "My Brother is a Genius" the high-potential 

miscue sites are generally characterized by a complete absence of 

cues. Therefore, readers should generally make fewer miscues at the 

hKitten Jones" sites. 

2.4 Pronoun Miscues by Four Readers of "Kitten Jones" 

To determine whether or not the differences in the 

distribution of pronouns in the cue categories as well as the 

differences in the ways the categories are realized was reflected in 

reader miscue activity, I analyzed the miscues of four readers of 

"Kitten Jones." Not surprisingly, the readers made few miscues on 

nominative personal pronouns in this story. 

In one instance a pronoun miscue was clearly related to an 

earlier miscue. This miscue occurred in the following passage. 

Mr. 
0202 Mrs. Jones looked up 

Penny 
0203 from her sewing. 

he 
0204 "Penny, why are you so excited?" she 

0205 asked 
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Because of the Qubstitutions of "Mr." for "Mrs.u and "Penny" 

for "her", the reader constructed a text in which the reference for 

the speaker nas to a male character. 

Other than this miscue, the four readers made a total of only 

four miscues in which they substituted one nominative pronoun for 

another. In fact, the two readers who made the fewest total miscues 

made no miscues at all on nominative personal pronouns. This is 

similar to the findings for "My Brother is a Genius." In that story 

the two readers who made the fewest overall miscues made only 4 of the 

48 miscues on the story involving noainative personal pronouns. 

Of the four miscues readers made on "Kitten Jones" three 

occurred at high-potential miscue sites. Two occurred on line 0608 at 

the Type II site described above as the most typical high-potential 

site in the story. The other miscue occurred on line 0714, repeated 

here. 

0713 But they were very proud of Kitten 

they 
0714 Jones. They loved all the prizes she received. 

Here the reader appears to have used the previous pronoun as a cue to 

infer reference. The miscue here may also have been caused in part by 

the fact that the prizes would have been handed to the children, not 

the cat, so, in one sense, the children "received" the prizes. 

The only miscue that occurred at a low-potential site involved 

"I" used in dialog for self-reference. 
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0412 HUh, Kitten," she cried. "I'm afraid you 
He'll 

0413 have done something to this picture. I'll have •• 

The reader seems to predict that Sue will suggest that she"and Kitten 

will have to do something togeth~r at this pOint. The presence of the 

second character helps account for the prediction. 

2.5 Conclusions 

The analysis of the second story, QKitten Jones", shows that 

miscues on nominative pronouns reflect the way pronouns in a story are 

realized within each category as well as the way the pronouns are 

distributed across categories. Since "Kitten Jones" is a third person 

narration, more pronouns follow a proper noun. In general, the 

preceding NP's in "Kitten Jones d provide unambiguous cues for 

inferring reference. Often an entire paragraph focusses on one 

character. The first reference to the character is a proper noun, and 

then a series of pronouns follows. aMy Brother is a Genius", on the 

other hand, is a first-person narration, and the narrator is unnamed, 

so fewer pronouns follow an NP. In addition, paragraphs more 

frequently refer to two or more characters, so any NP's that occur 

provide relatively more ambiguous cues. There are fewer cases in "My 

Brother is a Genius" where a proper noun establishes reference for a 

series of identical pronouns. 

Both stories have about the same percentage of pronouns for 

which the cue is a preceding pronoun. However, while in "Kitten Jones" 

there is often a series of identical pronouns, in "Ny Brother is a 



Genius" dialog and narration are frequently mixed, and readers must 

keep the dialog and narrative strands separate in order to correctly 

infer reference. 
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While pronouns are used frequently in "My Brother is a Genius" 

as dialog carriers, there are only three pronouns that serve as dialog 

markers in "Kitten Jones", and in each of these three cases a proper 

noun precedes the directly quoted speech. Thus, in "Kitten Jones" 

readers get two cues for these pronouns, an exophoric cue in the form 

of the dialog carrier position and an anaphoric cue, the preceding NP. 

In "My Brother is a Genius", on the contrarv, proper nouns seldom 

precede quoted speech, and there arp more cases where a series of 

direct quotations occurs. Ir. these cases, readers must keep tr~ck of 

who is spealdug to I~hom by using exophoric cues. 

In "Kitten Jones" pronouns infrequently serve as dialog 

markers but frequently appear in directly quoted speech. Nominative 

pronouns in direct quotations are less common in "My Brother is a 

Genius." In the analysis of the miscues made by readers of UHy Brother 

is a Genius" few miscues occurred on pronouns in directly quoted 

speech. If self-reference or direct address in dialog provides a 

strong cue for inferring pronoun reference, readers of "Kitten Jones" 

should be able to make correct predictions about a large proportion of 

the pronouns that occur in the story. 

Finally, there are not only relatively fewer high-potential 

miscue sites in "Kitten Jones" than in "My Brother is a Genius" I but 

those sites in "Kitten ~ones" often contain some potential cues to 

help readers infer pronoun reference. For example, a proper noun may 
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precede the site and serve as a cue even though another pronoun 

intervenes between the proper noun and the high-potential miscue site. 

As a result of the differences in the distribution of pronouns 

among the categories as well as the differences in the ways the 

categories are realized, readers should be able to infer pronoun 

reference more easily while reading "Kitten Jones" than while reading 

"My Brother is a Genius." While some educators have-hypothesized that 

younger readers have difficulty with pronouns, this analysis suggests 

that the structural contexts for the pronouns are more important than 

differences in readers' ages. In both stories the same kinds of cues 

led readers to make inferences about pronoun reference. Where those 

cues were strong and relatively unambiguous, readers generally made 

correct inferences. On the other hand, at sites lacking cues or 

containing potentially conflicting cues readers made relatively more 

miscues. This conclusion supports the findings of Goodman and Sesspass 

(1983) that Uwhat is most important for readers of any age or ability 

level is that they read interesting, cohesive, and well-written 

materials." (71) Reducing the number of pronouns in a text may 

actually make the text more difficult by reducing its cohesion. 



CHAPTER THREE 

APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS TO THE FULL DATA POOL 

In the preceding chapter, I outlined a method for analyzing 

substitution miscues involving nominative personal pronouns. Using 

this method, I categorized pronouns as occurring in one of a variety 

of contexts which might or might not lead readers to make correct 

inferences about pronoun reference. In particular, I identified a 

number of pronouns that occurred at sites in the stories where 

pragmatic cues for inferring reference were lacking. I called these 

high-potential miscue sites. 

The preliminary analysis in the preceding chapter was based on 

the miscues of 4 readers for each story. In the present chapter I 

consider the full data pool, the miscues made by 32 readers of UMy 

Brother is a Genius· and 24 readers of "Kitten Jones", to see whether 

or not readers do, in fact, make more miscues at the sites I 

identified as high-potential miscue sites than at other sites. 

In addition, I examine those sites where there is high miscue 

activity involving pronouns in an attempt to refine the method of 

analysis presented in the previous chapter. As the result of this 

examination, I supplement the notion of high potential miscue sites, 

which was determined by analysis of text features, with the concept of 

reader strategies. I argue that readers use two principal strategies 
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to resolve degrees of pronoun reference' nabiguity. Those strategies 

are pronoun maintenance and topic maintenance. 
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A transactional vie~ of reading looks at reading au a process 

of transactions betwoen reader and text. An analysis of reading which 

focusses exclusively on either text features or reader strategies must 

necessarily ignore a portion of the reading process. Reading 

strategies and text features are interrelated since the strategies are 

based on commonly-occuring text features. In this chapter I examine 

the relationship between these two components of reading. 

In this chapter I deal primarily with totals - the total 

number of cases where an NP precedes the pronoun and so on - but it 

should be added that some of the miscues in the data are triggered by 

preceding miscues. For example, if "Mr." iG substituted for AMrs." in 

the preceding NP, that substitution helps account for the pronoun 

miscue when the reader substitutes "he" for "she." Although I don't 

consider the effect of previous miscues in listing the totals in most 

cases here, I do discuss particular cases where the results of the 

analysis are influenced by such miscues. 

~lhe Data Pool 

The present analysis is based on data fro~ a study carried out 

by Goodman and Goodman (1978). Eight populations are included in that 

study: four second-language groups and four dialect groupn. The second 

language groups are Navajo, Hawaiian Samoan, Arab, and Texas Spanish. 

The f~ur dialect groups are Downeast Maine, Appalachian Uhitc, 

MiSSissippi Rural Black and Hawaiian Pidgin. Those are stable dialect 
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groups. The children are at least second generation inhabitants of the 

area. The children sel~'"ted for the ntudy ~lere rated by their teachers 

as average readers for their grades and for their schools. Boodman and 

Goodman's study showed that second language and dialect readers nake 

the same kinds of miscues as speakers of standard English. 

In the present study the first story analyzed, "My Brother is 

a Genius" was read by 32 sixth graders, and the second story, "Kitten 

Jones" was read by 24 second graders (the Navajo and Hawaiian Samoan 

second graders did not read this story). Each student read the story 

in the presence of a researcher who also taped the reading. The 

researchers then prepared a coded transcript of each reading following 

standard miscue coding procedur~. (Boodman 1972) The present analysis 

is based on the coded transcripts of those readings, and, in cases, by 

reference to the tape recordings. 

On the basis of my preliminary analysis, I categorized in 

Appendix A and Appendix B all the personal nominative pronouns for the 

two stories. Appendix C and Appendix D use the same foraat and include 

a listing of all the observed responses which are substitutions of one 

personAl nominative pronoun for another in the two stories. In the 

following sections I draw on this data in an attempt to answer certain 

questio~5. 

3.2 Questions to be Addressed 

In the previous chapter I developed a method for analyzing 

text features to deteroine sites where readers oight oaks miscues. 

This analYSis tIns based on the uub~titutions made by four readers. One 
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purpose of the present chapter, then, is to deter~ine ~hether or not 

sites identified as high-potential oiGcue sites are, in fact, actual 

miscue sites. I do this by cooparing the number of miscues involving 

nominative personal pronouns that occur at those sites with miscues on 

nominative pronouns in general throughout the story. 

A second question this chapter addresses is, "What other 

factors might cause miscues?" By looking at sites where there was high 

miscue activity, I show that the strategies readers use, as well as 

text conditions, may cause readers to make wrong predictions and 

inferences. 

This chapter also deals with a third questions "Is there a 

hierarchy among the pragmatic cue categories?" In developing a method 

for determining high-potential miscue sites, categorized all the 

pronouns in each story under one of a number of headings such ai "NP 

precedes" or "dialog carrier following a quotation." In the analysis 

of "My Brother is a Genius= in Chapter Two, I used the total number of 

Discues in each of these categories to develop a tentative hierarchy 

of pragmatic cues. In this chapter I refine the notion of a hierarchy 

of pragmatic cues, showing that both the kinds of cues and the ways 

the cue categories are realized in a particuar story must be taken 

into account. 

The analysis in this chapter deals with two different stories. 

A final question raised here is whether or not the same factors lead 

readers to make miscues in different utories. By applying the same 

sort of analysis to two stories I can show differences bet"een the 



stories in the kinds of pragmatic cohesion cues they provid~ an well 

as sioilarities aoong readers in their use of t~e available cues. 

3.3. Analysis of High-Potential Miscue Sites 
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Readers infer potential pronoun refGrence froD a number of 

cues. If a pronoun occurs at a site where these cues are not 

available, the reader cay make incorrect inferences and predict a 

pronoun different from the pronoun in the printed text. These sites 

are what I refer to as high-potential miscue sites. An analysis of the 

full data for the two stories shows that a number of the sites 

identified as high-potential miscue sites are, in fact, points in the 

text that generate a high degree of miscue activity. These findings, 

then, support the analyis of pragmatic cues developed in the previous 

chapter. 

3.3.1. High-Potential Miscue Sites in "Hy Brother is a Benius" 

In Chapter 2 a high-potential miscue site was identified as 

one lacking a pragmatic cohesion cue. For each story I categorized 

every occurrence of a no~inative personal pronoun under one of the 

following headings: NP precedes, PN precedes, Di~log oarker, 

Self-reference or direct address in dialog, or Paragraph-initial "I" 

(for "My Brother is a Genius" only). I then listed any pronoun that 

did not fit one of these categories as a high-potential miscue site. 

My claim is that these categories constitute an exhaustive list of the 

text features available to readers AS potential cues for the 

resolution of pronoun reference aobiguity and that if none of these 
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cues is available, the site is a high-potential oiscue r.ito. These 

sites are further subdivided into Type I and Type II oites with Type 

II sites being that subset of the potential oiscue sitoD ~hich involve 

""en used in dialog. 

Appendix C lists all the oiscues by site for the 32 readers of 

"My Brother is a Genius", and Appendix D is a similar coapilation for 

the 24 readers of "Kitten Jones. N It may be readily'observ~d that 

readers of both stories did, in fact, make miscues more often on 

pronouns at the high-potential miscue sites than on pronouns at other 

sites. 

There are 193 nominative personal pronouns in liMy Brother is a 

Genius" and readers made a total of 192 substitution miscues where the 

observed response was also a nominative personal pronoun. Of the 193 

pronouns, 44 are identified as occurring at high-putential miscue 

sites, 36 at Type I sites and 8 at Type II sites. Readers substituted 

a different nominative personnl pronoun at one of these sites 112 

times, 84 times at Type I sites and 28 times at Type II sites. In 

other words, on the average, 2.5 readers made pronoun-for-pronoun 

miscues on each of the high-potential miscue sites with a higher 

percentage of the miscues occurring at Type II sites. 

This figure of 2.5 miscues per site is well above the average 

for the sample. In fact, there were only 80 miscues for the 149 

pronouns identified as occurring at low-potential oiscue Bites, an 

average of .S miscues per site. The only category among these 

low-potontial sites for which there were core cigcues than aites was 

"NP precedes", for which there were 13 miscues at 11 sites. This is 
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still only an average of 1.2 miscues per site, less than half of what 

occurred at the high-potential miscue siteD. ThUG, for DHy Brother in 

a Senius" the predictions for high-potential miscue ~ites are 

supported by the data. 

3.3.2 High-Potential Hiscue Sites in "Kitten Jones" 

"Kitten Jones" is a shorter story than UMy Brother is a 

Genius" so it contains fewer pronouns. The distribution of the 

pronouns among the categories differs considerably between the two 

stories. In addition, the category "Paragraph-initial 'I'" is not used 

in the analysis of "Kitten Jones" since that category is only 

appropriate for first-person narrations, and dKitten Jones" is written 

in third-person. Despite these differences between the two stories, 

readers of both stories made miscues most frequently at the 

high-potential miscue sites. 

There are 49 personal nominative pronouns in "Kitten Jones." 

Of these, 6 occur at potential miscue sites, 4 at Type I sites and the 

remaining 2 at Type II sites. Readers made a total of 19 SUbstitutions 

where the observed response was also a nominative, personal pronoun. 

Over half of these substitutions (10) occurred at one of the 

identified high-potential miscue sites. Since there were 6 such sites, 

this Qeans that there were, on the average, 1.7 Qiscues per uite. At 

the remaining 43 sites there were 9 miscues for an average of only .2 

oiscues per site. 

This data supportu the reDultD fcund in "My Brother is a 

GeniuD." When readers encounter pronouns in contexts where the usual 
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pragmatic cues are absent, they oake substitutions more often than 

noroal. Closer euamination of these high-potential oiscue oites sho~g 

that there are significant differences within this category. That io, 

there are many miscues at sooe of these sites and fe~ or none at 

others. These differences can be accounted for by considering more 

carefully the strategies readers use to infer pronoun reference. 

Vetta Soodman and Carolyn Burke (1980) discuss 4 strategies 

readers use that cause pronoun miscues. First, the text may be 

structured in such a way that readers make reasonable predicticns that 

are not borne out. Goodman and Burke offer the following example: 

we 
(1) The doctor and I stood over him. "Let's lift him carefully,A he 

We C---
said to me. He placed the board under George's body and we 

began to lift. 

According to Goodman and Burke, the prese~ce of "Let's" causes 

the reader to predict joint action. The reader corrects this first 

substitution when it is apparent that "he" is a dialog carrier, but 

allows the second miscue to remain. Both miscues come in response to 

context cues. 

Goodman and Burke list conceptual understanding as a second 

cause of pronoun miscues. For example, a reader's substitution of "itU 

for usheR in reference to a dog reveals the reader's concept of dogs. 

A third cause of pronoun mi5cues is that readers sometimes lack 

background knowledge to help them make correct predictionu at points 

in the text where other cues are lacking. For example, a reader might 

substitute "he" for "uhe" in reference to a baby sitter. Finally, 



readers night make ~iscues because they rely too heavily on the 

grapho-phohic cueing systeo. 
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An analysis of the high-activity miscue sites in dMy Brother 

is a Geniu." allows oe to make aore precise the claia nade by Goodman 

and Burke that readers aake wrong predictions about pronouns because 

of text structure. Readers develop strategies to infer pronoun 

reference, and, at times, they apply these strategies at inappropriate 

points in the text. In addition, miscues at these high-activity sites 

show that the conceptual understanding of the text that readers build 

during their reading can also lead to pronoun miscues. 

3.3.3. High-Activity Addresses among the High-Potential Miscue Sites 

While readers made many more miscues at the high-potential 

miscue sites for both stories than at other sites? there were 

significant differences among these high-potential miscue sites. An 

analysis of those sites with high miscue activity suggests that 

certain contexts are especially conducive to wrong predictions. The~e 

are the sites where text conditions lead readers using 

normally-successful strategies to incorrect inferences. 

For the purposes of analysis, I have defined siten with high 

miscue activity for AMy Brother is a Genius N as those at ~hich more 

than threa miscues occurred. The high-potential siscue sites which 

qualify as high-activity sites in DMy Brother is a Genius" are listed 

in Table 4. 



Table 4. High-Activity High-Potential Miscue Sites 
in "My Brother is a Benlus" 

===========~=====================c======~=n======c= 

Site Li ne 
Number 

0318 

2 0402 

3 0414 

4 0516 

:5 0520 

6 0713 

7 0820 

B 0823 

9 0906 

10 1119 

Expected 
Response 

she 

we 

he 

we 

we 

He 

ObuC:!rved 
ResponuQ 

he(S) 

you, he(6) 

I , he (3) 

I , he (3) , 

I , you (2) , 

he(19) 

he(9) 

he(4) 

you(2) 

~Ie 

You (3), 1(2) 

he(S) 

==========c=====~==c========================c=c==== 

Bl 

Miscues at these 10 sites account for 71 of the 192 miscues (37~) that 

occurred in the story. 

There were fewer readers of UKitten Jones" and these readers 

made fe~er pronoun miscues. For this story a high-activty site was 

defined as one with 3 or Dore miscues. There were only two such sites 

among the high-potential sites. These are listed in Table 5. 



Table 5. High-Activity High-Potential 
Miscue Sites in •Kitten Jones" 

==================================c==========z===• 
Site Line 

Nu11ber 

0217 

2 0608 

Expected 
Response 

we 

Observed 
Response 

I < 3 > 

sheC2>, I, he 

============~=============:=:====================~ 

Miscues at these two sites accounted for 7 of the 19 miscues 

<37t> that occurred in the story. Thus, the percentage of •iscues 
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occurring at high activity sites aMong the potential •iscue sites for 

the two stories is identical. Below, I discuss these high-activity 

sites by nu•ber. 

•My Brother is a Genius• 

The first high-activity site is •she" in the following 

passage: 

0317 Mr. Barnaby was a very busy •an. As the lady led •e 
he 

0318 toward his office, she said, "Mr. Barnaby is a very busy 

•she" is not listed under the category "Dialog •arker• because 

it precedes the direct quotation. Further, despite the presence of the 

NP "the lady•, •she" is not listed under the category "NP precedes" 

because of the intervening object pronoun •me." If readers substituted 

•I• for •she• it would be reasonable to suppose that they were 

influenced by the preceding pronoun. However, all 5 substitutions for 

•she" were "he•. In this case, there is a lack of the usual prag•atic 
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cues for predicting "she". In this situation, the overall frequency of 

occurrence of pronouns in the story led readero to predict "he". 

The story "My Brother is a Genius u has t~o foaale characters, 

the mother and the secretary. The pronoun "she n occurs only 3 times 

during this story out of 193 nominative personal pronouns. As a 

result, readers often substitute soae other pronoun, usually "he", for 

"she" even when the context clearly indicates a female speaker. Their 

conceptual understanding, based on their reading, is what leads them 

to the prediction. 

Further evidence that readers make predictions based on 

frequency of occurrence comes from the miscues on ~shen at a 

low-potential miscue site late in the story. At this point, "she" has 

not occurred for 8 pages and 11 readers substituted Rhe" for "sheU 

despite the presence of pragmatic cues. 

1119 ••• , I saw that my mother was smiling 

1120 broadly.nlt serves him right for calling a child of ~ine 

he 
1121 typical,u she said. 

Reference for ush~" is established by the preceding NP "my mother" in 

this case, and "she" is a dialog carrier. Some readers may have used 

aa child of mine" as a cue for predicting reference. The child is a 

boy. Nevertheless, the fact aore than a third of the readers made 

miscues here suggests that they based their predictions on the 

frequency of occurrence of "she". 

In the saoe way in line 0318 readers substitut~d Uhe" for 

"she" even though reference io established for the pronoun by "the 
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lady" in the previous line. Further evidence that the Gubstitution of 

"he" for "she" in these two caseG was caused by the lack of 

occurrences of °she" in this story comes from tho analysis of DKitten 

Jones." In that story, "she" occurs 12 times among the 48 pronouns, 

and readers substituted "he" for "she" only twice. On the other hand, 

"he" occurs 3 times, and one time a reader substitutes "she" for "he." 

In all, readers substituted "she" 4 times. Thus, it appears that total 

frequency of occurrence of a pronoun is one cue readers use in 

predicting pronouns, As discuss below, frequency of occurrence is 

related to two strategies readers develop for forming predictions. 

In addition, in both the cases here where there was a 

substitution for "she", an additional pronominal coaes between the NP 

(b my mother- or "lady") and the miscue site. Analysis of other 

high-activity miscue sites ShONS how the presence of a pronominal 

bet~een the cue and the miscue site causes readers to ~ake wrong 

predictions. 

"Ny Brother is a Genius" 2,3,4,6,7,10 

"Kitten Jones" 1,2 

In eight of the sites identified above as high miscue activity 

sites, readers substitute another pronoun for ·~e.U In "My Brother" 

all but 5 of the 53 substitutions ~ere "he". Thus, it appears that in 

these cases readers relied to some extent on perceptual cues. However, 

in "Kitten Jones" only 1 of the 7 substitutions for u~eu ~as "he". 

Therefore there oust be other factors that lead readers to substitute 
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The first three miscues in "My Broth~r is a Genius" ~nd both 

miscues in "Kitten Jones" occurred at ~hat I have teroed Type II 

sites. These ore sites where "wo" occurs in dialog. Host readers 

predict that speakers nill refer to themselves as "I" or to the person 

addressed as "you" and do not predict Une ". This seems to be what is 

happening in these 5 cases. For example, in the following passage, Mr. 

Barnaby is speaking to the narrator 7 but uses a polite plural form 

even though the action is to be carried out by Hr. Barnaby. 

0402 ••• nodding his head. aWe could put it on ••• 

This example is typical in that the pronoun occurs in initial position 

within the quoted material, so no other cue for establishing ,reference 

is available to the reader. Again, in this case, the pronominal "his" 

precedes "We", and it may be that readers are led to wrong predictions 

by the occurrence of this other pronoun form. 

An example from uKitten Jones· supports this hypothesis. 

0607 but she was really taking a picture." 

0608 "We must send this picture ••• 

Two readers predicted "she" and two other readers predicted either "J" 

or "he" for "we" here. 

The remaining throe sites in "My Brother is a Genius" where 

other pronouns wore substituted for U~e" are not stretches of dialog. 

Line 0713 is the address tlith the highest miscue activity among the 

pronouno. Of the 32 readers, 19 Dubstituted "he" for "ue". 
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ho 
0713 I stood looking donn at hin when no nere 

0714 alDost ready to go. 

It appears that readers miscue frequently on U we " in this oar-tonco 

because there are no cues to help the roader predict u ne ", and there 

are cues to mislead the reader. 

In the first place, "we" is not preceded by an NP or a pronoun 

that could lead 8 reader to correct predictions. In addition, "He" is 

not a dialog carrier and is not used for self-reference or direct 

address in dialog. Finally, Rwe" is not a paragraph-initial "I". In 

other nords, "we U does not qualify under any of the categories liGted 

in Appendix C. There are no cues to help a reader make a correct 

prediction. 

Instead, there appear to be cues that lead readers to wrong 

predictions. The sentence in question contains two clauses; a matrix 

clause followed by an embedded clause. The miscue site is the subject 

of the embedded clause. This pronoun differs from thr. subject of the 

matrix clause. Further, the subject of the ~atrix clause is also a 

pronoun. As a first approxim~tion, then, 1 nould hypothesize that 

readers will make substitutions for a pronoun functioning as the 

subject of an embedded clause which follows the matrix clause if the 

subject of the oatrix clauSe is alGo a pronoun but one differing from 

the subject of the embedded clause in person, number or gender. 

This hypothesis is supported by oiscues at the high-potential 

~ite in line 0820. 



he 
0820 I still thought!!.£. l'ihould tell lir. Barnaby 

This site meets the r.onditions outlined above, and q readers 

substituted "he" for n~e" here. 

The final miscue sita where "wen is the axpected response, 

ho~ever, does not fit the pattern. 

1118 ... patting his face \1ith a large handkerchief. tihen 
he 

1119 ~were out on the street, Lsaw ... 

Only one reader substituted for the subject of the embedded clause, 
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"I", while 8 readers substituted for nUe". A gecond hypothesis, which 

would account for this case, is that it is the presence of the 

preceding pronominal, in this tase "his", that, coupled with the lack 

of positive cues, leads readers to wrong predictions. 

In fact, the substitution of Dha" for hwe" in 0713 above can 

also be accounted for by the presence of the preceding occurrence of 

"him." However, this explanation does not account for the substitution 

of "he" in 0820 since the preceding pronoun is "I" and all 9 readers 

5ubstututed "he". Is there further evidence that allows us to choose 

between these two hypotheses? 

"My Brother is a Genius" 5,8,9. 

There were either 4 or 5 miscues at each of th~ reaaining 

three sites. This number is lower than the totals for the sites 

discused previously. The first of the remaining three ai~cue sites is 

in line 0520. 

0518 "Nonsonse, ~y boy," Hr. Barnaby said. "If ~e do this, 
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0519 it will be 8 live nhow. LivQ, boy, live!H 

0520 "Bui tlhat if he cries or nOClethin'g?" I as!<ed. 

The ~ite occurs in a sentence with a complex structure, but it is not 

the structure identified above. In addition, there is a preceding 

pronoun, "we", which differs from the pronoun at the Discus site; 

however, that pronoun is separated from the miscue site by a full 

line. In addition, only one of the four ~ubstitutian5 for Uhe" was 

"we. a It appears, then, that this example fails to support either 

hypothesis. Apparently the lack of cues prevented readers from 

correctly predicting "ho ~ould be referred to. There were no 

distracting cues present. It may be that for this reason, while there 

were miscues at this site, the number of miscues was not 50 great as 

at the sites discussed above. 

The second miscue site occurs in the following passage. 

0822 At last he leaned over the crib. 
He 

0823 1 held my breath. 

Here the miscue site occurs in a simple sentence. However, the subject 

pronoun in the preceding sentence appears to have led readers to wrong 

predictions since all 4 of the substitutions for MI" were "He". Thus, 

this axaropla seems to support the second hypothesis, that the 

preceding pronominal is influential. 

The final high-activity miscue site also oupports the second 

hypothesis. 
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0905 "You!" he said 

0906 in a sickly ~hi5per. "You!" He stood ~ith his feet wide 

Here the preceding "you" is highly ualient and appears to lead reudora 

lacking other cues to make wrong predictions. At this site 3 readers 

substituted "you" for "he" and 2 other readers substituted PI". 

These three high-activity miscue sites provide limited 

evidence to support the hypothesis that readers are led to incorrect 

inferences about pronoun reference by the presence of preceding 

pronouns. 

3.3.4 Other High-Activity Sites 

The analysis of the ten high-activity sites among the 

high-potential miscue sites for "My Brother is a Senius" and the two 

sites from "Kitten Jones· suggests that, lacking other cues, readers 

respond to relative frequency of pronouns (substitutions for "sha") or 

to preceding pronouns and possibly are also influenced by sentence 

structure. There was only one low-potential miscue site with two 

miscues in "Kitten Jones". In "My Brother is a Genius" there were four 

sites not identified as high-potential miscue sites with three or oore 

miscues. The fact that, aside from the one low-potential site where 

readers substituted "he" for "she" (line 1121), there "ere no sites 

~ith Dore than throe QiBCUeS aoong the sites Hhere roaders had one of 

the identified prag~atic cues available shows that readers do Dake use 
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of those cues. Honever, it nay be that the three siteo ~here readers 

Dade three miscues contain rnisla~ding tuea as well. 

The first of these sites is in line 0413. 

0412 Mr. Barnaby waB impressed. "Huomm," he Guid, "you 

0413 may have an idea of value." He walked around the office, 

This site was listed undpr the category "PN precedes" since I argued 

that this category was blind to the presence of intervening pronouns 

in dialog.Thus, for purposes of analysis the "he" of "he said" is 

treated as the preceding pronoun. In this instance, however, where 

there is an intervening pronoun in the quoted speech which differs 

from the pronoun at the miscue site some readers were led to wrong 

predictions. Nevertheless, readers substituted either awe" Dr "I", not 

the preceding "you", so the evidence is inconclusive. 

The second site is in line 0528 

0527 "Where can I see this baby brother of yours?" 

he 
0528 "Well, he's home a lot," 1 said. 

The "IU in 0528 is listed as a dialog marker, but 500e readers oay 

have been influenced by the preceding pronoun in the dialog. In fact, 

all three substitutions here for "I" were "he". This example, then, 

provides support for the hypothesis that readers use preceding 

~ronouns to infer reference. 
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The final case of a low-potential miscue site with three 

oiocues is in the following scntence. 

0604 After he'd talked to oy mother and father 

he 
0605 for iii lihile, they took hie into the bedraol:l, 

In this example, again, the preceding pronoun seems to have led 

readers oake t'lrong inferences, since all three sUbstitutions f:lr 

athey" were "he U
, This sentence also has a complex structure. Here the 

embedded clause precedes the matrix clause, and in such cases the 

common pattern is for the subject of the matrix clause to be identical 

to the subject of the embedded clause. The presence of the NP, Dmother 

and father,D in object position was not sufficient for some readers to 

correctly predict "they". 

A review of these three cases lends further support to the 

hypothesis that readers rely on preceding pronominals as pragmatic 

cues for later pronouns. As I suggested above, this tendency may 

reflect the strategies certain readers use to predict pronouns. In the 

following section I analyze the miscues of one reader to show in more 

detail how these strategies operate. 

3.4. Reader Strategies for Inferring Pronoun Reference 

As readers develop the ability to use pragmatic cohesion cues 

in their prediction of pronoun reference, they may overgeneralize 

successful strategies and apply thea in inappropriate conte~ts. Two 

such ntrategies subject to overgeneralization are topic oaintenance 

and pronoun oaintennnce. Clearly, these ~trategieg are related, since 
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any attempt to ~aintain the ~a8e pronoun may rasult in the aaintenance 

of the topic, By topic in the case of the personal pronouns I arn 

analyzing here, I cean person reference (or Utheme" ~here the theme is 

a person). In general, the unsuccessful strategies some readers rely 

on are to assume that a preceding pronoun signals the reference of a 

following pronoun and that a preceding NP, particularly a proper noun, 

signals the reference of a following NP. 

Using preceding pronouns and NP's to predict reference is 

normally a good strategy. However, there are points in texts when 

using a preceding pronoun or NP as a cue to predict reference is not 

appropriate. Readers who make miscues at these points exhibit a 

strength in that their miscues show they are developing strategies 

necessary for reading. They sre not attempting to read word by word. 

Instead they are creating personal texts in which th~y predict 

reference on the basis of pragmatic cues. In the same way that a child 

acquiring English Day overgeneralize the rule for forming past tenne 

and apply it to irregular verbs to produce forms such as agoed U
, 

readers may overgeneralize the use of pragmatic cues to predict 

pronoun reference. 

A more detailed examination of the miscues of David, onw of 

the readers in the present study, shows ho~ readers at times 

overgeneralize successful strategies. 
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3.4.1. Pronoun Maintenance 

Although David is often Guccessful in hin prediction of 

pronoun reference, at ti~e5 he follows the principle which I have 

teroed "pronoun maintenance." Quite simply, in these cases, if a 

pronoun octurn in the preceding text, (the scope of preceding text 

~ill be discussed below) David substitutes a pronoun that matches the 

preceding pronoun. What this Qeans is that David overgeneralizes the 

cue "PN precedes" to inappropriate cases. The following sentences 

illustrate this strategy: 

You 
(2) The mothers whose babi es don't \'JI n l1i 11 be mad at ~. They 

might even refuse ••• 
You your 

(3) "YOU!B He stood with his feet wide apart ••• 
I 

(4) "S ure ,u !. said. I~e could take ••• 
Hs 

(5) In a little while he was asleep. I went on reading. 
He's 

(6) he's a genius. We've got to call. •• 
he 

(7) After he'd talked to my mother and father for a while, they 
We 

(8) tle've been advertising all week. Ha! Typical!" He thretJ ... 
he 

(9) patting his hce ~Iith a large handkerchief. lihen we 
He 

(10) ~ said. Bring that fine boy over here right auay. Ue're •• 
I served 

(11) I saw that oy oother was smiling broadly. AIt serves hie 
he 

right for calling a child of mine typical,· she said. 

In each case, the substituted pronoun matches a preceding 

pronominal. The distance between the tNO can vary considorably. In (2) 

and (3) it in the iooediately preceding 110rd. In (In one uord 
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separates the two pronouns. In (S) and (6) there are t~o ~ordD 

intervening. The other examples have between 6 and 9 ~ordB bet~een the 

pronoun and the mincue. In the cases where i nu~ber of ~ordB 

intervene, the second principle, to be di9cUS9Rd belo~, cay also be 

operating. 

Sentence (11) is somewhat complex. The first substitution 

follows the expected pattern. In fact, the Dubstitution of the past 

tense verb "served" not only puts the substitution of UI" in a 

syntactically appropriate frace but also suggests that David perceived 

the direct quotation as part of the narrative. In the story the 

narrative is in past tense, and the dialog is in present tense. The 

prediction of "I", based on the presence of "I" in the preceding 

sentence, would be expected if the entire pa~sage were narative. 

The pronoun closest to the ~econd substitution is "mine" but 

it occurs as part of the phrase, u a child of mine", for which the 

referent, in this case, is "he" (the baby brother), and that is what 

David substituted. This example suggests that it is not the prono~n 

itself that matters but the character it poInts to, the referent in 

the text that the reader is constructing. This example also shows that 

the preceding pronoun can be a possessive. This is also the case in 

(5), where the preceding pronominal is "his". 

Two other sentences show substitutions similar to those in (2) 

- (11): 

his 
(12) uI never thought he was typical," my mother gaid. 
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The first substitution in (12) follows the pr~ceding pronoun pattern. 

The second substitution oatches the text pronoun in person and number 

(he-his). This suggests that although David oade no overt correction 

of the first substitution, he oay have oade a covert correction and 

that foro may have triggered the subsequent substitution. Or, David 

nay have scanned back and seen the text "he" at the point of uttering 

"his." 

A similar pattern occurs in (13). 

he 
(13) I stood lookinQ down at him ~hen we were almost ready to go. 

We 
He really was '0' 

David substituted "he", which matches the preceding "him.a He made no 

overt correction despite the presence of "were n
• Then he substituted 

"we" to match the preceding text "we". At this point there was overt 

correction when David reached uwas.a These two sentences reflect the 

importance of the notion of a dual text in the constructivist roodel of 

reading. There is both a printed text and the mental text the reader 

constructs. The locus of reference for a pronoun is in the mental 

text, but the reader can rescan the printed text and alter the text he 

or she is constructing. 

A final example of the effect of preceding pronouns occurs in 

sentence (14). 

Are you 
(14) you may have hit on a gold mine, my boy. Where can I uoe ••• 

In this case, David apparently predicted a continuation of Nyou U even 

before a pronoun occurred in the following sentence. In this case, 

David seems to have been cued by "you" not by Hoy" in Doy boy", The 
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expression, "my boy" is a form of direct ~ddre55 ~ithin the dialog and 

does not change the topic; in fact, the phrnse, even though it 

contains a first person singular pronoun form, maintains the topic. 

Thus, it is the person the pronoun points to~ard, not the foro of the 

pronoun itself that is important. This example, then, sho~s that the 

strategy of repeating a prior pronoun is, in fact, subsidary to the 

primary strategy David uses, maintaining the topic. 

3.4.2 Topic Maintenance 

Although the first strategy could be taken to be, in effect, 

"don't shift pronouns u
, it is not the pronoun itself, but the referent 

~hich matters. As a result, this first strategy is only a special case 

of a more general strategy: "don't change the topic Q
• 

Substitutions that show the second strategy are given below: 

He 
(15) "Mr. Barnaby is a very busy man. a I sat ••• 

his 
(16) Mr. Barnaby talk~d some more with my folks. 

He 
(17) Andrew's eyes dropped then closed. I went on reading. 

(18) Somebody stuck sooe papers into Mr. Barnaby's limp hand, and 
h-

it made ee feel ••• 
c--

In each case, the topic of the sentence is third person 

singular (Mr. Barnaby or Andrew) and in each case David substituted a 

third person singular pronoun for th~ first person pronoun in the 

printed text. In these cases David appears to have used a preceding NP 

an a cue for the reference of the following pronoun "hen that NP did 

not serve as such a cue. As (17) shows the parson-referring noun in 
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the NP can be a possessive. This is parallel to the use of possessive 

adjectives as preceding pronouns. In these cases, as "ith the 

pronouns, he overgeneralized a noroally-productive utrategy, and 

applied it in an inappropriate context since these preceding NP's are 

not cues for a shift to a now topic. 

Together, the two strategies, pronoun ~aintenance and topic 

maintenance, account for nearly all of the miscues David made on 

pronouns. In this section, I have limited the examples to those that 

occurred in David's reading. However, other readers employ the same 

strategies. This is shown in the following sentences. 

your 
(19) you may be right. Wouldn't want to imperil our ••• 

(20) he said, putting the tips of his fingers together and "nodding 
He 

his head. We COUld ••• 
He 

(21) When the day came my mother dressed Andrew in a new outfit. We 
he 

(22) aBut Mr. Barnaby,· I said. 

Sentences (19) and (20) show pronoun aaintenance. In (21) and (22) the 

pronoun substitution is appropriate for the preceding topic 

established by a proper noun. TheGe examples show that the strategies 

David uses are not peculiar to him but general strategies. 

The evidence presented here points to the importance of taking 

into account both text conditions and reader strutegies in analyzing 

oiscues. Certain passages in a text may lock the kinds of pragmatic 

cues readers require to make gOJd predictions. At the sa~e time, in 

these passages, the kinds of items (precaeding PM's and NP's) that 

normally function to signal shifts in reference are prQsent, but no 
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shift occurs. The re~derG nest apt to anke Discues at these sites are 

those tlho have not yet developed a senge of the lioitations of the 

rules for inferring reference. For example, if a pronoun fDllows an NP 

or another pronoun that establishes person reference, as in (23) or 

(24), most readers make correct predictions. 

(23) nAndre~1 i sn' t typi cal! n He' 5 

(24) I couldn't help feeling proud. I leaned over the crib ... 

However, using the same strategies in other cases, such as those 

discussed in this section, may cause readers to make miscues. As long 

as readers focus on oeaning, they can continue to develop an~ refine 

strategi es that I ead them to successful predi ct ions. In 4;:,e next 

section I consider the relative usefulness of t~e five types of 

pragmatic cues for assigning pronoun refer~~ce. 

3.5 A Hierarchy of Pr;gmatic Cues 

The miscues discv~ged in the previous Gection indicate that 

readers u~~ the various pragmatic cues I have identified to resolve 

degrees ~t pronoun reference ambiguity. These miscues provide support 

for psycholinguistic theories of reading which claim that reading 

pronouns is not simply a matter of word recognition. Instead, as 

readers construct texts, they predict the points ~here pronouns will 

occur and assign reference by using various types of cues. 

In the previous chapter, I developed a tentative hierarchy of 

these cues showing that SOQe categories provided stronger cues for 
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readers than others. That hierarchy was based on limited data from 4 

readers. In this section I use the miscue data from all the readers in 

the study to determine the validity Qf that tentative heirarchy by 

considering how often readers made pronoun miscues within each of the 

categories. This data is then used to establish a hierarchy of 

pragmatic cues. 

The hierarchy is based on the miscues in "Ny Brother is a 

Genius." The same procedure for determining the relative strength of 

cue types is then applied to "Kitten Jones" to determine whether the 

value of each type of cue is constant across stories or whether 

different hierarchies need to be established for each story. 

3.5.1 Definitions of the Pragmatic Cue Categories 

Appendix C lists each pronoun in "My Brother is a 6eni~s" 

under one of six categories. The first five categories constitute the 

five types of pragmatic cues avail~ble to readers to resolve pronoun 

reference ambiguity. The sixth category, high-potential miscue site, 

is reserved for those pronouns which do not qualify for any of the 

first five. In this section I briefly review the criteria for 

determining the placement of pronouns in categories and give examples 

of pronouns that qualify for each of the first five categories. 

1. NP precedes - A preceding NP serves as a cue to enable readers to 

infer reference for a pronoun • An example of a preceding NP occurs in 

line 0706. 

0706 If Andre~J ~Jas cryi ng uhen ~ shoul d be 51 eepi ng, ... 
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In this sentence "he" is co-referential with HAndrew". In thin case, 

the NP is in the sarne sentence. It may also ~e in the preceding 

sentence. The greatest distance between the pronoun and the NP in the 

data is 9 words. 

In 0706 "Andrew" is in subject position. ~hile the evidence is 

not conclusive, readers made fewer miscues when the preceding NP was 

in subject position rather than object position. Five of the preceding 

NP's ~ere in subject position, and readers made 3 miscues in those 

cases. On the other hand, readers miscued 10 times for the 6 cases 

where the NP was in object position. This data suggests, then, that 

subject position NP's provide the most salient pragmatic cues for 

readers. One reason for the importance of subject NP's is that they 

generally establish topic for the sentence, and readers Qake 

=ubstitutions to maintain topic. Object NP's may signal a subsequent 

shift in topic, but this is not such a common feature of these texts. 

2. PN precedes - A preceding pronoun serVES as a cue to enable 

readers to infer reference. A clear case of a pragmatic cue provided 

by a preceding pronoun occurs in the following passage. 

1007 I stood by the crib and opened 

1008 the dictionary. L opened it to the 5'5, 

There is no change in person reference, GO there is no change in 

pronoun. In thio example, the two pronoun~ are in different sontences. 

This is the cost common pattern, but the pronouns may be in the same 

Dcntence DD uell. In addition, both pronouns are in lubject position. 
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As the following exaaple shows, the preceding pronoun oay also be in 

object position. 

0605 They took him into the bedroom. He leaned .•• 

In this passage, the cue for "He" is the preceding "him" ~hich does 

signal a change in topic. However, as with preceding NP's, preceding 

pronouns in subject position are oore salient than pronouns in object 

position since pronouns in object position less frequently signal a 

change in topic. 

One complicating factor in determining whether or not a 

pronoun should be listed in the category "PN precedes" is the presence 

of dialog. In passages with dialog, identical pronouns may have 

different referents and different pronoun9 oay have the same referent. 

Readers need to keep the pronoun reference sequences in the narrative 

and dialog strands of the story separate. In determining whether or 

not a preceding pronoun can serve as a pragmatic cue, I ignore quoted 

speech for narrative material and narrative material for quoted 

speech. The following passage illustrates both possibilities. 

0912 Hr. Barnaby slumped into a chair. "In five minutes we 

0913 go on the air," he said, "with the 'typical baby.' The baby 

0914 we've been advertising all week. Typical! Ha!" He threw his 

This passage illustrates the potential difficulty of assigning 

pronoun reference in dialog. For example, tHO different pronouns, DHe" 

in line 0914 and U we " in 0912 have "Mr. Barnaby" as a referent. 
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Readers oust treat dialog and narrative separately. In that 

case, "we've" in line 0914 is preceded by "we" in line 0912. 

Application of the rule is blind to the presence of "he" ~hich serves 

as a dialog carrier in 0913. In other ~ord5, only the quoted Daterial 

is considered. In the same ~ay, "hen in 0914 is preceded by the dialog 

carrier, "he", in 0913 despite the presence of "we've" in dialog. 

Readers need to develop the ability to make this distinction, and, not 

surprisingly, there were more miscues in complex passages such as this 

than in less complex passages, such as 1007-8 where no potentially 

misleading pronoun intervenes. 

3. Dialog marker following directly quoted speech - The pronoun 

occurs as a dialog marker following all or part of a direct quotation. 

Readers are generally provided with cues that enable them to predict 

the reference of dialog-carrying pronouns correctly. In the first 

place, an NP or a pronoun often precedes the quotation and establishes 

person reference, as in the following passages. 

0412 Mr. Barnaby was impressed. "HumQm," he said. 

0201 opened the dictionary and picked 

0202 out a word that sounded good. ·Philosophical!" I yelled. 

In the first example, the NP "Mr. Barnabyu precedes the direct 

quotation and establishes reference for the dialog marker, and in the 

second exaople, reference for the dialog marker is established by the 

preceding pronoun. 
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Secondly, since this story io a first person narration, if a 

paragraph begins with a quotation, in the absence of other cues, a 

reader can predict that the dialog carrier will be "In. This kind of 

"I" is similar to the paragraph-initial "I" which is the default value 

for a first person narration. 

Finally, the most difficult case is one in Hhich there is a 

conversational exchange. Reference in conversation is generally 

exophoric rather than anaphoric, and readers must use their knowledge 

of writing conventions for dialogue to infer reference. They need to 

attend to paragraph breaks that indicate a new speaker, and they have 

to predict which person will speak next. This is generally not 

difficult in "My Brother is a Genius" since Dost exchanges only 

involve two people, the narrator, DI", and Mr. Barnaby, "he". In 

passages where more people are involved, as at the end of the story 

when the narrator is talking with both his mother and his father, the 

task facing the reader becomes more complex, and readers made more 

miscues on those dialog carriers. 

4. Self-reference or direct address in dialog - The pronoun occurs in 

directly quoted speech and is used for self-reference or direct 

address. In dialog, speakers use "I~ for self-reference and "you" for 

direct address most commonly, and this is what readers predict. In 

fact, readers are oost successful in using this kind of pragmatic cue. 

Only "I" and "you" are included in this category. Readers make 

frequent oiscues when speakers use "we" for self-yoferance or direct 

address. 
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5. Paragraph-initial "I" - The pronoun occurn as the first item 

denoting a person in a paragraph. Since "My Brother is a Genius" is a 

first person narration, readers can successfully predict initial UI" 

in a paragraph unless sooe other cue signals a different pronoun. In 

some cases, "hen the preceding paragraph ends in a different pronoun, 

readers use the strategy described above of pronoun gaintenance, but, 

in general, paragraph breaks serve as sufficient cues to signal a 

change in pronoun reference. 

3.5.2 A Hierarchy of Pragmatic Cues for "My Brother is a Senius" 

It is clear that within each of the 5 categories there is 

variation. Some preceding NP's, for example, are closer to the pronoun 

or are in more salient sentence positions. In addition, readers using 

the strategies discussed above may attend aore to a preceding pronoun 

than to the presence of a paragraph break. Other readers may not 

separate the dialog and narrative strands of a story successfully. 

Yet, while all these factors contribute to variation within 

cateqories, it is still useful to consider differences across 

categories. That is, it is possible to draw some general conclusions 

about which categories most conSistently provide readers with the 

pragmatic cues they need to make successful predictions. 

The tentative hierarchy of pragmatic cues developed in Chapter 

Two was based on the miscues of four readers. The cue categories ~ere 

ordered from strongest to weakest as follows: 
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1. Self-reference or direct address in dialog 

2. Paragraph-initial "I" 

3. PN precedes 

4. Dialog marker 

5. NP precedes 

An analysis of the miscues of all 32 readers results in an 

identical ordering. Table 6 shows the miscues per site for each 

category for all 32 readers of ""V Brother is a Genius. A 

Table 6. Pragmatic Cue Hierarchy for "My Brother is a Genius" 

Category 
Name 

Total 
si hs 

Total 
miscues 

Miscues 
per site 

Hiscues per site 
per reader 

========================================~====ac=~===cca=cc:=== 

Self-ref I D.A. 37 4 • 1 .003 

Para-init. 10 I II 15 5 .3 .01 

PN precedes 43 22 .5 .015 

Dialog marker 43 36 .8 .026 

NP precedes 11 13 1.2 .036 

A comparison of the data for four readers with Table 6, which 

combines the data for all 32 readers, shows that the 4 readers made 

more than the average number of miscues. However, the rank ordering of 

the cue categories is the same. For the full sample the strongest cue 

was self-reference and direct addre~s. There was only .1 Discus for 

each site. The weakest cue waa NP precedes. For this category there 

were 1.2 miscue~ per site. 
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Table 6 also shons that readers generally have good control 

over pronouns. The category "Miscues per site per roader" indicates 

that the relative frequency of pronoun misc~es is very lo~. Although 

this analysis focusses on the Qiscues, which provide insights into 

text features and reader 'strategies that lead to the assignment of 

pronoun reference, readers general infer reference without difficulty. 

If miscues are the result of both text features and reader 

strategies, as I have suggested, the findings recorderi in Table 6 are 

not surprising since the use of the strategies, pronoun maintenance 

and topic maintenance, would lead to the most miscues in the three 

weakest categories. The two strongest categories, ·Self-reference" and 

"Paragraph-initial 'I'u are relatively less ambiguous than the other 

three. They less frequently appear in contexts where there are 

misleading cues. On the other hand, the last three categories require 

readers to choose from among more potential cues to make correct 

inferences about pronoun reference. A reader has to decide which 

pronoun or NP that precedes establishes a topic, and in cases where 

dialog and narrative are intermixed, readers have to keep the two 

strands separate to decid~ who is speaking. 

This hierarchy of pragmatic cues is based on only one story. 

It may be that there is a natural order of acquisition of th~se 

pragmatic cue types for readers with SOBe categories consistently 

providing stronger cues across stories. On the other hand, the variouQ 

categories Qay be realized differently in different 5torias ~ith the 

result that the relative strength of a category is dependent primarily 

on the Qanner of its realization. Evidence that this is the case is 
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"Kitten Jones." 

3.5.3 A Hierarchy of Pragmatic Cues for "Kitten Jones u 
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"Kitten Jones" differs from "Ny Brother is a Genius s in 

sevet'al respects. For one thing, it is a third-person narration, so 

the category "Paragraph-initial .~." is not include~ in the analysis. 

In addition, it appears that there are important differences betneen 

the two stories in the ways certain categories are realized. 

1. NP Precedes. In "Kitten Jones" there are 49 nooinative 

personal pronouns. For 9 of these pronouns there is a preceding NP. In 

"My Brother is a Genius" "NP precedes" was the ~eakest cue category. 

However, the 24 readers of "Kitten Jones" made a total of only 3 

miscues at the 9 sites designated "NP precedes". One reason for this 

difference is that in almost every case, the preceding NP in "Kitten 

Jones" is in subject position. The only exception occurs at the 

beginning of the story in the following passage: 

0101 "How many are there in your family?" 

0102 people asked Mr. and Mrs. Jones. 

0103 "We have 

Here the preceding NP is in indirect object position. This 

case is somewhat complex since the pronoun occurs in dialog. 

Nevertheless, for all but one of the 32 readers the preceding NP 

nervod as u 6~fficient cue for caking u correct prediction. III fuct, 
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the only substitution here was "theyU,Nhich maintains the topic 

established by the preceding NP but takes B different point of vieN. 

There were tno other substitutions in this category. In 

listing the total data I did not consider the p.ffect of previous 

miscues on the pronoun substitutions. However, in the case of a 

preceding NP, the substitution of "Mrs." for "Nr.h could lead to the 

subsequent pronoun miscue. If miscues on preceding NP's are 

considered, this category might receive an even higher rating. In this 

story since the preceding NP's are generally in subject position, they 

are salient and serve as strong pragmatic cues for readers. 

2. PN precedes. There were 11 times in "Kitten Jones" when a 

pronoun was preceded by another pronoun. Tbese preceding pronouns 

served as strong cues since readers made only.l ~iscue at these 11 

sites. The reason that this category provided stronger cues in "Kitten 

Jones" than in "Hy Brother is a Genius" may be found in the story 

structure. For one thing, in "Kitten Jones" there are passages with a 

number of pronouns and no change of ~erson reference. 

0405 l(itten had been playing in the rose 

0406 vines. Now she rIal ked over to the camera. 

0407 She began to ani H at it. She sniffed at its 

0408 sides and its corners. She thumped the 

0409 camera with her white fur paw. 

In this passage a prnper noun serves as the antecedent of the first 

occurrence of "she". Thon 3 nore "she's U occur in cloBe succession. 
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Further, unlike "My Brother is a Senius" ~here dialog and 

narration are intercixed, "Kitten Jones" generally separatuD the t~o 

strands 50 no pronouns referring to persons 'that could alslead readers 

intervene. For example, there are no other character-referring 

pronouns in the passage above. Because of these structural differences 

between the two stories, the category "PN precedes" provides stronger 

pragmatic cues for readers of "Kitten Jones" than for readers of "My 

Brother is a Genius." 

3. Dialog markers Pronouns are used as dialog oarkers only 

three times in "Kitten Jones." This is quite different from "My 

Brother is a Genius" where pronouns serve as dialog markers 43 times. 

In addition, in "Kitten Jones" each time a pronoun is used as a dialog 

carrier the quotation is preceded by an NP which serves as an 

antecedent for the pronoun. The following passage is typical. 

0703 The judges laughed. "Three cheers for 

0704 Kitten Jones!" they said. 

Quite clearly the referent for "they" is "judges.~ This 

pattern of preceding NP's provides clear pragmatic cues for readers. 

The only miscue that occur5 on a dialog carrier is triggered by a 

substitution of "Mr." for bMrs. in the preceding NP. Therefore, 

although Appendix C lists one miscue in 3 sites for this category, 

have not included that miscue in Table 6 below. Dialog markers created 

no reference a~biguity for readeru of UKitten Jones. A 

4. Self-reference and Direct address Aloost half the 

nominative personal pronouns in "Kitten Jones u occur in dialog as 
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self-reference or direct addreUD. In g~naral, readerD nade few miscues 

on these pronouns. There "ere four Duch miscues. Two of the ~i5cue5 

occurred in the following passage. 

0410 Sue ca~e out just in ti~e to see Kitter. 

0411 playing with the camera. 

0412 nOh, Kitten," she cried. ul'o afraid you 

0413 have done something to this picture. l:LL have 

One reader substituted "we'118 predicting joint action, and the other 

substituted "you" predicting direct address. The presence of the 

previous pronoun, ayou" appears to have influenced these readers, and 

these substitutions again show that readers follow the strategy of 

topic maintenance. 

For the 43 pronouns that do not occur at high-potential oiscue 

sites, readers substituted other pronouns only 9 times. Some of these 

SUbstitutions can be accounted for by previous miscues. Although the 

total number of pronouns is too small for percentages to be 

significant, the hierarchy for pragmatic cues arranged here from 

strongest to weakest is as shown in Table 7. 



Table 7. Pragmatic Cue Hierarchy for "Kitten Jones D 

Category Total 
sites 

Total tH scues 
miscues per site 

Miscuen per site 
per reader 

============:==============c=================================== 

Dialog marker 3 o o o 

PN precedes 11 • 1 .004 

Self-ref ,n.A. 20 4 .2 .008 

NP precedes 9 3 .33 .013 

================================================================ 

A comparison between Table 7 and Table 6, which listed the 
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results for UMy Brother is a Genius", reveals a number of differences. 

Because of the additional cues available for determining pronoun 

reference for most of the sites in HKitten Jones" readers made fewer 

pronoun miscues on that story than on nMy Brother is a Genius." The 

rank ordering of categories for the two stories also differs. The 

category ·Self-reference" provided the strongest cues in nMy Brother 

is a Genius" but was the second weakest category in DKitten Jones." 

The only common ranking was for UNP precedes", which was the 

category that provided the weakest cues for readers of both stories. 

Even here, the similarity may be coincidental. The number of 

instantiations is small (3', and one or more may have been caused by 

prior miscues. 

These results suggest that a hierarchy of cues can be 

established only for a particular story. Generalizations across 

stories are difficult to Dake. The relative value of any categ~ry as a 
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pragmatic cue depends to a great extent on hON that category is 

realized in a particular story, and there are considerable differences 

in the nays cue categories are realized. 

3.6 Conclusions 

At the outset of this chapter I raised four questions. The 

first was whether the sites identified as high-potential miscue sites 

were, in fact, actual Qiscue sites. The data overwhelmingly supports 

the conclusion that they are. Readers of the two stories made 122 

pronoun-for-pronoun substitutions at the 50 high-potential miscue 

sites for an average of 2.4 substitutions per site as compared with 89 

substitutions at the 192 low-potential sites for an average of .46 

miscues per site. In other words, readers made more than 5 times as 

many miscues at the high-potential miscue sites as at the other sites. 

These results support the claim that readers use cues to 

assign pronoun reference. On the basis of the texts readers construct, 

they predict pronouns. Reading pronouns is not a word-by-word process. 

If it were, readers would be expected to make relatively similar 

numbers of miscues on pronouns in each category. The fact that readers 

make so many more miscues at high-potential sites, sites where cues 

are absent or ~here there are Misleading cues, lends strong support 

for the psycholinguistic theory of reading which holds that readers 

assign pronoun reference by using pragmatic cues. 

This chapter also raised the question of what other factors 

besides the absence of pragmatic cues lead readers to oake wrong 

predictions about pronoun reference. An analysis of thosu sites Hith 
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high miscue activity - both sites in the high-potential oiscue 

category and in the other categories - sho~ed that readora 

overgeneralized normally successful strategies and u9Qd preceding 

pronouns or NP's t~ signal a shift in person reference ~hen none 

occurred. The general strategy readers follo~ed at these nites was 

what I termed "topic maintenance." A number of miscues also showed a 

second strategy, pronoun maintenance, which is actually one common way 

of maintaining a topic. Even though use of these strategies may lead 

readers to make miscues, the miscues they Qake in these cases are 

indications that the readers are taking ownership of the reading 

process and constructing personal internal texts on the basis of 

various cues rather than attempting to reduce reading to naming words. 

A third question addressed in this chapter was whether or not 

there exists a hierarchy among the pragmatic cues readers use. That 

is, are some kinds of pragmatic cues generally more helpful to readers 

than others. An examination of the data revealed that while it is 

possible to establish a hierarchy for a particular story, differences 

between stories in how categories are realized ~ake it difficult to 

establish a general hierarchy of pragmatic cues across categories. 

Categories are generally constant within a story, and may be constant 

for a particular author. However the same category may provide strong 

cues in one story and rela~ively weak cues in another. This difference 

may be due in part to editing practices. These two stories appear in 

basal readers, and editors of basal series sometimes reduce the 

cohesion of natural textn. 
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A final, related question ~as ~hethQr the saDe factors lead to 

oiscues across stories. The answer here is a qualified, DVOS,U Tho 

text conditions that lead to miscues are sioilar in both stories, and 

reader strategies are also consistent. However, the ways cue 

categories are realized vary between the tNO stories, so it is not 

possible to equate pragmatic cue categories with the factors that 

cause miscues or facilitate reading. These differences in the 

realization of cue categories may be the result of editing practices 

in basal readers. There may be more consistency among categories in 

unedited texts. 

The method of analyzing texts described here is applicable to 

any text. If a printed text has a large number of high-potential 

miscue sites, readers may occassionally have trouble constructing 

cohesive mental texts. This will depend in part on the degree to which 

readers have developed successful strategies for dealing with degrees 

of pronoun reference ambiguity. 

The method of analysis also has certain practical 

applications. If teachers understand the theoretical basis of the 

approach to reading underlying the analysis, they could develop an 

understanding of how students assign pronoun reference. This could 

help teachers to see that oiscues students oake in oral reading are 

often a sign of a gradually developing control of reading strategies 

rather than a weakness. 

In addition, rather than assuming that students are too young 

to read a particular text or that they lack the necessary r~ading 

readiness skills, a teacher could use the method described here to 
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look at how the pronouns in a text are distributed among cue 

categorios and how those categories are realized. Certain texts quite 

simply may lack the cohesion that less Qxpeiienced readeru require. 

Providing such readers with opportunities to read more cohesive texts 

would seem to be an appropriate instructional strategy. Further, 

teachers could use the kinds of strategy lessons developed by Goodman 

and Burke (19BO) with those students ~ho make miscues reflecting use 

of inappropriate strategies. These lessons are particularly helpful 

because they engage students in interesting reading rather than giving 

them skill sheets or other meaningless activities. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

OTHER MISCUES ~ITH NOMINATIVE PRONOUNS 

The discussion to this point has focussed on cases during oral 

.reading where one nominative pronoun was substituted for another. In 

this chapter I first consider cases where sone other part of speech 

was substituted for a nominative pronoun or where a nominative pronoun 

was substitut~d for some other part of speech. I then examine 

substitutions involving possessives. 

The data here is again taken from the two stories analyzed in 

the previous chapters, "My Brother is a Senius u and ftKitten Jones. u 

begin by looking in detail at the miscues of four readers for each 

story and then consider the total results for all the readers of each 

story. 

The analysis of these other pronoun Disc'Jes seeks to answer 

the following questions: 

1. What do readers substitute for pronouns and what do they 

substitute pronouns for? 

2. In what ways does this additional data support the findings of 

the previous chapter. In particular, do these niscues also occur 

most frequently at the high-potential miscue sites? Do reader9 

show use of the strategies of pronoun Qaintenance and topic 

caintenance? 

3. Do readers use the same cues and strategies to assign reference 
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for possessives as they do for nominatives? 

4. Do cues and strategies vary froo one story to another? 

4.1 Substitutions Involwing NooinativQ Personal 
Pronouns in nHy Brother is a Genius" 

The four sixth-graders whose reading of "My Brother is a 
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Genius" was analyzed in Chapter 2 made a total of 25 miscues involving 

a nominative personal pronoun and some other part of speech. The two 

readers who made 44 of the 48 substitutions of one nominative pronoun 

for another made 22 of these 25 miscues. This suggests that the same 

factors govern reader predictions in both cases. In general, readers 

made more substitutions for pronouns than £i pronouns. In 16 cases 

some other type of item was substituteo for a nominative pronoun or 

the pronoun was omitted, and in the remaining 9 cases, a pronoun was 

substituted for another type of item. 

4.1.1 Substitutions of Other Items for Nominative Personal Pronouns 

Readers substituted some other item for a personal nominative 

pronoun 12 times and omitted a pronoun 4 times. Table 8 lists these 

substitutions and omissions by line number for each re~der. 



Table B Substitutions for and Ooissions of Nominative Parsonal 
Pronouns for 4 Readers of "My Brother is 8 Genius d 

Line 
number 

Expected 
response 

Observed 
response 

Line 
nunber 

Expected 
response 

Observed 
re'sponse 

===,==============================================~=~=====a========= 

Reader Reader 4 

0103 you it 0105 He It 

0227 They The 0205 It 

0709 He It 0205 1 to 

1104 he o 0221 ~Je're ~~earing 

Reader 2 0316 You o 

0201 A 0518 we would 

0503 They Then 0702 Q 

Reader 3 1106 it 

·0722 he's o 1113 he 

In 7 of the 12 cases readers substituted a nyntactically 

11 B 

predictable lexical item for the personal nominative pronoun. In five 

of the cases, the reader predicted Nit" for the position where the 

personal pronoun occurred. These predictions show that the reader was 

using syntactic knowledge since "it" is also a pronoun. In 2 other 

cases the reader substituted a determiner which, again, is a 

syntactically-acceptable substitution. It is interesting to note that 

readers sometimes predict NP's in positions where nominative personal 

pronouns occur, but there are no instances of the sub§titution of a 

proper noun for a pronoun. This demonstrates that for these readers 

there is a clear difference between the sentonce positions where 
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pronouns occur and those where proper nouns occur. In only five cases, 

is there no apparent syntactic cue th~t could have led to the 

substitution. A final 4 cases involved the omission of the pronoun. 

1. Substitution of "ItU for a nominative pronoun. Substitutions 

of "it" for a nominative pronoun generally resulted in nyntactically 

acceptable sentences and also showed ~emantic knowledge of 

co-occurrence restrictions. Thus, readers used syntactic and semantic 

cues in making these substitutions, but they failed to use pragmatic 

cues to infer reference correctly. In these cases, readers predicted 

that there would be no reference to person where such a reference 

occurred. In four instances, there was no grapho-phonic similarity 

between the expected and observed responses. 

One reader substituted "it" in the following passage. 

0101 "If it bothers you to think of it as baby sitting," my father 

0102 said, "then don't think of it as baby sitting. Think of it 

It 
0103 as homework. Part of [your] education. Vou just happen 

The pronoun DyoU" in line 0103 was listed in Appendix A under the 

category "PN precedes". HOHQVer, the reader omitted the preceding 

pronoun, "your", which provided the tuefor inferring reference. 

Within the text he constructed, the reader followed the strategy of 

pronoun maintenance since he then substituted a pronoun that agreed 

with the preceding pronoun, "it". In fact, the father uses -it" 4 

times prior to the oiscue site so that pronoun is particularly 

salient. Another factor that may have influenced this 9ubstitution is 
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the frequent co-occurrence of "it" and "happen". This ~iscue shows the 

effect of prior miscues and also supports the claim that readers use 

the strategy of pronoun maintenance. 

A second reader substituted "it" two lines further along. 

0104 to do your studying in the room where your baby brother 

It helps 
0105 is sleeping, that's all." He helped my mother with her 

A number of factors could have led to this miscue. For one thing, this 

reader may also have been influenced by the preceding occurrences of 

"it," Another possibililty is that since the pronoun "He" in line 

0105 is listed as a high-potential miscue site (because there are no 

cues present to help readers infer reference) the reader cay have 

inferred that reference was to the topic, either "your studying" or 

"babysitting", and substituted an appropriate pronoun for that topic, 

thus using the strategy of topic maintenance. 

This particular reader Dade a number of pronoun miscues that 

suggest he may have trouble coping with dialog. If the father is 

continuing to speak, the substitution of "it" is particularly 

appropriate since the father might logically suggest that studying 

would help the narrator or babysitting would help the family. 

Evidence that the reader perceived the narrative pa5sage as dialog 

comes from the substitution of "helps" for "helped." aHelped" is 

already properly inflected to agree with "it", so the second 

SUbstitution is not a response to a ~yntuctic cue. Instead, the reader 

appears to have been cued by the fact that dialog is generally in 

present tense and narrative is "ritten in past tense. The substitution 
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of a present tense verb, then, indicates that the reader predicted 

that this passage would continue the dialog. 

A third oiscue involving ~it" in which there was no 

grapho-phonic similarity between the expected and observed responses 

occurred in a passage where fairly clear pragmatic cues were 

available. 

0708 In a few seconds he would fall asleep. 

It 
0709 He seemed to like the history lessons, too ••• 

Here the preceding pronoun serves as a cue. In this case, the reader 

seems to have responded primarily to semantic cues since the pronoun 

precedes a verb sequence (seemed like) with which "ita commonly 

co-occurs. The reader's semantic knowledge may huve overridden 

perceptual and pragmatic cues. 

The other two substitutions of "it" were for "Iu. In one case, 

however, there was low grapho-phonic nimilarity since small ai A and 

capital "I" are visually dissimilar. This substitution occurred in the 

following passage. 

1106 
it 

there was a blare of ausic. At first I 

This pronoun site was al50 listed as a high-potential site since there 

are no preceding cues to help readers infer reference to a person. As 

a result, the reader may have inferred that the antecedent would be 

Grnusic." This substitution, then, is an example of the strategy of 

topic ~aintenance and is parallel to the substitution in line 0105, 

Nhich was also at a high-potential miscue site. 



The final substitution of "it" for "I" is the only one with 

some grapho-phonic similarity. It is part of a coopleu oiecue which 

occurs in the following passage: 

0201 "Philosophical!" I yelled. 

0203 Might as well study word meanings firs~. "Philosophical: 

0204 showing calmness and courage in the face of ill fortune." 

2.It means 
1.It may 

0205 I mean I 

to read 
yell 

really yelled 
c---

it. 
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The first "I" in line 0205 is listed in Appendix A under the category 

"PN precedes." However, in this case there in a mixture of dialog and 

narration, so the preceding pronoun in separated from the miscue site 

by a full line. For this reader, then, the referent for the pronoun 

apparently became "Philosophical". He predicted that the text Mould 

continue to define that word ("It means ••• l. In part, the miscue may 

have been caused by the two different uses of "mean". The reader 

maintained the sense of "mean" as "definition". This example is also 

another case of a reader using semantic knowlcdge since "it" 

frequently co-occurs with "means". 

These SUbstitutions of "it" for personal nominative pronouns 

lend support to the claims made in the previous chapters. The 

substitutions show that readers follow the strategics of pronoun and 

topic aaintenance when inferring reference. In addition, these 

substitutions occur Qost frequently when noroal pragmatic cueB for 
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reference are either absent or at a considerable remove from the 

miscue site. 

2. SUbstitutions of Articles for Pronouns. Twice readers 

substituted an article for a pronoun. These substitutions showed use 

of syntactic cues. Furthermore, both substitutions occurred at points 

where pragmatic cues for person reference were weak. 

The first substitution occurred in the following line: 

A 
0201 So education it was! I opened the dictionary ••• 

The pronoun here is listed in Appendix A under the category 

"Paragraph- initial 'I'"; however, it occurs in the second sentence of 

the paragraph, so in that position it may be a weaker cue. 

The second article substitution occurs at a high-potential 

miscue site. 

0226 I don't know about that, but I know we get a good 

the 
0227 edur.ation in our school. And they encourage ••• 

There is no explicit antecedent for either "we" or "they" in this 

passage. Lacking cues to predict reference, the reader predicted an NP 

with a determiner in sentence-initial position. Both these 

substitutions of articles show that readers use pragmatic cues to 

infer person reference. When these cues are weak or absent, readers 

make use of syntactic cues to predict a full noun phrase with a 

determiner. 

Foss and Hakes (1978) report on a number of psycholinguistic 

studies that show that readers develop strategies based on their 
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knowledge of syntax to predict subsequent structure. Certainly, one 

strategy would be to predict a sentence-initial noun phrase with a 

determiner as the readers in the previous examples appear to have 

done. That is, readers predict the most frequently-occurring sentence 

patterns when no cues are present to suggest otherwise. For English, 

this means a subject-verb-object pattern with the subject slot filled 

by a noun phrase. 

Foss and Hakes (1978) refer to a study done by Bever (1970) in 

which he gave listeners sentences that departed from the normal 

syntactic patterns of English. One such sentence was, "The horse raced 

past the barn fell." Listeners generally interpret "the horse" as the 

subject of "raced." In other words, they employ a normally-successful 

strategy for comprehension in a case where that strategy is not 

useful. In fact, this sentence could easily appear in an edited basal 

reader. An editor might "simplify" the text by removing "that" from 

"The horse that raced around the barn fell." Such an attempt at 

simplification, however, makes the text more difficult to comprehend. 

Studies such as those reported in Foss and Hakes (1978) come 

to the same conclusions as the studies of readers' miscues. Readers 

and listeners develop comprehension strategies based on their 

knowledge of language patterns. While readers are generally very 

successful at predicting where pronouns will occur in a text, there 

are contexts in which the usual cues for prediction of pronouns are 

absent, and in those cases, readers may predict full noun phrases. 

3. Other items substituted for pronouns. The remaining five 

SUbstitutions of items for pronouns also provide evidence of how 
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readers use pragmatic cues to infer reference. One of these cases was 

the substitution of "to" for ul u, part of the cooplex oincue in line 

0205 discussed above. Since this miscue was triggered by the earlier 

nubstitution, I do not consider it further here. 

T~o of the othrr aiscues also occurred as part of complex 

substitutions. These may be better thought of as SUbstitutions of 

phrases for phrases rather than words for ~ords. The first occurred in 

the following sentence: 

1112 There 

if finishing 
1113 were tears in Mr. Barnaby's eyes as he finishsd his speech. 

It appears that the reader predicted the phrase "as if" and 

inflected the following verb to accord with that prediction. Thus, th~ 

substitution for the pronoun may have been caused by the preceding 

naSH. In addition, the NP that serves as a cue to establish reference 

for "he" is weak since the person reference is a possessive noun 

adjunct in the preceding NP. 

A SEcond example of a phrasal substitution occurred in the 

following passage. 

It would 
0518 "Nonsense, ay boy," Hr. Barnaby baid. "If we do this ••• 

This appears to be a substitution of "WOUld" for awe do a , not for 

Mwe." First the reader predicted the grapho-phonically similar hIt" 

for "If" in sentence- initial position and then read "we do u aG 

"would", again relying on grapho-phonic cues. This oiscue occurs at a 
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high-potential miscue site, and this factor any have also influenced 

the reader. 

The remaining t~o aiucues appear to be word-for-~ord 

substitutions. The first of these also occured at a high-potential 

miscue site. 

Wearing 
0221 I ~ent on reading the words aloud. We're supposed to 

There is no explicit antecedent for aWe're", and there is a shift from 

the preceding pronoun. The substitution here shows reliance on 

grapho-phonic cues. The oiscue also may have been partially triggered 

by the use of the contraction. Some readers predict that contractions 

will not occur in written texts. 

The final substitution of another item for a pronoun is also 

at a high-potential miscue site. 

Then 
0503 mothers whose babies don't win "ill be mad at you. They 

The subEtitution of "Then" for HThey" in sentence-initial position is 

syntactically appropriate and comes at a point where the usual 

pragmatic cues for inferring person reference are not clear. 

All 5 of these miscues of other items for pronouns, then, lend 

further support to the claim that readers use pragmatic cues to infer 

reference and make miscues most frequently when those cues are weak or 

not present in the texts they are constructing. 

4. Omission of Nominative Pronouns. The remaining 4 aiscues 

involved ooission of u nominative pronoun. In some cases, pronoun 

oaissions were part of complex oiscues which involved routructuring 
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whole passages. In each caoB, ho~ever, the oaitted pronoun was one of 

a series of identic~l pronouns. 

One CDse where the omi~5ion was parf of a cooplex oerias of 

miscues occurred in the following passage. 

0701 I read a 

of from the 
0702 lot 50 (the] time would go faster. [11 even found that studying 

The substitution for "so· changes the syntax here, and it may be for 

that reason that the reader ooits "I" and substitutes for the verb in 

the second sentence. He read this as a single sentence. In this case 

the omis~ion of the pronoun seems to have been affected by the other 

miscues. 

A second example of an omission that was part of a complex 

miscue occurred in the following passage. 

0315 "All right," she said after a pause, "Mr. Barnaby will see 

.Come 
0316 you [if you] come over right away." 

Omission of "if you" makes this into two sentences with the second 

sentence an imperative. The proximity of the two "you's" may have led 

to the miscue. The effect of the miscue here is to divide one 

sentence into two. In another case, omission of the pronoun 

essentially collapses two sentences into one. 

1103 He caoe out of his 

1104 slump and looked around. Suddenly [he] jumped up 



Here, a series of actions by one character is deEcribod and 

the reader uses the first occurrence of "he" to establish reference 

for the agent in the series. 

A similar omission of one of a serie$ of identical pronouns 

occurs in the follo~ing passage. 

0721 "Mother! Dad!" I yelled. aAndre~ isn't typica~! He's 

0722 --[he's] a genius! 
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This omission is to be expected of an efficient reader. He skips over 

the repetition of the "he's·, which the author intends to show a 

stammering effect, in the same ~ay other efficient readers will seldom 

notice the repetition of "theu if one occurrence is at the end of one 

line and the second is at the beginning of the next. 

All 4 of these miscues occurred at sites listed in Appendix A 

under the category "PN precedes." Thus, in all four cases in which a 

pronoun was omitted, the pronoun was one in a series of identical 

pronouns. Readers apparently were able to maintain reference without 

the repetition. The preceding pronouns provided sufficient pragmatic 

cues for the readers to infer reference for each passage. 

A review of all the cases in which readers either omitted or 

substituted for nominative pronouns provides evidence that readers use 

the strategies of topic maintenance and pronoun maintenance. In cases 

where sooe lexical itern was substituted for a personal pronoun, 

readers miscued most frequently when the pragmatic cue Nas weak or 

non-existent. In fact, not counting the two oiscues caused by prior 
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miscues, readers' ~ubstitutions of other items for pronouns occurred 

at high-potential miscue sites in b of 10 instances. These r~sults 

lend strong support to the claim that the usual cues for inferring 

reference are not present at these sites. 

4.1.2 Substitutions of Nominative Personal Pronouns for Other Items 

Two of the 4 readers of n~y Brother is a Senius a oade the 9 

miscues that involved substituting a nominative personal pronoun for 

some other lexical item. The other two readers made no such Discues. 

Table 9 lists these substitutions. 

Table 9. Substitutions of Nominative Personal Pronouns 
by 4 Readers of aMy Brother is a Genius· 

Line 
Number 

Expected Observed 
Response Response 

Line 
Number 

Expected Observed 
Response Response 

c==================================~=============~===m=========== 

Reader 1 Reader 2 

0102 then you 0210 It He 

0205 it 0223 to you 

0527 Where can Are you 0318 is you 

1120 It 0527 where you 

0804 here he's 

These miscues may be considered in two groups. In one group 

are the five cases where "you· was substituted for Gome other word and 

the substitution of "he's" for "here". In the second group are the 3 

cases where a perlonal pronoun NIS Bubstituted for nit". 
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1. Substitutions of "You" for other iteQs and ~ub5titution of 

ahe's". Four of the 5 substitutions of "you U provide further evidence 

that readers use preceding pronouns to predict pronouns in the text. 

For example, two readers predicted an occurrence of "you" in the 

following passage. 

0525 He placed a hand on oy shoulder. "You kno~'1," he 

0526 said. "I think ~ may have hit on a gold mine, my boy. 

2. You 
1. Are you 

0527 Where can I see this baby brother of yours?" 

The previous occurrences of "you" in direct address leads both readers 

to predict continued use of "you" in direct address in line 0527. 

A second passage incorporating ·you" in direct address is the 

following: 

0101 IIIf it bothers ~ to think of it as baby sitting," my father 

you 
0102 said, then don't think of it as baby sitting. 

Again, the reader predicts that the speaker will continue to use 

direct address in the dialog and provides the deleted subject of the 

imperative. 

A further CBse where "you" is inserted occurs in the following 

sentence. 

you 
0223 Besides, our teacher says if you know how to think 

Here too, the reader uses the preceding occurrence of "you" BS a cue 

and substitutes "you" at a syntactically acceptable site. In all 4 of 
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these cases the substitution of "you" closely follows an occurrence of 

"you" in the text and gives evidence of readers' use of the strategy 

of pronoun maintenance. 

The one case where a substitution of "you" did not follow 

"you" in the text occurred in the following passage. 

0317 Mr. Barnaby was a very busy man. As the lady led me 

you 
0318 toward his office, she said, "Mr. Barnaby is a very busy 

This substitution is difficult to account for although the reader 

seems to have predicted direct address. 

The substitution of "he's" for "here" in the following passage 

shows a reader's use of the stratsqy of topic maintenance. 

0803 "Never mind that," he said. "Bring that fine boy over 

he's 
0804 here right away." 

The reader appears to have used the preceding NP "that fine boy" as a 

cue for reference and predicted a pronoun in the following line. The 

separation of "over" from "here" by the line break as well as the 

grapho-phonic similarity between "hereM and "he's" may also have 

contributed to this miscue. The reader may have assumed that a subject 

would occur at the beginning of a new line. 

2. SUbstitutions of Personal Nominatives for "It". The 

remaining three miscues involved the substitution of a personal 

pronoun for "it." These substitutions also provide evidence for the 

strategies readers use to infer reference. 
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Two of the substitutions for "it" show that the reader used a 

preceding pronoun to predict the pronoun at the oiscue site. The first 

of these substitutions shows this clearly. 

I 
0205 I mean 1 really yelled it. I 

In this line two instances of "I" precede the miscue site and one 

iQrn~diately follows. 

A second passage where "I" was substituted for "it" was the 

following: 

1119 saw that my mother was smiling 

served 
1120 broadly. "It serves him right ••• 

In this case the reader appears to have been cued by the preceding 

pronoun. The substitution of the past-tense verb form, «served", 

indicates that the reader perceived this passage as a continuation of 

the narrative, since narrative is written in past tense. Thus, in the 

text the reader constructed, the entire passage was part of the 

narrative, so the preceding "I" was available as a cue for inferring 

reference. 

The final substitution for "it" is part of a complex miscue 

that shows reader use of the strategy of. topic maintenance. 

0209 "Philosophical!" I shouted. "60 ahead and cry! Cry 

He wanted 
0210 all you want to! It won't disturb oo!" 

The other oiscues this reader makes suggests he may have trouble 

recognizing dialog. The narrator hero is talking to his baby brother, 
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and the reader appear~ to have conatructed an internal text in which 

the direct quotation ends just before the oiseue. Once again, this is 

shown by his substitution of the past tense verb form, "wanted" for 

"wants." The reader predicted that the narrator would Qaintain the 

topic and talk about the baby brother using the appropriate third 

person form. 

While I have limited my analysis to pronouns referring to 

people, it is worth noting that 17 of the 32 readers in the sample 

substituted "I" for "It" in line 0210. Those substitutions are not 

surprising. The pronoun "I" precedes in line 0209, and some readers 

may have used the strategy of pronoun maintenance to infer reference. 

Further, the narrator is speaking here, and readers probably predicted 

self-reference in dialog at this point. The form of the following verb 

offers no syntactic disconfirmation at this point. In fact, readers 

may predict that the narrator will refuse to help his baby brother 

despite the crying. 

All 9 of these substitutions of pronouns at sites where no 

pronouns occur in the printed text show how readers use their 

knowledge of syntactic patterns as well as strategies such as pronoun 

maintenance and topic maintenance not only to infer pronoun reference 

but also to predict the presence of personal pronouns where none 

occur. 



4.2 Substitutions Involving No~inative 
Personal Pronouna in "Kitton Jones" 

An analysis of the oiscues of 4 roaders of a socond utory, 

1~4 

aKitton Jonos" shows that they cade the saDe kinds of substitutions of 

and for nominative personal pronouns as the feaders of "My Brother is 

a Genius," These readers made four substitutions of other items for 

nominative pronouns and 7 substitutions of pronouns for other items. 

For example, one of the readers nade two substitutions involving 

pronouns in the following passage. 

0402 She suddenly wanted 

• She and 
0403 a drink and ran into the house[.l She 

0404 left the caaera on the grass. 

The pronoun "She" in line 0402 establishes reference for the 

following pronoun. ThE reader used this cue, but restructured the two 

sentences, substituting "she Y at a syntactically acceptable site and 

then substituting a conjunction when the pronoun actually occurred in 

the printed text. These miscues offer particularly strong evidence for 

the existence of dual texts. The text the reader constructed differs 

from the printed t~xt but carries essentially the same ~eaning. 

The remaining 3 miscues in which sorne item was substituted for 

a pronoun all showed reliance on syntactic and grapho-phonic cues. At 

two points readers substituted "There U for AThey· preceding a verb. 

The third miscue was the phrasal substitution of "Maybe U for "Hay we" 

in sentence-initial position. This case is parallel to the 

substitution of "would" for "we do" discussed above. 
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For three of the substitutions in which a pronoUfi nas 

substituted for some other iteo, that ilum was an articlo. These 

substitutions show use of syntactic cues. There was also one 

substitution of a pronoun, "she", for a proper noun, "Sue n
• Readers 

seldom substitute pronouns for proper nouns, but in this case there 

was high grapho-phonic similarity between the expected and observed 

responses. In addition, this substitlltion occurred at the beginning of 

a paragraph, and "$he" occurs 3 times in the preceding paragraph, 50 

the reader was using the strategy of pronoun maintenance. 

The final two miscues were also at sites where a pronoun was 

syntactically acceptable. One occurred in the following passage. 

she 
0214 and big balloons," said Penny. 

Here the reader probably predicted that the dialog carrier would be 

·she said". Writers attempt to vary their style and use both syntactic 

patterns as dialog carriers. 

The second miscue once again shows the strategy of using a 

preceding pronoun to inter reference. 

0419 All the family stood around him when the 

He 
0420 prints were done. How they laughed ••• 
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The reader apparently predicts that the second sentence ~ill Qaintain 

pronoun reference to the father and substitutea "He P for uHo~o, a word 

that occurs less frequently than "Hen in sentence-initial ponition. 

This brief revie~ of the substitutions involving pronouns cade 

by the 4 readers of "Kitten Jones" serves to support the data fro~ UMy 

Brother is a Genius." Readers use cues such as preceding pronouns to 

infer reference and to predict pronouns, even when no pronouns appear 

in the printed text. A final source of evidence for reader strategies 

and reader use of pragmatic cues comes from miscues involving 

possessives. 

4.3 Personal Possessives 

Possessive pronouns add cohesion to text since readers must 

use pragmatic cues to infer reference for possessives. In fact, 

Goodman and Gespass (1983) point out that possessives have a double 

anaphoric function in English. "They are coreferential with antecedent 

nouns or following nouns. And they also replace determiners. U Because 

possessives require readers to use pragmatic cues to infer reference, 

an analysis of the miscues readers make involving possessives provides 

more insights into the nature of these cues and into the kinds of 

strategies readers use to make inferences. 

The possessives I am referring to here include what are 

traditionally labeled possessive adje~tive5 and possessive pronouns. 

Possessive utljectives occur much more commonly than possessive 

pronouns in the two stories being analyzed and are the priDary basis 

for the discussion. Thus, even though possessive adjectiveo are not 
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technically pronouns, they require the name inferential strategies for 

determining reference to persons as pronouns do, nnd for that reason, 

they are included here. I will refer to both possessive adjectives and 

possessive pronouns in this analysis simply as possessives. 

4.3.1 Categorizing Possessives 

In my analysis of nominative pronouns, I listed each pronoun 

under one of a limited number of categories. My claim was that these 

categories represented the pragmatic cues readers used to infer 

reference for pronouns. Pronouns at sites for which no cues existed 

were then identified as high-potential miscue pronouns. 

The same procedure was applied to analyze the possessives in 

the two stories. Appendix E lists the possessives in UMy Brother is a 

Genius" under the appropriate categories, and Appendix F presents 

similar information for "Kitten Jones. N These Appendices also list the 

miscues all the readers of the two stories m~de at each of the 

identified sites. The categories used for possessives are briefly 

summarized and exemplified below. 

1. NP precedes - An immediately-preceding NP, which may occur in any 

sentence position and may be a dialog carrier, 

provides a cue to help a reader assign reference for 

the possessive. 

0105 He helped ay oother with her 

0106 coat, ~nd then they were gone. 
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2. PN precedes - A preceding pronoun provides a cue for reference. 

Dialog and narrative strands are treated separately 

in determining preceding pronouns. 

0823 I held ~ breath. 

3. Dialog carrier - The possessiv~ occurs in an NP that is a dialog 

carrier. 

0608 "Da," said ~ little brother, grabbing for the finger. 

4. Self-reference or direct address - The possessive occurs in an NP 

used for self-reference or direct address in dialog. 

0405 "Well," I said, "my baby brother is 

5. Paragraph initial or object "my" - The possessive "my" occurs in 

either a paragraph-initial or object position NP. 

0712 When the day came at last, ~ mother dressed Andrew 

0525 He placed a hand on ~ shoulder. 

The first four categories are identical to those used for the 

analysis of nominative pronouns. The last category is slightly 

amended. In my discussion of nominative pronouns, I argued that for 

first-person narrations, if no other person-referring ite~ preceded, 

readers could infer a first-person pronoun at the beginning of a 

paragraph. In the same way, readers can infer an NP with a 



first-person possessive paragraph-initially in a iirnt person 

narration. 
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In addition, in my earlier discussion, I noted that very few 

miscues involved object pronouns such as the substitution of nher" for 

"him". I hypothesized that readers use both the case marking and the 

sentence position of objective pronouns as cues for the change in 

person reference. Readers predict that there will be a change of 

person reference in object position, and that the subject and object 

pronouns in a sentence will refer to different people. In the case of 

possessives, there is no difference in pronoun marking for possessives 

that mark nouns in subject or object position. Nevertheless, the 

sentence position itself provides readers with a cue that enables them 

to predict reference for possessives in object position. In a 

first-person narrative, lacking other cues, readers can infer a 

first-person reference for a pronoun in object position. This may be 

thought of as the unmarked case. This category does not apply for the 

analysis of a third-person narration, such as "Kitten Jones." 

Any possessive that does not fall into one of these 5 

categories is designated a high-potential miscue site. These sites ara 

further broken down into Type I sites and Type II sites (marked with 

an asterisk). For possessives, Type I sites are any high-potential 

miscue Dites other than Type II sites. Type II sites are those cases 

where nourU is used rather than "my" or "your" for self-roference in 

dialog. Since there is no difference in marking between &ingular and 

plural for possessives in direct address, Type II sitos are lioited to 

first person reference for possessives. 
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For the two stories analyzod here there are lome difference. 

in the distribution of possessives. Table 10 summarizes the 

distribution for each story. 

Story 
titl e 

Table 10. Distribution of Possessives for T~o Stories 

NP PN 
precedes precedes 

Dialog 
tlarker 

Self-ref 
Dir. Add. 

Para 
I~i to 

Hi gh-Potenti al 
tli scue Site 

=~================o============c=c===============c============== 

Kitten 5 7 o 2 dna o 

JoneE 36% 50% 0% 14% 0% 

===~====================c=======c================================ 

My 2 26 5 12 10 6 

Brother 43% 8% 20'Y. 16'Y. 10% 

==========================================3======================= 

The highest percentage of possessives for each story is in the 

category "PN precedes. u A major difference between the two stories is 

in the category "NP precedes". More than a third of the possessives 

fall into that category in "Kitten Jones" while only 3% of the 

possessives in "My Brother is a Senius" are preceded by an NP (usually 

a proper noun). Some of the differences in the distribution of 

possessives in the two stories can be attributed to the fact that 

"Kitten Jones" is a third person narration while "My Brother is a 

Genius" is a first person narration, and the narrator is unnaoed. 

Another important difference in the distribution of 

possessives in the two stories is that there are no high-potential 

aiscue sites in "Kitten Jones" as compared with 8 ouch sites in "My 
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Brother is a Benius. a This difference leads to the prediction that 

readers ~ill make co~paratively Dore oiscues on possessives in reading 

UMy Brother is a Benius" than in reading "Kitten Jones." Ho~ever, for 

reasons to be discussed below, this ~as not the case. 

4.3.2 A Pragmatic Cue Hierarchy for Possessives 

If readers use the same kinds of cues to infer reference for 

possessives as they do for nominatives, the distribution of Discues 

~ithin the various categories should be similar. The analysis for 

miscues on nominatives, ho~ever, revealed that the strength of a 

particular category as a pragmatic cue depended, to a great extent, on 

how that category was realized in a specific story. For that reason 

the cue hierarchies for the two stories differed. In the same way, cue 

categories for nominative pronouns and possessives within a single 

story differ because of differences in how those categories are 

realized. 

1. My Brother is a Benius. Table 11 compares the cue 

hierarchies for nooinative pronouns and possesives in "My Brother is a 

Benius. A 
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Table 11. Pragnatic Cue Categories for Possessives 
and No~lnatives in "My Brother is D Genius" 

Category 
naoe 

PN precedes 

Dialog marker 

Para-init \I I" 

Self-ref ,DA 

NP precedes 

Total 
sites 

Pass Nom 

26 43 

5 43 

10 15 

12 37 

2 11 

Total 
aiscues 
Pass ~Jom 

4 22 

36 

3 5 

4 4 

5 13 

Hi scues 
per site 
Pass Nom 

.15 .50 

.20 .BO 

.30 .30 

.33 .10 

2.50 1. 20 

Miscues per site 
per reader 

Poss NOr:l 

.005 .015 

.006 .026 

.009 .010 

.010 .003 

.078 .036 

==========================================================~========== 

As Table 11 illustrates, the same cue categories do not 

provide equally strong cues for inferring reference for possessives as 

for nominatives in this story. There are differences in the rank 

ordering of the cue categories. From strongest to weakest they are: 

Possessives Noml nati ves 

1- PN precedes Self-reference Dr direct addren 

2. Dialog marker Paragraph-initial • I n 

3. Paragraph-initial "I" PN precedes 

4. Self-reference Dr DA Dialog marker 

5. NP precedes NP precedes 

These differences may be due in part to the relatively small 

numbers involved, especially for possessives. The results suggest that 

the way cues are realized within each category may be more important 

than the category itself. 
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An example of ho~ text conditions at D particular site can 

lead to niscue~ that skew the results occur5 in tho category "NP 

precedes". There were only 2 instantiations of that category for 

possessives in the story, and readers aade 5 miscues. However, all 5 

miscues came at one of the sites, an occurrence of Aher" late in the 

story. This was the site with the highest miscue activity for 

possessives in the story. As I noted in the discussion of nominative 

pronouns, there are only two female characters in this story. In the 

same way that readers made a great number of miscues on "she", they 

also made frequent substitutions for "her", which occurs only one 

other time, early in the story. I hypothesized that such miscues were 

caused because readers make predictions based on overall frequency of 

an item in a text. As this example shows, it is the presence of the 

particular pronoun "her" that creates the weak rating for the category 

"NP precedes. n 

One constant factor that emerges froe the data is that reader5 

generally assign reference correctly for possessives. However, they 

make miscues most frequently at the high-?otential miscue sites. There 

were 6 sites labeled high-potential miscue sites for the possessives 

in "Hy Brother is a Genius" and readers made 7 miscues at these sites 

for an average of 1.17 miscues per site. This total is more than twice 

as high as the total for a~y of the other categories (except for uNP 

precedes"). In fact, if the category nNP precedes" in excluded, the 

average number of miscues per site for the low-potential sites is only 

.23, so readers made miscues, on the average, more than 5 times 85 

often at high-potential sites as at low-potential sites. 
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Table 11 also shows that, in general, readers oake fewer 

oiscues on possessives than on nooinative pronouns. For nooinative 

pronouns there were 193 substitutions at the 192 sites for an average 

"of about one substitution per site as compared with 24 substitutions 

at 61 sites for possessives 9 an average of .39 substitutions per site. 

Thus, readers made miscues less than half as often on possessives as 

on nominatives in this story. This difference can be accounted for by 

noting that for the possessives there were generally stronger and less 

ambiguous cues available for inferring reference, especially at the 

Type I sites. 

For example, in many cases there are multiple cues available 

for inferring reference with possessives. In the following passage 

there are at least two cues: 

1112 There 

1113 tlere tears in "rtr. Barnaby's eyes as he finished his speech. 

Here, a reader can infer the reference for "his" by using the cues 

provided by both the preceding pronoun and the preceding proper noun. 

This is a common pattern for possessives. 

In addition, even at the high-potential oiscue sites, sooe 

cues usually are available to help readers infer reference. For 

example, in the following passage, th~re is a preceding NP even though 

there is an intervening object pronoun. 

1117 tlr. Barnaby took us out of the studi 0, cl ear to the front 

1118 door, patting his face with a large handkerchief. 
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This site is listed as a high-potential Qiscue site becaune of the 

intervening pronoun, but that pronoun is in ~bject position, and such 

pronouns only infrequently signal a mhift in reference. On the other 

hand, the proper noun uHr. Barnaby" provides a salient cue for the 

following "his." The following section includes a more detailed 

discussion of these cues. 

2. Kitten Jones Table 12 shows the comparison of pragmatic 

cue categories ~or nominative pronouns and possessives in the second 

story, "Kitten Jones. a 

Table 12. Pragmatic Cues Categories for 
Possessives and Nominatives in uKitten Jones" 

Category 
Name 

Total 
Sites 

Poss 

Total 
Miscues 

Miscues 
per site 

Miscues per site 
per reader 

Nom Poss Nom Pess Nom Poss Nom 

=====c=========================c=======================c=========== 

Dialog marker 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PN precedes 7 11 2 .29 .10 .012 .004 

NP precedes 5 9 3 3 .60 .33 .025 .013 

Self-ref ,DA 2 19 2 4 1.0 .21 .041 .009 

=============cc=ccc====~=c====c===c=c======c=c===================== 

The rank ordering of the categories differs here. For 

possessives, a preceding NP ~a5 a stronger cue than self-roference or 

direct address in dialog. These two categories are reversed for 

nominatives for which the preceding NP served as the ~eakest cue. 

This data shows that there were no miscues on dialog aarkers 

for either nominatives or possessives. Thio is not surprising because 
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of the extremely low number of sites. What is surprising is that 

readers oade comparatively ~ore ~iscucs on possessives than on 

nominatives in the story. There nero no high-potential rniscue sites 

for possessives in "Kitten Jones" but if all niscuss, including 

niscues at high-potential miscue sites, are counted readers nade .4 

miscues per site for nominatives and .5 oiscues per site for 

possessives. 

This result may be accounted for in part by noting the very 

low number of possessives and the low number of miscues in "Kitten 

Jones." In fact, 4 of the 7 miscues occurred at two sites. The first 

came at the beginning of the story. 

0101 "How many are there in your hmi I y?" 

This is the first line of the story, which starts with a direct 

quotation as ~ device for attracting reader interest. However, readers 

may not expect a direct quotation at this point and so may not predict 

direct address. 

The second site at which two readers made miscues is the 

following: 

0307 Snap! Snap! Snap! They took pictures of 
their 

0308 their mother wearing her party clothes. 

The cue for the reference of "her" is the preceding NP, hnother." 

However, this is a complex case since that NP has a pos~essive as a 

determiner. In addition, the NP is in object position, and tho subject 

position is occupied by the pronoun "Thoy." Not surprisingly, tHO 
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readers, using "their" and "They· as cues, substituted "their" for 

°her.n This exaople 5ho~s that readers use the saca strat~gy, pronoun 

maintenance, to establish reference for possessives ao they use for 

nominatives. 

A second, similar case occurs in the paragraph following the 

previous example. 

0309 Snap! Snap! Snap! They took pictures of 
her 

0310 their friends playing in the school yard. 

One reader substituted "her" for "their" in this passage, apparently 

cued by the prior reference to the mother. That is, the reader assu~ed 

that the children took pictures of their oother and of her friends. 

The substitution is an attempt to maintain the topic. 

The remaining two miscues on possessives were substitutions of 

"his· for "her" and "her" for "his" in reference to animals. For 

example, a crow is described as having a piece of string in "his 

bill." Boodman (1978) has suggested that such pronoun reference 

miscues are the result of readers' lack of conceptual knowledge. In 

other words, 500e readers don't predict that animals will be referred 

to by sex. 

As this brief sumoary indicates, the few miscues in "Kitten 

Jones" on possessives ca~e about because of the particular contexts 

the possessiven occurred in. While there were many cues to enable 

readers to infer reference for most of the nominative pronouns, there 

were some sites for possessives where the cuea were nook or ambiguous, 

and for that reason, readers made comparatively rnore miscues on the 
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possessives. Nevertheless, as thi~ discussion has sho~n, readers use 

the Game strategies to infer reference for possessives as for 

nominative pronouns. This is also evident in a review of the miscues 

on possessives made by 4 readers of aMy Brother is a Genius." 

4.3.3 Analysis of the Miscues on Possessives 
of 4 Readers of "My Brother is Genius" 

The four readers of "My Brother is a Genius" made a total of 7 

miscues in which they substituted one possessive for another. These 

miscues provide further evidence that readers use the same predicting 

strategies for possessives as for nominatives, pronoun maintenance and 

topic maintenance. Since the cue for the reference of a possessive was 

a preceding pronoun at nearly half the sites, it is not surprising 

that readers inferred reference from preceding pronouns at other sites 

where a pronoun preceded a possessive but did not serve as an 

antecedent. The readers were overgeneralizing the use of a 

normally-successful strategy because they had not learned the 

restrictions on rule application. 

Two of the miscues occurred at Type II sites. At each of these 

sites "our" rather than Umy " or Uyour " was used in directly quoted 

speech. In addition, in each case, a pronoun preceded that may have 

caused the incorrect inference. The first of these miscue sites 

occurred in the following passage: 

0601 Hr. Barnaby frowned and glared at Qe. 

My 
0602 "Our address is 221 Forest Road," I added hurriedly. 



Here the reader appears to have been cued by the prec~ding object 

pronoun, "oe". The second exaople also has a preceding pronoun. 

0506 nyou 

your 
0507 may be right. Wouldn't want to imperil our good will.n 

In this case the miscue site is a pronoun used for direct address 

rather than self-reference. 

The remaining miscues occurred at low-potential sites, but 

readers also used preceding pronouns as cues that led to incorrect 

inferences. For example, in the following passage, the reader appears 

to have been influenced by the preceding "he. u 

his 
OB11 "I never thought he was typical," my mother said. 

c--

In this case, the reader substituted "IU for "he" but then 

corrected that miscue. In the following example, there was no 

correction, and the possessive miscue was triggered by the 

substitution of "You" for "He" on the preceding nominative. 

You your 
0906 He stood with his feet wide apart. 

These readers also used the second strategy, topic maintenance 

with possessives. In the following example, the reader predicted that 

the reference would continue to be to Hr. Barnaby. 

h-
0611 Hr. Barnaby talked nome more with my folks. 

c--
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These examples, then, show that readers use the same ~inds of cues and 

strategies to infer reference for possessives as for nominative 

pronouns. 

4.3.4 Miscues Involving Possessives and other Lexical Items 

A review of the remaining miscues these same 4 readers made 

adds more support for the claim that readers use certain strategies 

and certain pragmatic cues in inferring reference. The 4 readers 

omitted possessives 5 times and substituted other items for 

possessives 8 times. In addition, readers substituted possessives for 

other items 11 times. 

1. Omission of a Possessive Reader's omissions of possessives 

revealed their developing a~areness for the determiner system in 

English. While these rules are quite complex, it is generally the case 

that in NP's no determiner is required when the noun is a non-count 

noun, a plural, or a proper noun. An examination of the 5 omissions 

shows that readers are aware of these constraints. 

Two readers omitted "your" before the non-count noun 

"education", and one reader omitted "your" before "studying". Omission 

of a possessive also occurred before the plural uTV programs." 

Finally, one reader omitted the possessive "oy" ~hen it preceded 

"mother." 

All five of these ooissions are for posseusives preceding NP's 

that have the potential for occurring without a deteroiner. In making 

these Qiscues, !caders showed their knowledge of the uyntactic rules 

for NP's; however, they overgeneralized here in the sane Hay they did 
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with the "pronoun precedes" strategy, hypothesizing that the general 

case would be applicnble in inappropriate contexts. 

2. Substitutions of Nominative Pronouns for Possesives. In 4 

cases readers substituted nominative pronouns for possessives. Correct 

person reference was inferred each time; there were two substitutions 

of "he" for Uhis" and two of "you" for "your." In these 4 cases 

readers predicted a pronoun where a full noun phrase occurred. 

3. Substitution of ~rticles for Possessives. There were 4 

substitutions of articles for possessives. Since both articles and 

possessives are determinerfi, the substitutions were syntactically 

acceptable. In fact, in the total data for UKitten Jones" readers 

substituted articles for possessives 64 times. In "My Bruther is a 

Genius~ two readers substituted "the" for amy" in the following 

sentence. 

the 
0608 DDa,· said my little broth~r. 

Some researchers have suggested that readers ~ay wish to maintain a 

certain distance between themselves and characters in a story. This is 

not th2ir little brother, and the substitution serves to establish an 

objective stance. 

Readers ~ay also substitute an article for a possessive in 

cases where the following noun does not seem personal, as in the 

follo~ing line. 

the 
0103 part of your education 

Finally, a parallel for the strategy, pronoun oJintonance is 

articlo maintenanco, Dhown in tho following exaople: 
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u 
0908 The finger rose and fell ~ith his heavy breathing 

The substitution of "a" here appears to be an atteopt to maintain a 

non-personal reference. In fact, theue 4 substitutions Dro siollar to 

the substitutions of "it" for personal noainatlves. In these 

situations, readers failed to predict person reference ~hen it 

occurred. 

4. Substitutions bf Possessives for Articles. The most coomon 

case was that readers predicted person reference where none occurred. 

The 4 readers substituted a poss~ssive for an article 10 times. These 

miscues appear to have been triggered by the following noun. For 

example, 4 times in th~ story, the noun "finger" is preceded by an 

article as in line 0908 above. The 4 readers substituted a personal 

possessive for an article 6 times in these cases. It would have been 

surprising if readers had failed to predict that possessives would 

precede nouns such as "finger a since fingers do attach to people. 

The miscues in which readers omitted possessives, substituted 

other items for possessives or substituted possessives for other items 

supplement the data from possessive-for-possessive miscues to show 

that readers use the same cues and strategies for predicting and 

inferring person reference with possesives as they use for nominative 

pronouns. Together, possessives and nominative pronouns comprise an 

i~pDrtant part of the system of referential cohesion that, itself, is 

an important component in text cohesion. The analysis here makes more 

elCplicit the cues and strategies readers use to create cohesive texts. 



4.4 Conclusions 

I began this chapter by raising four questions: 

1. What do readers substitute for personal nocinative pronouns and 

what do they substitute pronouns for? 

2. Does the data from these miscues involving personal nooinative 

pronouns support the findings from the previous chapters? 

3. Do readers use the same text features and strategies to assign 

reference to possessives as they use for nominative pronouns? 
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4. Do the cues and strategies readers use for assigning reference to 

possessives vary from one story to another? 

An analysis of miscues involving nominative pronouns and other 

items as well as miscues on possessives provides the following 

answers: 

Readers generally substitute syntactically predictable items 

for personal nominative pronouns. For example, readers frequently 

substitute impersonal pronouns such as "it". They also use their 

syntactic knowledge to predict NP's and sllh~titute determiners for 

nominative pronouns. In other cases, readers' substitutions for 

pronouns occur during complex miscues. That is, in these cases earlier 

miscues often lead to the pronoun miscue. Finally, readers omit 

pronouns most often at points where there is no ambiguity in 

reference. 

Hhen readers make miscues in which they substitute a personal 

pronoun for some other item, that item is frequently tho impersonal 

pronoun, it. In addition, readers sometimes predict ·you" when U you " 
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does not oc~ur. In both these cases readers use the strategies of 

pronoun maintenance and topic maintenance. Thus, an analysis of these 

miscues lends considerable support to the analysis of reader 

strategies presented in the previous chapter. 

The data from these miscues also supports the previous 

analysis in that in 6 of the 10 cases where readers substituted other 

items for pronouns, the miscue occurred at a site labelled a. 

high-potential miscue site. These are the sites where the normal cues 

for assigning pronoun reference are lacking. 

The data from possessives also lends support to previous 

analyses. Possessives occur in contexts that provide cues for 

assigning reference in the same way that nominatives do. The ·major 

difference between th~ classification of nominatives and posses~ives 

is that since possessives are marked for object position, that 

position offers an additional cue for assinging reference. 

Readers use the same strategies, pronoun oaintenance and topic 

maintenance, to assign reference for noainatives and possessives. 

However, a comparison of the cue hierarchies for nominatives and 

possessives within a story shows that the same context, such as "PN 

precedes" that provides relatively weak cues for noainatives provides 

stronger cues for possessives. The strength of cue categories for 

possessives also varies from one story to another depending on how the 

category is realized. 

While nominative pronouns and possessives are distributed 

differently "ithin a story and cay also differ in their relative 

aobiguity, readers use the saoe strategies to assign reference for 
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both nominative and possessive pronouns. These strategies are 

generally successful, but when texts lack the necessary cues or nhen 

texts present readers with conflicting cues, miscues oay result. 

The analysis presented in this chapter once again focusses on 

reader miscues. Nevertheless, because readers develop strategies that 

Hark in nost cases, they generally make correct predictions about the 

presence of pronouns and possessives, and, in most cases, readers are 

successful in their use of text features to assign reference. In this 

way too, the present chapter supports the findings of the analyses 

presented in Chapters Two and Three. 



CHAPTER 5 

TENTATIVE INFORMATION PROCESSING AND FOCUS IN READING 

Hiscue analysis gives insights into language proce~sing during 

oral reading in two ways. First, the miscues themselves show the kinds 

of cues readers USE to make predictions. Second, correction patterns 

of miscues are also revealing because they provide information about a 

reader's scope of focus and about how tentative the reader is as he or 

she constructs a text. These two concepts, focus and tentativeness, 

are interrelated. 

By scope of focus I mean that a reader may focus on extended 

stretches of discourse, on individual clauses or phrases, or on 

particular words or even parts of words. That is, the reader may have 

a relatively wide or a relatively narrow focus. The idea that readers 

may have different scopes of focus has been developed by Smith (1982), 

who suggests that these differences may be the result of different 

methods of reading instruction. An instructional program that focusses 

on sounding out words, for eKample, encourages readers towards a 

narrow focus. 

There are two factors that make it difficult to determine a 

reader's scope of focus. In the first place, as Smith points out, 

readers make predictions of both a global and u local nature. They 

make guesses about what a whole passage will be about, and, at the 

sa~e tioe, they predict upcooing syntactic and seoantic structure 
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based on gr8pho-phonic cues. Readers constantly shift bet~een a 

concentration on the global and on the local. If the reading proceQs 

involves using different cue syste~s to 081<e predictions, as I have 

argued, then the t~o kinds of prmdictions Smith discusses can be 

represented as use of these different cue systems. The systeas are 

shown in Figure 6. 

grapho-phonic semantic 

syntactic 

Fig. 6 Cueing Systems Used in Reading 

As Figure 6 shows, the pragmatic system cuts across the other 

three systems. The global predictions readers make are based on their 

focus on the pragmatic system while the local predictions are based on 

a focus on a combination of semantic, syntactic and grapho-phonic 

cues. Because of this interrelationship among the cue systems, few 

readers can be characterized as having a single focus, either wide or 

narrow. 

A second factor that oakes it difficult to gener~lly 

characterize readers as having a particular focus is that readers vary 

across texts and within texts due to a number of affective factors. 

For example, most readers narrow their focus when the text seeos 

difficult or when they feel pressure to reoeober details because of 

external constraintn such as tests. Despite thase difficulties in 



determining focus, I hypothesize that patterns of correction reveal 

differenc~s in scope of focus among readers. 
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In addition to showing differences in focus, corrDctions also 

give insights into a related area, how tentative a reader is as he or 

nhe processes inforDation. By tentativeness I refer to a reader's 

willingness to abandon predictions that are disconfirmed by ~ubsequent 

cues. "Disconfirmation", as I am using it, may be s~id to occur when a 

prediction made by a reader is not confirmed. For exa~ple, a reader 

may predict that a pronoun will occur in sentence-initial position. 

This prediction could be disconfirmed by a noun in second position. 

Or, a reader could predict that "we" would occur, and that prediction 

could be disconfirmed by the form of the following verb. 

As readers construct texts, based either on oral or visual 

input, they constantly make predictions about what they will hear or 

see, and these predictions often determine what is perceived. If a 

reader is overconfident, subsequent information that indicates that 

the prediction is wrong is ignored. On the other hand, some listeners 

and readers are not confident enough. They try to use perceptual 

information precisely 50 that they can get each word right. Of course, 

this slows them down, and it often prevents them froe comprehending a 

full passage because they are processing inforoation so slowly. As 

Figure 7 illustrates, tentativeness is related to confidence. It is 

the middle point between overconfidence and hesitancy. 
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hesitant overconfident 

~~ 
Fig. 7 Tentativeness in Reading 

Tentative listeners and readers who realize that they are not 

working with exact information (since being exact is too slow to be 

efficient) are alert to anything that would disconfirm a guess. Thus, 

while the term "tentative U has a ge~erally negative conotation, it is 

a strength for a reader who wishes to be both effective and efficient. 

While correction patterns give insights into tentativeness, it 

is difficult to characterize a reader's tentativeness absolutely since 

readers vary across and within texts. For example, one reader showed 

tentativeness by correcting the following miscue: 

s 
0223 week. Beside[sJ, our teacher h says if you know how to think 

C--------------------------
Here the reader predicted that the sentence started with the 

prepositional phrase "Beside our teacher n
• However, when that 

prediction was disconfir~ed by what followed, the reader corrected. 

On the other hand, the same reader didn't correct in the 

following line: 

Are you 
0527 Where can I see this baby brother of yours?" 



Despite the strong syntactic disconfirmation of the reader's 

prediction, there was no regression and overt correction. Thus, the 

same reader appears to be tentative in one case and not at all 

tentative in the other. 
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Tentativeness and scope of focus are interrelated. Readers may 

be tentative about words, phrases, or longer passages depending on 

what they are concentrating on at any given moment. In addition, 

affective factors influence readers tentativeness as well as their 

focus. If readers make a series of predictions that are confirmed by 

subsequent text, they become more confident and less tentative. On the 

other hand, if they find a series of predictions are disconfirmed, 

they become more hesitant and less tentative about their predictions. 

They begin to rely more on percepetual informqtion and less on 

non-visual information. As I argue below, proficient readers are able 

to achieve a balance between tentativeness and confidence that allows 

them to be both effective and efficient. 

In the following sections 1 make ~ore explicit the 

relationship between scope of focus and tentativeness and show how 

these tendencies in readers are revealed by their corrections, 

especially by their corrections of pronoun for pronoun substitutions. 

5.1. Efficiency and Effectiveness in Reading 

While readers vary in the ways discussed above both within and 

across texts, at any given tiQe, a reader may be classified in one of 

the following categories. In the first category is the reader nho is 

both efficient and effective. Efficient readers use a ainioum number 
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of cues to construct meaningful texts; effective readers make 

integrated use of all the cueing systems with the result that they 

construct meaningful texts. The second category is for readers who are 

inefficent, and the third for those Hho are ineffective. As I will 

demonstrate below, these classifications are based on patterns of 

correction. Figure 8 lists some characteristics of each category. 

Category 

Effective & 
Efficient Reader 
Tentative and 
Confident 

Focus 

Broad - looks at 
stretches of dis
course frequently 

Inefficient reader Narrow - usually 
More often hesitant at the word or 
than tentative phrase 

Ineffective reader 
More often over
confident than 
tentative 

Med;um- usually 
a phrase or clause 

Correction 

Fairly frequent -
comes in response to 
pragmatic as well as 
semantic, syntactic 
and grapho-phonic cues. 

Frequent - comes in 
response to grapho
phonic cues and 
syntactic cues. Hay 
ignore semantic 
and pragmatic cues. 

Infrequent - comes in 
response to syntactic 
or grapho- phonic cues. 
May ignore semantic and 
pragmatic cues. 

Fig. 8 Effectiveness and Efficiency ao Related to 
Focus and Patterns of Correction in Reading 

As Figure B shows, there is a range in both the breadth of 

focus and the frequency of correction among these three categories of 

readers. The breadth of focus is determined by considering the kinds 

of cues that lead readers to correct. Roughly speaking, the follo~ing 

correspondences hold: 
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Narro~ focus - reader rQsponds primarily to grapho-phonic cues 

Medium focus - reader responds primarily to syntactic and sQ~antic 

CUDS 

Broad focus - reader responds to pragmatic cues as well as 

semantic, syntactic and grapho-phonic cues. 

Thus, it is necessary to consider both frequency of torrection and the 

environment in which the correction takes place in any attempt to 

categorize readers. 

5.1.1 Efficient and Effective Readers 

Efficient and effective readers exhibit two, seemingly 

contradictory, characteristics. They are both tentative and confident. 

Confident readers sample text to confirm predictions, but they do not 

puzzle over single words, trying to sound them out. They realize that 

if all the cue systems are accessed, there are plenty of cues 

available to help them construct a meaning for the passage. 

Accordingly, confident readers move through a text fairly rapidly. At 

the same time, these confident read~rs are tentative because they 

realize that their predictions can be disconfirrned by subsequent cues. 

They are alert to these disconfirming cues. Confident readers are 

secure enough in their abilities to be tentative. They are willing to 

risk making wrong predictions, knowing they can always regress and 

Dake new predictions. There is a qualitative difference between the 

kinds of corrections these readers make and the corrections of readers 

who lack confidence and won't risk being tentative. 
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Because they are efficient, these readers ~ill cove rapidly 

through a text storing relatively large chunks of oateriol in menory. 

A certain minimum speed is essential to maintain a focus on stretches 

of discourse. Effective, efficient readers correct in response to 

pragmatic cohesion cues. These are cues that relate to stretciles of 

discourse beyond the sentence and include person reference and varb 

tense among other things. 

Often miscues leave sentences syntactically and semantically 

acceptable, but these sentences don't fit into the overall discourse. 

Proficient readers correct these kinds of miscues more often than 

readers who are less proficient. For example, the following miscues 

leave the sentence syntactically and semantically acceptablel. 

served 
1120 "It serves him right for calling a child of mine 

he 
1121 typical,· she said. 

However, these substitutions create a sentence that makes no sense in 

relation to the rest of the story. If a reader corrects such a miscue, 

that is a sign that the reader is maintaining a broad focus and 

attending to pragmatic cohesion cues. 

5.1.2. Inefficient Readers 

Readers exhibit inefficiency when they work so slowly through 

a text that they ruay lose the meaning of a passage. Inefficient 

readers have a focus that is fairly narrow; they often concmntrate on 

words or parta of nords and sooetimes on phrases or clau~es. These 

readers oay appear to be tentative, but they are actually hesitant. 
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They attend primarily to grapho-phollic and syntactic CUQS and correct 

frequently. Often, they "ill correct a ~ord or phraue ~ithout 

considering the ~holQ passage. 

In particular, they nay correct when there is no syntactic, 

semantic or pragmatic disconfirmation of their miscue. Such unnecesary 

correction only serves to slow the reading process down and may cause 

the reader to lose the focus on meaning. In the following sentence, 

for example, the correction was unnecessary. 

phoned 
0603 That evening Mr. Barnaby telephoned 

C----------
Although such readers may be hesitant about pronouncing words 

or phrases, once they feel they have pronounced a word or phrase 

correctly, they seldom regress and correct in response to subsequent 

syntactic or semantic information. Thus, while these readers correct 

often, the texts they construct are held quite rigidly. At discourse 

level, they are not at all tentative. 

The following passage contains miscues oade by an inefficient 

reader. 

2.grabbing 2.floodli-
1.glar- 1.floodin- care 

0815 There were glaring spotlights and floodlights, and cables 

0816 

C------ C-----------

ring very 
rigged up everywhere. There was a 

c----------

3.g1- 6.in 
2.91- 5.g1ass i-
1.g1- 4.g1ass 
glassed-in part along 

3.Carol 
2.conrol-

"ho Baid at station l.carn 
0817 one "hole side of the studio --- the control rooo. 

C-------
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In the first place, there are frequent correctionn. The reader 

oakes Qultiple atteopts on "glaring", "floodlights", dglansed-in" and 

Dcontrol". Secondly, the focus is narrow. In every case the miscues 

and the corrections show a high grapho-phonic similarity between the 

expected and observed response. Most correction occurs before there is 

any syntactic or semantic disconfirmation. The only exception is the 

correction of "were" is line 0816 in response to the immediately 

following singular subject. Despite these correction attempts, as the 

reader leaves it, the passage is both syntactically and semantically 

unacceptable. 

Although there were no instantiations in the data I examined, 

pauses are also an cbvious indication of hesitancy. Some readers who 

focus on the word level reveal their hesitancy by long pauses. These 

pauses are also coded during miscue analysis, and they may provide 

important insights into how readers are processing text. 

While inefficent readers often display the characteristics 

detailed here, it should be emphasized that any particular reader may 

be efficient at some times and with some texts and inefficient at 

other times and with other texts. Efficiency depends on a number of 

factors such as type of reading material, familiarity with the subject 

matter and purpose for reading. 

5.1.3. Ineffective Readers 

Ineffective readers differ froD inefficient readero. They havo 

a slightly Hider focus, usually attending to phrases or clauses rather 

than to uords or phrases. An ineffective reader oay correct oiscuss 
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when there io syntactic disconfirmation of a prediction several ~ords 

away from the miscue site. In the following passage, for exaoplD, tho 

reader demonstrates 8 wider focus by regresriing and correcting when he 

reaches the verb. 

He re-
0714 He really nas a pretty good kid. 

C-------
In addition, ineffective roaders correct les5 often than 

inefficient readers. They are so confident about their predictions 

that they ignore evidence that contradicts those predictions. The end 

result is that the texts they construct, like the texts of inefficient 

readers are rigid. They are not held tentatively. Quite often 

ineffective readers lose the focus on ~eaning. 

Ineffective readers differ from effective readers in that they 

seldom correct in response to pragmatic cues. For example, the 

substitution of "he" for "she" in line 1121 (repeated here for 

convenience) is syntactically acceptable. 

served 
1120 "It serves him right for calling a child of mine typical," 

he 
1121 she said. 

However, it doesn't ~ake sense in the passage since the mother is 

speaking. Ineffective readers tend to fail to correct such miscues. 

Again, it is worth noting that effectiveness, like efficiency, 

varies for any reader over time and across texts. The same reader may 

be effective one day and ineffective the next. Devine (1983) has shown 

that the kind of reading instruction students have received cause them 

to develop different internalized models of the reading process. The 
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models these students hold may tend to make thern more or lens 

efficiant or effective readers. For exaople, readers Mho believe that 

reading is a process of learning words may focus too nBrrodly and 

become quite inefficient in their reading. 

5.1.4 Summary: Tentativeness and Focus 

Both inefficient and ineffective readers share some of the 

characteristics of efficient and effective readers. A key difference 

between proficient readers and either of the other two types, however, 

is their ability to correct in response to pragmatic cues. This 

ability is related to the fact that they maintain a wider focus and 

are more consistently tentative. It is the combination of wide focus 

and tentativeness that is needed to respond to pragmatic cues. The 

kind of pragmatic cues being referred to here are discourse cohesion 

cues. Pronouns serve as important pragmatic cues of this type. 

I am differentiating here between pragmatic and semantic cues 

in the following way. If a miscue results in violation of 5electional 

restriction or coreference within a sentence, the resultant sentence 

is seoantically unacceptable. For example, the substitution in (ta) 

leaves the sentence anomalous. 

Mrs. 
(1) a. Mr. Jones finished the pictures himself. 

However, a sentence may be semantically acceptable but still not fit 

into the whole passage. For exaQple, substitution of uHrs. u in (lb) 

would not violate coreferonce rules. 

Hrs. 
(1) b. Hr. Jones finished the pictures. 
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Nevertheless, the resulting oentence Hould not Duke sense in 

the context of the whole passage. Thus, the sentence iD Deountically 

acceptable but violates discourse cohesion constraints. Proficent 

readers, those who are both effective and efficient, correct miscues 

that result in sentences which violate these pragmatic cohesion 

constraints more often than ineffective and inefficient readers do. 

5.2. Analysis of Miscue Corrections to Determine 
Tentativeness and Scope of Focus 

Although readers may not overtly correct all their miscues, 

the pattern of a reader's corrections provides insights into how 

tentative that reader was and how wide his or her scope of focus was 

during the reading of a story. In the following sections I develop a 

method for determining a reader's tentativeness and scope of focus by 

looking at the patterns of correction different readers of one story 

exhibited during their reading. 

5.2.1 Some Limitations on Analyzing Corrections 

Before looking at how particular readers correct their 

miscues, it is worth noting the lioitations imposed on any analysis of 

reader corrections in addition to those noted above. 

First, it is not always clear what prompts readers to correct. 

Some miscues are complex, and often there are several types of cues 

that eight have led to the correttion. For exacple, the expected and 

observed responses ~ight be perceptually different, the next word 

might offer syntactic disconfiroation, and the substitution may not 
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make sense in the passage. Correction could come in response to any of 

these factors. 

Secondly, not all correction is overt. Readers may make covert 

corrections. This Gooetimes becomes apparent in subsequent passag~s or 

in the retelling of a story. Particularly during retellings, readers 

often reveal they made sense out of a text, perhaps because a word was 

repeated in several different contexts, even though they left many 

uncorrected mi~cues during their reading. 

A third problem in analyzing corrections to determine 

tentativeness applies especially to effective and efficient readers. 

These readers may make so few miscues of a particular kind that there 

is insufficient data to generalize from. 

5.2.2 Patterns of Correction: An Overview 

In the following subsections I develop a method for 

determining patterns of correction of miscues. then apply this 

method to the substitution miscues made by four readers of AMy Brother 

is a Genius." Finally, I look specifically at the pattern of 

correction of pronoun ciscues and compare the results of that analysis 

with the overall results. On the basis of the data, I argue that the 

analysis of pronoun miscues offers significant insights into readers' 

uses of pragmatic cohesion cues in the process of constructing texts. 

5.2.2.1 Method of Analysis. A number of differ~nt factors may 

lead readers to correct miscues. In the analysis described below 

attempt to separate out these factors in order to consider them 

individually. I recognize, however, that reading is a unitary, 
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transactional process. Readers transact with texts in complex ways, 

and analyses, such as the one I propose, in which coaponontn are 

viewed separately run the risl< of distortion since the reading process 

is more than the sum of its parts. Nevertheless, an analysis of the 

factors that lead readers to correct offers interesting insights into 

the reading process. It is possible to reach useful conclusions about 

certain general tendencies among readers as they transact with texts. 

5.2.2.2 Factors in the Analysis. In order to determine 

patterns of correction of miscues, I give each substitution either a 

·yes· or a "no· rating on each of five criteria: correction, 

grapho-phonic similarity bet~een the expected and observed responses, 

and syntactic, semantic and pragmatic evidence that would disconfirm 

the prediction that led to the 5ubsitution. Below describe each 

category in detail, but the general scheme may be exemplified by the 

substitution in the following sentence: 

and 
(2) It wasn't Andrew's fault that I had to stay hoae with him. 

The ratings are given for each substitution in Appendix 6. The 

entry for the substitution in (2) appears in the following form with 

ratings for 5 categories. 

Line Expected Observed 
number response respon5e 

0212 and 

Cor- Grapho
rected sim. 

Syntactic Semantic Pragmatic 
Disconfirmation 

N N N 
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Appendix G p~ovide5 information about the site of the 

nubstitution by giving the line nuober in the first column. The actual 

words or phrases involved are given in columns two and three. The 

fourth colu~n indicates whether or not the miscue was corrected. The 

fifth colu~n rates the expected and observed responses in terms of 

perceptual sioilarity. The ratings in the last three coluons indicate 

the context r.ues available to the reader that might lead to 

correction. In this case there were no such cues and, in fact, the 

reader made no correction. By considering all the cases, not just 

those where the reader corrects, I am able to draw some conclusions 

about the degree to which a reader makes use of available evidence of 

various sorts to correct miscues. These corrections, in turn, provide 

evidence of the reader's scope of focus and relative tentativeness. 

One kind of information the ratings do not include is phonetic 

disconfirmation. An example of phonetic disconfirmation is given in 

sentence (3). 

a 
(3) I have an idea for a TV program. 

The following word "idea" serves to disconfirm the substitution of "a" 

(which the reader pronounced ley/) for "an". However, I have not 

included this category in the ratings because it is relatively 

uncommon and because it applies core specifically to oral production 

than to reading and listening comprehension processes generally. 

Ratings in each of the categories are given bused on the 

following criteria: 
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1. Is the miscuQ corrected? 

Correction of a word or phrase may occ~r icoediately or after the 

reader has read several words beyond the miscue site. However, in this 

category I simply indicate whether or not the reader successfully 

corrected the miscue. 

2. Is there grapho-phonic similarity between the expected and 

observed responses? 

Since readers may be raacting to either graphic or phonic 

information during reading or to the relationship of the two, ratings 

in this category are often subtle. For example, although "the" and "a" 

have no graphic similarity, they must not be regarded as 

grapho-phonically dissimilar since both are one-syllable words which, 

in most contexts, end with a schwa. I generally rate pairs of words as 

having grapho-phonic similarity unless they share no graphic or phonic 

similarity. The only exceptions are cases like "Ghouted" and "cried" 

where the similarity is in the inflectional suffix or "on" and "how" 

where the common grapheme is in different positions in the two words. 

The ratings here are not intended to be exact, but they provide a 

rough measure of how often a reader'e miscue looks or sounds like the 

expected response and how often a reader corrects miscues ~here the 

expected and observed responses are similar in comparison to the 

correction ratio when the two words or phrases are dissimilar. 
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3. Is there syntactic disconfirnation? 

In trying to deteroine ~hat might lend a reader to correct, it 

is necessary to consider nhether or not there are context cues that 

disconfirn reader prediction5. In a case like (4) a. for example, 

there is immediate syntactic disconfirmation. 

it 
(4) ao you just happen ••• 

Syntactic disconfirmation often takes the form, as in this case, of a 

lack of subject-verb agreement. Frequently, however, there is no 

disconHrmation of a miscue, as ihown in (4) b. 

learned 
(4) b. I leaned on the baby bed. 

In (4) b. the observed response is a past tense verb form with the 

same subcategorization frame as the expected response, fiO no syntactic 

information is available that would cause a reader to regress and 

correct. 

In (4) a. the disconfirmation follol'lS the miscuQ site. In some 

cases, the miscue itself is syntactically unacceptable because of the 

preceding struct,ure. This is the case in (4) c. 

or 
(4) c. We could put it on between nine and ten on Thursdays. 

Here ~or" is unacceptable because bon" is part of the complex verb, 

"put on b• Even though (4) c. differs from (4) il, in terms of the 

location of the disconfiaing structure, both miscuea are rated ·yes" 

for syntactic disconfir~ation since a reader who corrects in rosponse 

to syntactic cue!; could be led to correct oither (4) il. or (4) c. 
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In some unusual cases where, technically, there is syntactic 

di&confiroation, the rating is UNo" rather than "YeD." Such a case is 

shonn in (4) d. 

$Sinway: string 
(4) d. Sineny: stringy, strong or powerful. 

Since the reader substitutes a non-nord for "Sinewy~, he is probably 

responding to perceptual cues in correcting "string". Since he ~iscued 

on USinewy" he lacks the syntactic information available in the text 

to determine that an adjective form is needed for "stringu. In 

determining syntactic ratings, earlier miscues are considered. How 

this is done in complex cases is explaiped beloM. 

4. Is there semantic disconfirmation? 

Miscues are rated for the presence of semantically- as well as 

syntactically-disconfirming elements. The distinction bet~een syntax 

and semantics is compleK. For example, in (5) a. the oddness could be 

attributed to either syntax or semantics or to both. 

a 
(5) a. putting the tips of his fingers together 

In analyzing this miscue, one could argue that the lack of concord 

between DET and N is a syntactic oatter, or one could argue that a 

plural count noun requires a DET that is marked <+plural>. The 

question is whether plurality is primarily a syntactic or a secantic 

notion. While in so~e senses it is both, in my analysis for the sake 

of consistency, I have marked miscues such as this one as having 

nernantic, not syntactic, disconfirmation. 
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Most cases in the data are relatively clear. I have limited 

semantic disconfirDation to cases ~here there is a violation of 

coreference or selectional restriction ~ithin the sentence ~here the 

Qiscue occurs. An e~ample of a miscue marked "yes" for semantic 

disconfirmation is given in (5) b. 

Hiss 
(S) b. Mr. Barnaby ~as a very busy man. 

The substitution of "Miss" for "Mr.D creates an anomalous sentence. As 

with syntactic disconfiroation, the disconfirming element may precede 

or follow the miscue within the sentence. 

5. Is there pragmatic disconfirmation? 

The distinction between semantic and pragmatic 

disconfirmation, as I am making it here, is a difference in scope. For 

a miscue to be rated "yes- for semantic disconfirmation, the sentence 

in which the miscue ~ppears must be semantically unacceptable. 

However, a miscue may leave a sentence completely acceptable both 

syntactically and semantically but change its meaning in such a way 

that it doesn't cohere within the text. An example of a miscue which 

is ~arked "yes" for pragmatic disconfirmation appear5 in (6) a. 

(6) a. In a little while he was asleep. 
He 
I went on reading the words aloud. 

The substitution of "He" for nIH in the $econd line leaves the 

sentence fully acceptable, both syntactically and seaantically. The 

reader' has no syntactic or oeaantic evidence available that would lead 

to regrv5sion and correction. However, in the context of the story, 
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the sentence with the miscue doesn't fit. If "he" fell asleep, "he" 

can't go on reading words aloud. In addition, the first "he" is an 

eight-month old baby who is unable to read. An analysia of how often a 

reader correcta miscues like the one in (6) o. gives an indication of 

the reader's scope of focus and tentativeness. As I am defining it 

here, pragmatic disconfirmation is equated more specifically with text 

cohesion than with knowledge about the world, although, as with (6) a. 

both factors may come into play. 

While pragmatic discon~irmation most often takes the form of 

person reference, as in (6) a, it also applies to verb tense as in (6) 

b. 

is 
(6) b. Mr. Barnaby was impressed. 

In this story, as in Qany stories, the narration is in past tense, but 

the dialog is in present tense. Readers need to keep this distinction 

in mind in order to construct a cohesive text. In (6) b. there is no 

syntactic disconfirmation. However, if the reader is considering 

discourse constraints, he or she will correct the substitution on the 

basis of the pragmatic disconfirmation. 

5.2.2.3 Complex Miscues. Substitutions may be of words or 

phrases. In some ca~es, readers cake a Garies of substitutions in a 

passage. Clearly, an earlier substitution can lead to a later one. In 

this section I explain how'co~plex miscues of this sort are rated. 

An exaople of a sentence with t~o related aiscues is shown in 

(7) • 
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the light 
(7) giving orders to lighting crews 

C--------
In rating such oiscues, I consider the whole oentence ~ith any 

other miscues other than the one I am analyzing as the reader left it. 

Thus, if the reader corrects, the corrected form is read. In (7) for 

example, "light" is corrected, so to rate "the" I read "giving orders 

the lighting crews". On the other hand, since "the" is not corrected, 

I analyze the substitution of "light" by reading "giving orders the 

light crews". 

A second example of a cOQplex miscue is given in (8). 

enough like 
(8) think just about everybody likes babies. 

The text provides syntactic disconfirmation for the substitution of 

"enough" here because of the lack of agreement with "likes". Even 

though the reader substitutes a verb that results in a sentence that 

is syntactically acceptable, the rating on "enough" stands since I am 

trying to determine those cases for which syntactic evidence is 

available that could lead a reader to correct. On the other hand, once 

the reader substitutes "enough", there is no syntactic disconfirmation 

of "like" in the text the reader is constructing. The subject of 

"like" in the reader's text is Qenough", not "everybody." 

A similar example occurs in the following sentence. 

is this 
(9) So education it was! 

While the entire sentence is syntactically acceptable Q$ the reader 

leaves it, the two substitutions are rated differently. The 

substitution of "is" for "it" is rated as having syntactic 



disconfirmation since the reader is presented ~ith the sequence "is 

tlas". Ho~ever9 the second sub5ti~ution is Darked ~Nou for syntactic 

disconfiroation since "is this" is acceptable. 

In some cases, a reader fails to correct but makes multiple 

atteopts on a ~ord or phrase. An example is shown in (10). 

2.He'll 
1.He's 

(10) He'd do just as well as anyone else his age 
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If the rating were made on the first attempt, "He'sO I would say there 

was syntactic distonfirmation, and, in fact, that is probably ~hat led 

to the second attempt. That attempt is not corrected since there is no 

disconfirmation. Thus, with multiple attempts on a word, only the last 

attempt is rated. 

In (9) the two substitutions were rated separately. This was 

necessary because the two are given different ratings. In other cases, 

two substitutions are treated as a single phrase entry in the data. An 

example is given in (11). 

s 
(11) Beside[s], our teacher A says if you know how to think ••• 

C-----------------------------
Technically, the reader makes two SUbstitutions here in addition to 

changing the intonation. However, cases such as this are properly 

handled as the substitution of one phrase for another rather than as 

two separate entries. The entire SUbstitution is disconfirmed 

syntactically. 

One factor that determines whether or not a substitution is 

treated as a phrase Dr as a word is grapho-phonic sioilarity. In 

rating (11) it is clearly the case that the rating is "Ves". Both the 
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individual items and the general configuration should be $imilar in 

order for a cooplex oiscue to be considered a single ontry. A second 

example of this type is shown in (12). 

to~ards the of 
(12) putting the tips of his fingers together and nodding ~ his head 

In this case, "towards" is perceptually similar to Dtogether" 

and, although "the" and "and" are dissimilar, they are the same 

length, so the overall configuration of the two phrases is similar. In 

such cases, it seems more accurate to consider that the reader made a 

single substitution. 

On the other hand, in a case like (13), it is better to treat 

the two substitutions as separate entries in the rating. 

He would 
(13) We could put it on 

Even though there is perceptual similarity both between the individual 

items and the phrase configuration, the ratings in other categories 

differ (GHe" is disconfirmed pragmatically) so the two are treated 

individually. 

In summary, then, whenever it is possible I treat a series of 

miscues as a single phrase with a single rating. However, if the 

various substitutions within the phrase merit different ratings, they 

are treated individually. Finally, in deter~ining whether or not 

disconfirsation is available to the reader, I work left to right 

through the sentence reading it as the reader left it. This Qethod 

ensures that the substitutions are being ra~ed on the banis of thQ 

same evidence that ~a5 available to the reader. 



5.2.2.4 Interrelationshipu aoong the Analyzed Factors. The 

ratings for ~yntactic, ~QQantic, and pragmatic disconfiroation are 

related. If the oiscue is marked II nyes" for syntactic 

disconfirmation, then no rating is given for semantic or pragmatic 

disconfirmation. In the same way, if semantic disconfirmation is 

marked "yes", then pragmatic disconfiroation is not rnarked. 

An example of a sentence with a oiscue marked "yes" for 

syntactic disconfirmation is given in (14). 

unless 
(14) New, but not crazy or useless. 

Taken either as a preposition or a conjunction, "unless" requires 

additional structure, and the period serves to provide syntactic 

disconfirmation of the substitution. In a sentence such as (14) no 

semantic or pragmatic ratings are given for two reasons. 

First, in most cases, it is difficult to make semantic 

judgments about sentences that are syntactically unacceptable. 

Secondly, I am interested in determining »hich factors ~ight lead 

readers to correct, and the syntactic evidence the reader has here 

provides the pri~ary cue. If this miscue "erB also marked "yes" for 

semantic and pragmatic disconfir~ation, the analysis would lose 

validity by giving equal weight to all throe factors. 
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The same arguments hold for not rating miscues for pragmatic 

disconfirmation when there is semantic disconfirmation. If the 

sentence doesn't make sense by itself, it can't be eKpected to fit 

into the discourse. The reader's prioary evidence of a oiscue in the 

uemantic unacceptability of th~ sentence and the goal of the analysis 
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is to deter~ine the most salient cue that could load a reader to 

correct. 

As a result of these interrelationships among the categories, 

only certain patterns of correction are possibl~. Belo~, I provide 

eMamples of a nuaber of the available rating Gequencen. 

a 
(15) a. Wait and see. 

c---
A 

b. I opened the dictionary 
c--

a 
c. If it bothers you to think of it as baby sitting 

you 
d. Mr. Barnaby is a very busy man. 

cheek 
e. My father was folding the check Mr. Barnaby had given him. 

say 
f. I ~ant to sell my little brother. 

C----

g. HI think I'm going to win the prize for the most original 
he 

outside project this year,· I said. 
You 

h. He wouldn't be typical if he didn't cry sometimes 

The ratings for these 8 miscues are presented in Table 13. 



Table 13. Exa~ples of Miscue Ratings 

Number Corrected Grnpho-phonic 
similarity 

Syntactic Semantic Pragmatic 
Disconfirmation 

==========================================n==============0===== 

a 

b 

c 

d 

f 

g 

h 

y 

v 

N 

N 

y 

N 

N 

y 

N 

y 

N 

y 

y 

N 

N 

y 

v 
y 

N y 

N N v 

N N y 

N N N 
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In (lS)a-d there is ~yntactic disconfirmation, so the columns 

for se~antics and pragmatics are not marked. In (15)e there is no 

syntactic di5confir~ationt but since there is semantic 

disconfiroation, pragmatics is not marked. In (15)f-h all the columns 

are marked since there is either pragmatic disconfirmation or no 

disconfirmation at all. These eKaoples aro illustrative, not 

exhaustive. The complete analysis of all the miscues in the sample is 

given in AppendiK S. 

5.2.2.5. The Data Sample The analysis is based on the first 

100 miscues each reader Bade. The analysis of 100 miscues provided 

5uffi(ient data to reveal general tendencies. HOI~ever, one reader made 

only 69 miscues. Nevertheless, I analyzed his reading an well since 

certain patterns could be oeen noong these oiscu~sy and the results, 
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report~d as percentages, allowed comparison with the other three 

readers, who all made more than 100 oincues. 

In determining the sample, not all miscues were included. 

Three kinds of miscues were eliminated from consideration in an 

attempt to get a sample that accurately reflected reader correction 

strategies. 

1. Omissions, insertions and intonation miscup.s 

Readers sometimes omit or insert words or phrases. However, 

these kinds of miscues are not included because they can't be rated 

for grapho-phonic similarity, and if they were included it would be 

difficult to draw conclusions about the percent of grapho-phonically 

similar and dissimilar miscues that are corrected. For the same 

reason, miscues affecting intonation are not included. Example (16)a 

illustrates both types of miscues. 

• He 
(16) a •••• he 5aid [as] he was leaving ••• 

As (16) a. shows, it would be difficult to rate these sortl of miscues 

for syntactic and semantic disconfirrnation as well. 

On the other hand, if the miscue involves both the substitution 

of a word or phrase and a change in intonation, intonation i~ taken 

into account. This is the case in (16) b. 

with it. Won't 
(16) b. Cry all you want to! It won't diuturb me. 

To rate the substitution of "with" for "to" here, it i~ necessary to 

consider that the reader changed the syntactic structure by an 



intonation shift. Therefore, intonation is taken into 8CCDunt, but 

only if there is also a lexical substitution. 

2. Non-110rds 

Readers sometimes produce non-words during oral reading. An 

example is given in (17). 

$edcation 
(17) part of your education 
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This exacple is typical of non-word substitutions in the respect that 

there is high grapho- phonic similarity between the observed and 

expected responses. In the case of non-words, readers often rely on 

perceptual cues. Non-words can be rated for syntax based on their 

morphology. The substitution in (17) appears to be syntactically 

acceptable. However, all non-words are impossible to rate for semantic 

or pragmatic disconfirmation. That is, nothing can disconfirm a 

non-word. If such words were included in the sample, the results would 

not accurately reflect reader correction strategies. Therefore, 

non-words are not included in the sample. This is particularly 

important for the analysis of this story because the narrator roads 

lists of dictionary nards as part of his homework, and readers of the 

story frequently produce non-words for the dictionary entries. 

3. Repeated Miscues on People's Names 

Readers also 9iscue frequently in this utory on the naoe of 

one of the aain characters, Mr. Barnaby. Hiscues on proper n~oes, 

assuming the substitution han noun oorphology, are rated as having no 

syntactic or seoantic diaconfiroation. However, each 5ubutitution of a 
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new name for a character would be narked as having pragmatic 

disconfirmation. In fact, a reader may pronounce a naoe differently 

oach time he or she encounters it and, at the same tine, think of the 

character as the same character. However, fran the point of view of 

analyzing miscues, there is no way to tell whether the reader thinks 

there is one character or several, 50 the assumption would be that the 

miscue results in a lack of text cohesion. Since including all the 

cases where readers substitute a different name for a character would 

skew the results for the "pragmatic disconfirmation U category, only 

the first substitution ii included. 

In summary, the sample of miscues chosen for each reader 

includes the first 100 non-null substitutions of words or phrases, 

except for proper names, which are counted only on their first 

occurrence. 

5.3. Overall Results of the Analysis 

In this section, I consider the total re~ult» of the analysis of 

all the miscues of the four readers. In the following sections, I 

consider each reader separately and compare his or her perforoance 

with the totals reported in this section. 

The results are suoQarized in Table 14. This table, like the 

tables for the individual ~eader6, reports results on both miscues in 

. general and mificues involving nocinative personal pronounB. There are 

important correlations between reader correction of pronoun aiscues 

and correction of miscues in general. 
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Tablo 14. Miscue Corrections by 4 Readers of "My Brother is a Genius· 

Total miscues 369 Corrected 90 Correction Rate 24% 
==============0===================0===================CD 
Grapho- 6rapho-
similar Corrected Dissimilar Corrected 

======c=====~=========c===========c==c====c==c~==c=c=cDC 
305 72 24 % 64 IB 28% 

All Cases 
=============c================cc=========c~ac====n===cc= 

No 
DisconfirfJation 

163 

Syntactic 
Dlsconfiroation 

98 

Semantic 
Di sconf i rmati on 

51 

Pragmati c 
Disconfirmation 

57 

Corrected 
20 

Corrected 
34 

Corrected 
1B 

Corrected 
18 

12% 

35% 

35% 

32% 
c================c=========================:============ 

Cases with grapho-phonic similarity 
a=====c=====================================c==c=:==c=== 

No 
Di 5confi r Iilat i on 

137 
Corrected 

17 12% 
~------------------------------------------------- .. -----
Syntactic 
01 sconf i rmati on 

85 

Semanti c 
Di sconfi reati on 

45 

Pragmatic 
Disconfirlilation 

41 

Corrected 
30 

Corrected 
15 

Corrected 
10 

35% 

33Y. 

247. 
c====================================~c=============c=:= 

Cases with no grapho-phonic similarity 
a===========u=======~============================c====== 

No 
Oisconfirl1lation 

29 

Syntucti c 
Olsconfirmation 

13 

Semantic 
Disconfirmation 

6 

Pragmatic 
Disconfirraation 

16 

Corrected 
3 

Corrected 
-1 

Corrected 
3 

Corrected 
B 

lOY. 

31% 

50Y. 

50% 
c~==cc=~==a=3a=CD=C~DCCC==Cg=====~C=================3C=== 
Nominative Personal Pronouns Corrected 

Total = 23 10 43% 
No disconfirmation ; 4 2 50% 
Syntactic ~isconfirm~tion = 0 0 50~ 
S~~antlc dlsconflroatlon c 2 1 Oh 
Pragmatic disconfir~ation c 17 0 47Y. 
=c=========~oc===cc==c==cc~==~=c====c====~===~======c==== 
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Table 14 shows that the 4 readers corrected about one quarter 

of their niscues. Not surprisingly, the oajority of the sUbstitutions 

(83%) showed some grapho-phonic similarity to the expected response. 

This sho~s that readers generally do Doke use of perceptual 

information. What is interesting here is that the readers corrected 

almost equally well in Cases where there was grapho-phonic similarity 

~nd where there was no gra~hQ-phunic similarity. 

When readers make substitutions that show no qrapho-phonic 

similarity to the expected response, they ignore perceptual cues in 

response to predictions based on syntactic, seoantic or pragmatic 

cues. An example is shown in (18). 

(18) In a little while he was asleep. 

In (18) the reader predicts that the narrator will refer to himsQlf 

rather than the baby brother and substitutes the appropriate pronoun 

for that prediction. The fact that there is no perceptual similarity 

between the expected and observed responses does not cause the reader 

to correct. 

The important point here is that if readers in general correct 

equally often when there is no perceptual similarity between the 

expected and observed responses as when there is such a nimilarity, 

then grapho-phoroic cues must not be crucial in the correction process. 

It oU9t be tho case that it is disconfiroation from other cue systems 

that lead readers to correct. Furthermore, if it is not principally 

grapho-phonic cues which lead readers tp correct, as these data 

suggest, then reading programs designed to get children to attend to 
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grapheme-phoneme correspondences and naGe ~ord$ correctly are 

oisguided 85 are teachers who spend reading ti~~ correcting oral 

reading miscues. 

While there are no significant differences in the overall 

results between reader correction of grapho-phonically sinilar and 

dissioilar miscues, there are differences within two of the 

subcategories. Readers correct about a third of the time when there is 

grapho-ponic similarity and semantic disconfirmation and half the time 

when there is no grapho-phonic similarity and semantic 

disconfirmation. For example, readers correct less often in cases like 

(19) a, where there is perceptual similarity, than in instances such 

as (19) b, ~here there is no similarity. 

way 
(19) a. In a little while he was asleep. 

up to 
b. He came out of his slump and looked around. 

Xt may be that the combination of semantic disconfirmation and 

grapho-phonemic dissimilarity is what leads readers to correct 

slightly more often. On the other hand, the particular semantic 

features involved may be more important in deteroining the reuults. 

Similarly, readers corrected more often in cases with pragmatic 

disconfiroation when there was also a lack of grapho-phonic oioilarity 

between the expected and observed responses (24% vs. SOX). Thus, 

readers correct less often in cases like (20) a. than in those such as 

(20) b. 



(20) a. 
It 

orange 
something really interesting and original. 

b. He helped my mother with hor coat. 
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In (20) a. the narrator i~ discussing a project that he has said must 

be new. "Original" adds cohesion, and "orange" is not appropriate. 

However, the two words share perceptual features. In (20r b. the 

father helps the Gother with her coat, so the substitution of "It" 

causes a loss of cohesion. "It" and "he" have no grapho-phonic 

similarity. Since the number of cases involved here is fairly soall, 

it is not possible to argue strongly that grapho-phonir. dissimilarity 

in combination with pragmatic disconfirmation is what leads to 

correction. The results are suggestive, not conclusive. 

While it is difficult to establish unequivocally that 

grapho-phonic cues affect correction, it can be seen that the readers 

corrected more often when there was syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic 

disconfirmation of a miscue than when there was no disconfirmation. 

These readers correc~ed only about 12% of the time when there was no 

disconfirmation, but they corrected 34% of the time when there was 

disconfirmation. Thus, the readers generally used syntactic, semantic, 

and pragmatic cues ~s they read. 

Of the various cue systems that lead to correction, the 

pragmatic system was used least often in terms of overall frequency. 

~DweV2r! in part, this is a fUnction of the kind of analysis 

performed. As Figure 9 sho"s, pragmatic disconfirmation "as a residual 

category. 
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no semantic 

disconfiroation dinconfiroation 

syntactic pragmatic 

disconfirmation disconfirmation 

Fig. 9 The Residual Nature of the Analysis 

In analyzing correction patterns, I first looked to see 

whether or not there was any disconfirmation. If there was 

disconfirMation, I leoked first for syntactic disconfirmation for the 

miscue. If no syntactic disconfirmation occurred, the miscue 'was then 

checked for semantic disconfirmation. Finally, if the miscue was not 

disconfirlned by either syntactic or semantic factors, it was checked 

for pragmatic disconfirmation. As a result, all 369 miscues had the 

potential for diGconfirmation. However, there was no disconfirmation 

for 163 of the miscues. Of the rem8ining miscues, 98 had syntactic 

disconfirmation. Since 98 miscues in the sample had syntactic 

disconfirmation, only 271 were checked for semantic Dr pragmatic 

disconfirmation. Of those, 51 were semantically disconfirmed. That 

left 220 miscues that had the potential for pragmatic disconfirmation. 

It is in this respect that pragmatic disconfirmation is a residual 

category. 

Although in teros of total numbers, readers oade oiscues that 

Here disconfirQed pragmatically less often than miscues with either 

syntactic or semantic disconfirmation, the proportion of miscues with 
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pragmatic disconfirmation ~las nearly identical to thG percent ~ith 

syntactic disconfirrnation (25.9 V5. 26.5) and both of these were 

somewhat higher than the proportion of miscues with semantic 

disconfirmation (19%). The difference between correction in response 

to pragmatic cues and in response to syntactic or semantic cues was 

small. 

The figures for substitutions involving two nominative 

personal pronouns are worth noting. Miscues on pronouns have pragmatic 

disconfirmation much more frequently than miscues generally (15% vs 

74%). In addition, while 27% of all the miscues had syntactic 

disconfirmation, none of the pronoun miscues in the sample had 

syntactic disconfirmation. Readers corrected 30% of the miscues that 

had pragmatic disconfirmation and 47% of the pronoun miscues with 

pragmatic disconfirmation. Thus, although the readers did better on 

pronouns than on other pragmatic cohesion features, the pronoun 

miscues give an indication of how effectively readers make use of 

pragmatic cohesion cues. 

The combined results for these four readers, then, indicate 

that readers correct about equally often in response to syntactic, 

semantic, and pragmatic cues that disconfirm their predictions. In 

addition, there was little difference in the data between correction 

in cases where there were grapho-phonic differences between the 

expected and observed responses and cases where there was no 

difference. In the following sections I consider the results for each 

reader and compare these results with the combined totals. 
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5.3.1 Henry's Miscues 

Henry had the fewest total miscues. In fact, he nas the only 

reader for whom I could not obtain 100 miscues to analyze. In 

addition, he corrected only B times. Certainly, Herbert is an 

efficient reader, but, a closer analysis of his corrections, presented 

in Table 15, shows he was not always an effective reader. 



Table 15. Miscue Corrections by Henry 

Total Qiscues 69 Corrected B Correction rate 12% 
===================cn=========o========c========cc==a=== 
Brapho-
si~ilar Corrected 

Grapho-
Dissimilar Corrected 

=================================================0===:co 
S6 7 137. 13 B'h 

=====~c====c=======~========c==========c==========ccc=== 
All Cases 

=============cc======================c:==========c====== 
No 

Disconfirrnation 
40 

Syntacti c 
Dlsconfirmation 

16 

Semantic 
Di sconfi rGlat i on 

8 

Pragmatic 
Disconfirmation 

5 

Corrected 
1 

Corrected 
5 

Corrected 
1 

Corrected 
1 

31'l. 

137. 

207. 
===================================CD========O=====C==== 

Cases with grapho-phonic similarity 
=============================================0========== 

No 
Disconfirfilation 

31 

Syntacti c 
Di sc onf i r mati on 

14 

Semantic 
Di sconfi rmati on 

7 

Praglilatic 
Di sconfi rmat ion 

4 

Corrected 
1 

Corrected 
4 

Corrected 
1 

Corrected 
1 

297. 

147. 

257. 
===========DC=======C:=====================;============ 

Cases with no grapho-phonic similarity 
=================~=============================c======== 

No 
Di sconfi rmati on 

9 

Syntactic 
D15confirmation 

2 

Semantic 
Disconfiroation 

1 

Pragmatic 
Disconfiraation 

1 

Corrected 
o 

Corrected 
1 

Corrected 
o 

Corrected 
o 

Nominative Pernonal Pronouns 

o~ 

507. 

0% 

07. 

Corrected 

Total = 1 0 
No disCQnfiroation 0 8 0 
~yntactlc disconfirmation c 0 
Seoantic disconfiroation coo 
Pragmatic disconfiroation = ! 0 
cc======~===m==c===c===c=c~==~===~~u=~cco~~===~=a=c===C~~ 
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Henry corrected only 1 of 13 miscues where there was no 

grapho-phonic similarity. This suggests that once he has made a 

prediction based on syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic cues, and 

produced a response that is perceptually different from the word or 

phrase in the text, he ignores potentially disconfirming cues. The one 

case where he did correct was the complex miscue shown in (21). 

my a 
(21) It serves him right for calling a child of mine typical. 

c--
Apparently, Henry predicted "my child" here. He didn't correct 

the substitution of "my" for "a". He then substituted "a" for "of" 

which conforms syntactically with the first substitution (my child 

a ••• ). He corrected the second substitution when he reached the 

disconfirming pronoun, "mine", but he made no overt correction of the 

entire phrase. 

The one category in which Henry differed significantly from 

the combined total was correction in light of semantic 

disconfirmation. He corrected only of 8 miscues that were 

semantically disconfirmed (13%) as opposed to 35% in the combined 

totals. In the other categories Henry's results are similar to the 

combined results. 

One final figure worth noting from the analysis of Henry's 

miscues, a figure that supports the claim that Henry is an efficient 

reader, is the fact that he corrected only 1 of 40 miscues in which 

there was no syntactic, semantic or pragmatic disconfirmation. 

Correction of such miscues only serves to slow down the reading 

process. The one time Henry did correct in this category was on the 
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name, "Mr. Barnaby." He corrected the first tiae he read the ~ord and 

then produced it correctly after that. 

While Henry Has an efficient reader, he Has not proficient, at 

least a~ oeasured by overt correction. He left 87% of the cases ~ith 

semantic disconfirmation and 80% of the cases ~ith pragmatic 

disconfirmation uncorrected. In fact, of the four readers, Henry had 

the highest proportion of miscues that were uncorrected when there was 

syntactic, semantic or pragmatic disconfirmation. He corrrected only 

24% of these cases, and the combined average is 34%. However, it 

should be pOinted out that He~ry oade only 29 miscues that were 

syntactically, semantically or pragmatically disconfirmed while the 

other three readers made an average of 59 such oiscues, so the 

relatively small number~ for Henry may have affected the results. 

Henry only made one miscue involving the substitution of one 

nominative personal pronoun for another. This occurred at the end of 

the story where he substituted "he" for NI" when the narrator was 

speaking. He didn't correct this one pronoun Qiscue, so, in a limited 

way, this example fits his overall pattern of lack of correction since 

there was pragmatic disconfirmation. 

noted earlier that readers cay swing between overconfidence 

and hesitancy in the course of their reading. Total corrections fail 

to reflect thRse trends. However, as shown in the complete analysis of 

Henry's miscues in Appendix S, he went for long stretches with no 

corrections and then ~ade relatively frequent correction. For example, 

in one stretch he corrected 3 out of 4 aiscues. These 3 corrections 

account for nearly half his total. I would characterize this stretch 
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as a period of hesitaniy. Following those correction~1 Henry tended 

towards overconfidence as he corrected only 1 of the final 30 ~iscue$ 

despite the fact that 12 of them had syntactic, semantic or pragoatic 

disconfirmation. This is shown in the corrections column of Appendix 

6. 

5.3.2. Dorothy's Miscues 

Dorothy and Henry made significantly fewer miscues on the 

entire story than either David or Peter. Nevertheless Dorothy 

corrected more of her first 100 miscues than David and as many as 

Peter. This shows that the number of miscues a reader makes and the 

number he or she corrects, are not related. The suomary of the 

analysis of the miscue data for Dorothy is given in Table 16. 



Table 16 •. Miscue Corrections by Dorothy 

Totnl 100 Corrected 29 
=~====================================================== 
Srapho- 6rapho-
similar Corrected Dissimilar Corrected 

c====~====================================e==c===mc===cc 
88 25 28% 12 4 33% 

All Cases 
=================================:====================cc 

No 
Disconfirmation 

39 

Syntactic 
Dlsconfiroation 

27 

Seraanti c 
Di sconf i roat i on 

17 

Pragmatic 
Di sconfi rillat ion 

17 

Corrected 
7 

Corrected 
10 

Corrected 
9 

Corrected 
3 

18% 

53% 

18% 
c===========:=========c==:====c===========c=:=====c:==== 

Cases with grapho-phonic similarity 
========c=====g========================================= 

No 
Di sconfi rmation 

37 

Syntactic 
Disconfirmation 

22 

Semantic 
Di sconfi rmat i on 

14 

Pragmatic 
Di sconf i rmati on 

15 

Corrected 
7 

Corrected 
8 

Corrected 
7 

Correded 
3 

19% 

36% 

50% 

20% 
c===============================a====c=c=~==cc=~am=c=c== 

Cases with no grapho-phonic similarity 
===:c=============:================ccc:c========c===:=== 

No 
Distonfirfllation 

2 

Syntacti c 
Du;conf i rmat i on 

5 

Semanti c 
Disconfirmation 

3 

Pruglllati c 
Di sconfi roat ion 

2 

Correded 
o 

Corrected 
2 

Corrected 
2 

Corrected 
o 

Nominative Personal Pronouns 

o 

401. 

67"1. 

o 
Corrected 

Total iJ 3 1 33% 
No disconfireation = 0 0 0 
~~~~~li~cd~~~~~~1~~~tr~~n ~ ~ ~ 103% 
Pragmatic disconfirmation = 2 0 0 
============:===============~==~==:;=====:cc============= 
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Dorothy corrected olightly nore often than the combined 

average. She corrected aore often ~hen there was grapho-phonic 

dissimilarity than when there was similarity. This suggests that at 

times she focussed fairly narrowly on words or phrases. This is 

confirmed by the fact that she corrected 7 out of 37 times when there 

was grapho-phonic similarity and no other disconfirmation of the 

miscue. In other words, she corrected 18% of the time in sentences 

such as (22). 

that 
(22) "Where can 1 see this baby brother of yours?" 

C----

In (22) Hr. Barnaby uses "this" to indicate psychological 

nearness and Dorothy substituted "that" to indicate physical distance. 

Then she corrected the miscue. ~hile there is a ~eaning difference, it 

is subtle, and the correction slows down the reading process without 

adding significantly to the development of meaning. This correction 

pattern suggests that Dorothy ~as not too efficient in her reading. 

On the other hand, Dorothy made use of semantic cues more 

often than the average. She corrected 9 of 17 cases (53%) where there 

was semantic disconfirmation while the combined average was 35%. This 

finding shows Dorothy attended to sentence meaning. However, she 

corrected only 3 of 17 times when there was pragmatic disconfiroation 

(18%), only about half the average score (32%). Thus, it appears that 

Dorothy focussed principally at sontence level, attending to 

grapho-phonic, syntactic and semantic cues but ignoring pragoatic 

cohesion cues fairly often. 
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Dorothy's corrections of pronouns followed her gQneral 

pattern. She oade only 3 substitutions of o~e nominative personal 

pronoun for another. In two cases there was pragQatic diaconfirmation, 

and she failed to correct either of these. On the other hand, she 

corrected the one case uhere there was semantic d~5confirDation. The 

pronoun data, then lend support for the general analysis of Dorothy's 

pattern of correction. 

Like the other readers, Dorothy vascilated between hesitancy 

and overconfidence, although she tended towards hesitancy. Of her 29 

corrections only 5 were separated frOD another correction by gore than 

two uncorrected responses and 10 came in series of two or three. 

Thus, once Dorothy corrected one siscue she became oore cautious and 

was more apt to correct succeeding miscues. In Appendix 6 the longest 

sequence of uncorrected miscues in her sample of 100 was 9. 

5.3.3. David's Miscues 

David and Peter made a great many more miscues in reading the 

whole story than either Dorothy or Henry. Vet a count of total miscues 

is not revealing since there were significant differences between the 

kinds of miscues David and Patrick corrected. 

Table 17 presents the results of tho analysis of David's 

substitution miscues. 



Table 17. Miscue Corrections by David 

Total oiscues 100 Corrected 24 

Grapho-
similar Corrected 

Grapho-
Dissimilar Corrected 

============c================================c=======~~c 
76 19 25% 24 5 21% 

=====~==c==============;======;===========~============= 
All Cases 

====================================c=======c~========== 
No 

Disconfirlllation 
46 

Syntacti c 
Dlsconfirmation 

24 

Semantic 
Disconfirmation 

12 

Pragmati c 
Disconfirmation 

18 

Corrected 
6 

Corrected 
7 

CDrrected 
:5 

Corrected 
b 

13% 

29% 

42 

33 
=====================================================c== 

Cases with grapho-phonic similarity 
==c===============a============~==m======~==~=======cm== 

No 
Disconfirmation 

32 

Syntactic 
DlSconfirmation 

22 

Semantic 
Disconfirmation 

12 

Pragmatic 
Di sconfi rmati on 

10 

Corrected 
4 

CDrrected 
7 

Corrected 
5 

Corrected 
3 

13% 

32% 

42 

30% 
=====c==c============~=c=====c=======================c == 
Cases with no grapho-phonic similarity 
========~====================c====c==c=================~ 

No 
Disconfirtlation 

14 

Syntilcti c 
Dlsconfirrnation 

2 

Semantic 
Di 5confi rmati on 

o 
Pragmatic 
Di sconf i rCHlt i on 

8 

Corrected 
2 

Corrected 
o 

Corrected 
o 

Corrected 
:3 

14% 

ox. 

0% 

38% 

Nooiniltive Personal Pronouns Corrected 
Total c 11 4 40% 

No diuconfirmation = 3 1 33% 
Syntactic diuconfirrnation a 0 0 0 
Sbmantic digconfir~ation cOO 0 
Pragmatic disconfir~ation ~ B 4 40% 
=====n=====cu=c=====c===c==~=========~~cc==========~c==== 
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David corrected exactly as often as the combined total, but he 

corrected less often than average in cases where there ~as 

grapho-phonic dissimilarity. This suggests that once David oade a 

prediction based on syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic cues 

sufficiently strong to cause him to substitute a word or phrase that 

was perceptually different from the word or phrase in the text, he 

tended to ignore grapho-phonic cues that disconfirmed his predictions. 

In general, David's pattern of miscue correction corresponds 

very closely to the overall pattern. He corrected 13% of the time when 

there was no disconfirmation, and the combined results show 121 

correction. He corrected 291 of the time in response to syntactic 

disconfirmation, and the overall total was 35%. David's corrections in 

response to semantic disconfirmation were slightly higher than the 

average, but still close, 42% co~pared with 35%. And his correction 

when there was pragmatic disconfirmation was very close - 33% for 

David and 32% overall. 

David, like the other readers, te~ded to correct frequently 

over limited stretches and then go for periods with no correction. At 

one point he left 12 SUbstitutions uncorrected, and during anQth~r 

interval he left 10 uncorrected in a row. On the other hand, only 6 of 

the corrections ~ere separated from another correction by more than 2 

miscues. 

David and Peter made ~ore ~iscues in reading the whole story 

than Dorothy and Henry did, and they also made oore pronoun oiscueu. 

David oade 11 pronoun oiscuso and Peter 9 as coopared with 3 for 

Dorothy and just 1 for Henry 
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David corrected 4 of his 8 pronoun •iscues that had pragmatic 

disconfirmation. In fact, an analysis of the correction pattern for 

all David's miscues involving pronouns during his reading of the whole 

story is revealing. Table 18 offers the analysis of all David's 

miscues where one nominative personal pronoun was substituted for 

another. 

Table 18. David's Correction Pattern for Pronoun Miscues 

Line Expected Observed Corrected Grapho- Syntactic Semantic Prag•atic 
No. Response Response si•ilar Disconfiraation 

===================================================================z== 
0209 
0217 
0221 
0319 
0402 
0414 
0503 
0516 
0521 
0605 
0706 
0713 
0714 
0722 
0804 
0811 
0904 
0906 
0914 
1009 
1009 
1013 
1119 
1121 

Totals 

I 
We 

I 
I 

We 
We 

they 
We 
He 

they 
he 
we 
He 

We've 
We're 

He 
He 
He 
He 

I 
I 
I 

we 
She 

24 

He 
You 
He 
He 
You 

I 
you 

I 
I 

he 
I 

he 
We 

He's 
He's 

I 
I 

You 
We 
he 
he 
he 
he 
He 

N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
v 
N 
N 
y 
y 
N 
v 
y 
N 
y 
v 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 

9 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
y 
y 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
y 
y 

7 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
y 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
y 
N 

4 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

N 
N 
N 
N 
v 
N 
N 

N 

N 

1 

y 
y 
y 
y 

N 
N 
y 
y 
v 
y 

N 

v 
v 
v 
y 

y 
v 

v 

y 

16 
m•===================••===•=====•==•==•====•========••==••==•=•====•== 

As Table 18 shows, when readers make substitutions involving 

personal pronouns, there is often pragaatic disconfiraation but seldo• 
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either syntactic or semantic disconfirmation availablo that could lead 

to correction. It is not surprising that this is the case. If readers 

substitute other pronouns for those in the text, they frequently lose 

cot.esion, but the disconfiroation is in the sense of the entire 

passage rather than in the sentence itself. For example, in (23) the 

SUbstitution of "you" leaves the sentence syntactically and 

semantically acceptable. However, Mr. Barnaby, a TV executive is 

speaking here to a young boy, so in terms of the whole passage, it is 

not logical to assume that Mr. Barnaby would allow the boy to put on a 

TV show. 

You 
(23) We could put it on between nine and ten on Thursdays. 

Despite the fact that pronoun miscues often have pragmatic 

disconfirmation, they seldom have other kinds of disconfirmation. Only 

4 of the 24 cases offer syntactic disconfirmation. In most cases, 

syntactic disconfirmation for pronoun~ takes the form of the following 

verb. However, in this story either a modal or a past tense ~orm 

follows the pronoun in most cases. David corrected 2 of the 4 canes 

where there was syntuctic disconfirmation, and in one of the two 

reoaining cases, he corrected the verb to agree with the substituted 

pronoun. In only 1 of the 24 sentences was there semantic 

disconfiroation and David left that oiscue uncorrected. 

Because pronoun Gubutitutions are 5eldo~ disconfirmed 

syntactically or semantically but frequently disconfiroed 

pragmatically, they provide a good indication of how readers respond 

to pragmatic cohesion cues. David corrected b of the 16 pronoun 



miscues (38%) where there was pragmatic disconfirmation, alightly 

better than he did with pragmatic disconfirmation in general (33%). 

5.3.4 Peter's Miscues 
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~hile Peter made a great number of miscueu during his reading 

of the story, his correction pattern was particularly interesting in 

that he corrected in response to pragmatic cohesion cues better than 

the other readers. The analysis of Peter's first 100 miscues is 

summarized in Table 19. 



TablQ 19. Miscue Corrections by Peter 

Total 100 Corrected 29 
===========================================~============ 
Grapho-
similar Corrected 

Srapho-
Dissimilar Corrected 

=============c====c=======c=n====c======c===~~cc==acc=~c 
85 21 25% 15 8 53'; 

All Caljes 
===c=======================~==c======~======c=========== 

No 
Disconfirmation 

38 

Syntactic 
D1 sconf i rmati on 

31 

Semanti c 
Di sconfirf.1ati on 

14 

Pragmatic 
Disconfirmation 

17 

Corrected 
6 

Corrected 
12 

Corrected 
3 

Corrected 
8 

16;' 

39% 

21% 

47'X 
c=============================~=r.~========~==c======c=== 

Cases with grapho-phonic similarity 
=c=============================~=================c=cc=== 

No 
Disconfirl'lation 

34 

Syntactic 
Dlsconfirmation 

27 

Semanti c 
Disconfi rast i on 

12 

Pragmatic 
Disconfi rlllat ion 

12 

Corrected 
5 

Corrected 
11 

Corrected 
2 

Corrected 
3 

41X 

17'X 

25% 
c=~~========c===========c===c=================cc======uc 

Cases with no grapho-phonic similarity 
================================~==========c=====c====== 

No 
Disconfirmation 

4 

Syntadic 
Dlsconfirmation 

4 

Semantic 
Di sconf i rmati on 

2 

Pragoatic 
Disconfi roat ion 

5 

Corrected 
1 

Corrected 
1 

Corrected 
1 

Correded 
5 

25% 

25% 

50% 

100% 

Nominative Personal Pronouns Corrected 
Total c 9 5 561 

No Diu~pnfirmatiQn = 1 01 100% 
Syntactlc disconfiroation cOO 
SOQantic disconfirmation = 1 0 0 
Pragmatic disconfirrnation = 7 4 57% 
==============c=======c~===~=====~c~==================== 
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Peter corrected aloost t~ice a5 often 80 the average in caSOG 

~here there ~as a grapho-phonic disuioilarity bet~een the expected and 

observed responses (53% vs. 28%). This suggests that he attended to 

grapho-phonic cues. He corrected about the same as the combined total 

in cases where there was syntactic or semantic disconfirrnation (33% vs 

35%) with a slightly greater correction rate in res~cn5e to syntactic 

cues than semantic cues. 

While some teachers might label Peter a poor reader because of 

his volume of miscues, his corrections of miscues that have pragmatic 

disconfirmation show that he generally read for meaning. He corrected 

almost half the time when there WIS pragmatic disconfirmation while 

the other three readers corrected only 10 of 40 cases or 25% of the 

time when there was pragmatic disconfirmation. Peter's corrections 

indicate that he constructed a cohesive internal text. 

Even more striking is the fact that when there waG both 

grapho-phonic dissimilarity and pragmatic disconfirmation, Peter 

corrected in 5 cases out of 5. The other readers corrected only 3 of 

11 ti~e5 under these conditions. These results show that Peter gade 

use of both global and local cues and was able to switch his focus 

from the discourse to the word quite effectively. Although he IDade 

frequent miscues and sometimes lost the .eaning of a passage, he was 

often able to correct when his predictions led him to substitute words 

or phrases that were perceptually different fro~ tho~e in the text and 

also did't cohere with tho passage. 

In fact, even though Peter oade the cost miscues of the four 

readers, he corrected oore often than any of the other readers in 
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cases where there was syntactic, oeaantic or pragmatic disconfirmation 

- 37% of the time. Thus, while he Nas not 8S efficient ag a reader 

like Henry, this analysis of his pattern of corrections shows he was 

more effective. 

An analysis of Peter's correction of pronoun miscues reveals a 

parallel to his general correction pattern. There were 9 miscues 

involving the substitution of one nominative personal pronoun for 

another and 7 of the substitutions were disconfirmed pragmatically. 

Patrick corrected 4 of these 7 cases, the 4 for which there was no 

grapho-phonic similarity between the expected and observed responses. 

He also corrected one pronoun miscue when there was no 

disconfirmation, and he failed to correct the sentence with ~emantic 

disconfirmation. These cases, then, also correspond to his general 

correction pattern. 

5.4 Findings from the Analysis of Miscue Corrections 

The data analyzed here is based on the reading of four 

readers. However, these results can be generalized to readers in 

general. The reason for this is that the present study is not an 

empirical psychological study in which texts were manipulated or 

subjects chosen based on certain characteristics. Instead, these 

results come froQ average readers reading full texts. If reading is a 

psycholinguistic process of the sort I claim it is, then the results 

from these readers represents, to a great degree, their competence. 

Since they are average readers, the results can be taken to be true 

for readers in general. In this rCupect, the present study is si~ilar 



to Quch of the nork done in linguistics in which the linguist's 

intuitions are the source of eVidence for any claios Dade. 
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Several findings eQerge from an analysis of the data. The 

first finding is that there is no significant difference in correction 

betw~en cases where the expected and observed responses are 

grapho-phonically similar and cases ~here they differ. Thin finding is 

important because it indicates that readers do not use grapho-phonic 

cues as a primary source of information for correction. Instead, 

readers correct most often in response to syntactic, semantic and 

pragmatic cues. 

Support for this claim comes from the fact that the readers 

corrected only about 12% of the time when there was no syntactic, 

semantic or pragmatic disconfirmation and 34% of the time when such 

disconfirmation occurred. In other words, readers often substitute 

words or phrases that have no effect on structure or on local or 

global ~eaning, but they seldom correct such miscues. These figures 

are based on a relatively large sample. Miscues for which there was no 

disconfirmation made up a large percent of the total. Of the 369 

miscues analyzed, there were 163 miscues (44X) for which there was no 

disconfirmation. 

The ioplications of this finding for instruction are that 

teachers who correct students' oral reading nill slow readers down 

unnecessarily almost half the tioe. If readers correct oistues that 

have no significant effect on the structure or meaning of a story, 

they are more apt to lose the meaning they are reading for. 



A second finding is that efficiency is not equatod with total 

numbers of miscues. Instead, analysis of the correction pattern of 

miscues for which there is no disconfiraation provides a better 

oeasure of efficiency. The more efficient readers are those who 

correct less often when there is no disconfirmation. Thus, Henry is 

efficient, not becau~e he makes the fewest total miscues, but because 

he makes the least unnecessary corrections. On the other hand, 

Dorothy, who oakes the second fewest miscues in her reading of the 

story, is the least efficient since she makes the most unnecessary 

corrections. 

A third finding relates to the distinction between efficient 

and effective readers. Effective readers are those who make integrated 

and balanced use of all the cue systems. If effectiveness is measured 

in terms of how often a reader corrects when there is syntactic, 

semantic or pragmatic disconfirmation, then Henry, who Nas the most 

efficient reader, was the least effective and Peter, who made the most 

total miscues in reading the story, was the most effective. Henry 

corrected only 24% of the time when there Was syntactic, semantic, or 

pragmatic disconfirmation while Peter corrected 44% of the time when 

the miscue was disconfirmed. It seems useful, then, to gauge 

effectiveness by looking at how often a reader corrects when there is 

disconfirmation. 

A fourth finding relates to the developoent of the ability to use 

the various cue systems. A breakdown of reader correction in response 

to syntactic and semantic disconfiroation is Bignificant in thiD 

respect. Although semantic disconfiroation occurred only about half as 
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often as syntactic disconfirrnution, the frequency of correction was 

equal fel" the tdO ,ategories. This is surprising, because I would have 

predicted that readers would correct more often in response to 

syntactic cues than to semantic cues. The findings suggest that the 

abilities to use the two cue systems develop in parallel. Furthermore, 

the pragmatic system appears to develop at the same time. Although the 

correction frequency was slightly lower in response to pragmati~ cues 

than to syntactic or semantic cues, the difference was not great (35% 

vs. 32%). 

A final finding concerns the relationship between correction 

in response to pragmatic disconfirmation and correction of pronoun 

miscues. In the previous chapters I claimed that an analysis of a 

reader's miscues on pronouns offered a nu~ber of insights into the 

reader's ability to use pragmatic rues to build cohesive internal 

texts. The data on correctjons in this chapter adds further support to 

that clai61. 

In the fir~t place, when readers substitute one pronoun for 

anoth~r, there is seldom syntactic or semantic disconfirmation, but 

ther2 is frequently pragmatic disconfirmution. For example, the 

substitution of "he" for "I" in (24) leaves the sentence both 

syntactically and semantically acceptable. 

he 
(24) "Philosophical!" I shouted. 

However, this substitution does not fit the passage since it is the 

narrator (Il, not the bilby brother (he) ~~ho shouts ·Philosophical", 

This example is typical of pronoun giscues, and for that reason an 
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analysis of what readers substitute for pronouns and how often they 

correct those substitutions offers insights into their ability to 

respond to pragmatic tues and maintain a wide focus. 

Secondly, the correction scores for these four readers were 

lower for all miscues with pragmatic disconfirmation than for pronouns 

~ith pragmatic disconfirmaticn. For all 4 readers, the combined totals 

were 32% correction for all cases with pragmatic disconfirmation and 

47% correction for pronouns with pragmatic disconfirmation. It may be 

that readers do better on pronouns than on other elements of the 

pragmatic cueing system because pronouns referring to characters are 

highly salient. Nevertheless, although the pronoun scores are higher, 

they provide useful information for teachers. In the next section I 

consider in more detail the educational implications of this study of 

miscues on pronouns. 

5.5 Conclusions and Educational Implications 

This research, based on a psycholinguistic theory of reading, 

considered how readers use pragmatic cues to predict pronouns and 

assign reference as well as their patterns of miscue correction. The 

study has a number of educational implications. 

5.5.1. Differences between Word-Recognition and Psycholinguistic 
Approaches to Reading in Theory and Practice 

Two different views of reading, the word-recognition approach 

and the more general psycholinguistic theory have been advanced. The 

present study has as its theoretical base the psycholinguistic model 



of reading. These two approaches to reading vary in both their 

theoretical underpinnings and their educational implications. 
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The nord-recognition view claims that reading involves 

recognizing words. Hord recognition can be accomplished by sounding 

words out (converting graphemes to phonemes) or by gatching visual 

shapes with a stored list. This view assumes that reading is a 

part-to-whole process in which text meanings are built up from the 

meanings of individual words. In addition, the assumption of the 

word-recognition approach is that speech perception and reading are 

different processes. Speech perception is primary while reading is a 

secondary process built on the oral base. 

The word-recognition approach to reading has no clear 

theoretical base. Instead, it is modelled after the method descriptive 

linguists have used to describe languages, working up through the 

levels of phonology and morphology to syntax and semantics. This 

method is useful in language de»cription but was not developed as a 

model for what goes on during reading. 

While the word-recognition approach to reading has no 

articulated theoretical base, it has evolved a technology of reading 

practice. This approach generally entails the assumption that reading 

can only follow the development of oral language. Readers should only 

read words already in their oral vocabulary. This assumption leads to 

a concern for readiness and to an eophasis on ~kiils development. 

Readers often work on reading tactics with isolated words or 

sentences. Reading laboratories have been developed ~hich eoploy the 

latest technology to pres~nt materials that ~ill enable students to 



develop the skills requisite for reading. Until someone decides a 

student is ready, he or she will seldoD engage in reading full, 

meaningful texts. 
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The theoretical base for the psycholinguistic view of reading 

is much more clearly articulated. In this view, reading is a process 

of sampling, inferring, predicting, confirming or disconfirming and 

integrating in which readers transact with texts using grapho-phonic, 

syntactic, semantic and pragmatic cues. The process of reading works 

from whole to part with the parts taking their meaning from the whol~. 

A comparison of Goodman'S model of reading and Stevens' model 

of speech perception reveals a number of similarities. Both Goodman 

and Stevens see reading and listening as processes in which readers 

and hearers are active agents who construct texts. This is the process 

that Cooper and Stevens refer to as analysis-by-synthesis and Goodman 

explains in terms of dual texts. During the process of constructing 

texts listeners and readers respond to distinctive features of the 

input signal. Speech perception and reading, then, are similar 

psychological operations. Since they are similar, the findings from 

miscue analysis research in reading has implications for speech 

perception, in particular, correction of miscues shows the working of 

the comparator. 

Since reading and speech perception are similar psychological 

processes, one is not built on the other. It is not necessary to 

assert the priaacy of oral language and delay reading. A number of 

researchers such as Sarah Huddelson and Harie Clay have shown that 

early reading enhances the development of oral language. Carolyn Burke 
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(1984) hypothesizes that every language encounter - reading, writing, 

speaking, and listening - enter a comnon data pool ~hich Berves as a 

source for subsequent language development. 

In the same way that listening comprehension is developed as 

children are exposed to the full range of spoken language, reading 

develops best when readers are exposed to full, interesting texts. 

Since reading is a whole-to-part process, readers require whul~ texts 

in order to develop comprehension strategies. Edited texts often lack 

the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic cues readers need to comprehend 

texts. Engagement with meaningful texts does not require readiness any 

more than babies require readiness exercises to listen to human 

speech. 

Miscue analysis research provides the evidence for the 

psycholinguistic theory of reading. All readers make miscues, and 

these miscues provide insights into how readers use the various cueing 

systems during reading. Miscue research is based on average readers 

reading complete stories aloud. The results of the research are 

consistent because the research is based on real readers doing real 

reading. 

A great deal of other reading research uses artificial texts. 

In addition in such research readers are seldom asked to read more 

than short passages and are often asked to read words or sentences. In 

fact, the measure of reading comprehension is frequently not based 

directly on the reading but indirectly on tasks such as circling words 

or responding to oultiple-choice iteus or filling in blanks. This kind 

of research often produces contradictory results. In part, this stems 
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from the fact that the research has no clearly-defined theoretical 

base, and in part it is the result of attempting to moasure a complex 

process indirectly. 

Miscue analysis has practical as ~ell as theoretical value. 

Miscue analysis can provide teachers with insights into ho~ stUdents 

are using the cue systems during reading. The Reading Miscue Inventory 

developed by Goodman and Burke (1972) outlines a method for teachers 

to use to determine the strengths of readers and the strategies they 

need to develop to become more proficient. 

5.5.2 Pronoun Reference and Text Features 

According to the psycholinguistic view, readers use 

grapho-phonic, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic cues as they read. 

One function of pragmatic cues is to give texts cohesion. Pronoun 

reference is an important part of the cohesion system in English. 

Texts vary in the kinds of features they contain that readers can use 

to assign both anaphoric and exophoric reference. 

Five types of text features that provide cues for inferring 

reference were defined. These includes preceding NP's and pronouns, 

the position of dialog carrier, self-reference and direct address in 

dialog, and, in the caSe of first-person narrations, paragraph-initial 

"I". Pronouns that do not fall into one of these categories Qay be 

said to occur at high-potential miscue sites. 

Among the five low-potential miscue categories, sooe provide 

stronger cues for inferring reference than others in a pnrticular 

story. For example, a preceding NP OJY provide the weakest cues. 



Analysis of miscue5 made on a story allo~s the construction of a 

hierarchy of these cues. 
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An examination of two stories revealed that the cue 

hierarchios were not the sace. A text feature that provided a strong 

cue in one story provided weak cues in a second as measured by the 

number of ciscues readers made in each category. 

This difference in cue categories suggests that the way a 

category is realized in any story is an important factor. Often, a 

story provides multiple cues. For example, a pronoun in the dialog 

carrier position may also be preceded by a proper noun with which it 

is co-referential. On the other hand, in some stories readers may 

frequently be presented with conflicting cues at a nu~ber of sites. 

The method developed to analyze texts has practical 

application. If a text has a great many high-potential miscue sites, 

readers may have difficulty comprehending it. If dialog and narration 

are frequently mixed, some readers may have difficulty separating the 

strands and may make incorrect pronoun assignments that result in a 

loss of cohesion. 

Although it would be possible to make some predictions of 

difficulties based on tel(t analysis alone, these would need to be 

confirmed by analysis of reader aiscues on the story. In other ~ords, 

by themselves text features are only indicative of potential 

difficulty. Individual readers will vary considerably in their ability 

to construct meaningful texts based on their interent, background 

knowledge, and prior experience with similar texts. Readera should be 
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exposed to all kinds of texts, and structural difficulties can often 

be overcome by reader interest. 

In addition, attempts to change the ~tructure of a story by 

reducing the number of pronouns or changing their contexts are not 

likely to be helpful since pronoun reference chains nre complex and 

reference is built up over stretches of text. Changing the text most 

often results in a reduction of the cues available to readers. 

Reducing the number of pronouns, on the other hand, reduces the 

overall cohesion of the text itself. 

A review of the kinds of miscues readers make that involve 

pronouns and other items, shows that readers use their knowledge of 

syntactic structure to predict that pronouns will occur. When they 

substitute other items, they do so at syntactically-appropriate 

locations. For example, readers will someti~es substitute an article 

for a pronoun or omit one pronoun in a series of identical pronouns. 

Possessive adjectives form part of the system of cohesion in 

English. The same kinds of text features that provide cues for readers 

to assign reference for nominative personal pronouns also provide cues 

for possessives. A hierarchy of cues for possessives can be 

established for any story, since some text features provide stronger 

cues than others. However, cue hierarchies Qay vary from story to 

story depending on how the cue categories are realized. Nevertheless, 

readers use the same kinds of cues and the same strategies to assign 

reference for pronouns and possessives. 
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5.5.3 Pronoun Reference and Reader Strategies 

In a transactional view of reading, readers trannact with 

texts in order to construct meaning. Therefore, an analynis of text 

features offers only one vantage point from which to view thE reading 

process. A focus on reader strategies provides a second vantage point. 

Readers develop strategies for assigning pronoun reference. 

These strategies are the result of their experience with full texts. 

When a text feature, such as a preceding pronoun consistently provides 

a strong cue for the assignment of reference, readers develop the 

strategy of using preceding pronouns as cues. 

In the same way that children acquiring oral language 

overgeneralize and produce unconventional forms such as "goed", 

readers frequently overgeneralize normally succeseful strategies, 

applying them in inappropriate con~exts. Two such strategies are 

pronoun maintenance and topic maintenance. 

Readers who use the strategy of pronoun maintenance 

overgeneralize from their experience with passages in which preceding 

pronouns establish reference. The general rule in English is to use a 

pronoun unless reference would be ambiguous. As a result, a common 

pattern in texts is for reference to a character to be established by 

use of a proper or common noun and then for subsequent reference to 

take the form of a series of pronouns. Readers who hypothesize that 

this common pattern will apply everywhere cake incorrect pronoun 

reference assignments in cases where dialog and narration are 

interwoven or where a paragraph break signals.a change in person 



reference. As readers experience more complex texts with dialogue, 

they learn the limitations on the rule that a preceding pronoun 

establishes reference. 
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A second strategy reader~ use is topic maintenance. Benerally, 

a preceding NP establishes reference for a pronoun. Once again, 

readers overgeneralizp. from this common pattern and use preceding NP's 

to predict reference in situations where the NP is not co-referential 

with the following pronoun. Topic maintenance is a general strategy, 

and pronoun maintenance is a specific way to maintain the topic. In 

both cases, if readers experience a number of texts in which the 

overgeneralized strategies are not useful, they will learn the 

limitations on the rules they have hypothesized. 

5.5.4. Reader Proficiency and Patterns of Correction 

Miscue analysis provides the theoretical basis for the 

psycholinguistic theory of reading, and the study of miscues gives 

insights into the strategies individual readers use as they transact 

with texts. In addition, an examination of the conditions under which 

readers correct their miscues gives an indication of their 

tentativeness and scope of focus, two factors important in reading 

proficiency. 

Readers are tentative when they attend to syntactic, seroantic 

and pragmatic evidence which disconfirms their predictions. 

Tentativeness is the midpoint bet~een hesitancy and overconfidence. 

The hesitant reader worrieD over each word, trying to get it right. 

Hesitant readors often read too slowly to comprehend cooplete texts 



since their short-terQ memories become overloaded. Overconfident 

readers, on the other hand, sometimes read too quicl<ly, ignoring 

potentially disconfirming cues and constructing texts that are not 

oeaningful. 
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Tentativeness is related to scope of focus. Readers need to 

maintain a relatively wide scope of focus in order to attend to the 

pragmatic cues that give text cohesion. Too narrow a focus nay result 

in the reader constructing meaningful sentences but meaningless texts. 

Tentativeness may be measured by the frequency of correction in light 

of disconfirming cues. Tentative readers more often correct when some 

cue disconfirms their response. 

Proficient readers are both efficient and effective. Efficient 

readers maintain a relatively wide focus as they move through a text 

rapidly. Such readers do not correct unnecessarily. Effective readers 

make use of cues from all the cueing systems to construct meaningful 

texts. Whether a reader is efficient and effective may reflect the 

kind of reading instruction he or she receives. Word-recognition 

approaches to reading foster a narrow focus. If readers and their 

teachers are concerned with getting words right, it will often make 

them core hesitant and less efficient. Comprehension-based methods, on 

the other hand, encourage a wider focus. If a reader is attempting to 

comprehend an entire passage, there is also the tendency to read more 

efficiently. 

Many teachers have students read aloud, generally in 

round-robin reading groups. Often, teachers feel they should correct 

any oiscues their students ~ake while reading. However, if teachers 
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correct student miscues, students do not have the opportunity to 

develop correction strategies. This is particularly important in the 

case of pronouns. For pronouns, disconfirmation of miscues most often 

coDes from pragmatic cues. If readers fail to develop strategies 

necessary for repairing pronoun miscues because of frequent teacher 

intervention during oral reading, they may have difficulty 

constructing cohesive texts while reading silently. In the same ~ay 

that readers need experience with full texts to discover the 

limitations on strategies such as topic maintenance, they also need 

experience in self-correction. 

Rather than correct reader miscues, teachers could use those 

miscues to gain insights into readers' efficiency and effectiveness. 

Thie best way to do this is to perforQ a full miscue analysis by 

following the procedures developed by V. Goodman and Burke (1972) or 

by using one of the abbreviated miscue inventory procedures. 

However, the analysis of reader correction patterns sugg~sts 

that if teachers who are not trained in ~iscue analysis HiGh to make 

an informal assessment of a reader's proficiency, they could use the 

information provided by miscues on pronouns and by the correction of 

those miscues. Since pronoun miscues are seldom disconfirmed 

syntactically or semantically but are frequently disconfirced 

pragmatically, the analysis of a reader's correction patterns on 

pronoun ~i5cues Hould give an indication of ho~ proficient a reader 

is. If a reader corrects pronoun miscues conSistently, that is an 

indication that the reader aay be reading proficiently by oaintaining 

a wide focus and constructing a cohesive text. On the other hand, if a 
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reader 9~nerally leaves pronoun miscues uncorrected, he or uhe ~ay be 

reading less proficiently duo to a relatively narrow focu~ nnd Day not 

be constructing a meaningful text. Whether or not a rcader constructs 

a cohesive text can be further assessed during a reader's retelling of 

a story. 

While using inforoation from pronoun miscues does not provide 

an adequate assessment of how a reader is using all the cueing systems 

necessary for reading, it gives a general idea of how the reader is 

using the pragmatic system. Since pronoun~ referring to characters are 

salient text features, the scores for correction of pronoun miscues 

are higher than the scores for correction of all miscues with 

pragmatic disconfirmation. However, the advantage of restricting an 

assessment to pronoun miscues is that such an assessment could be made 

by teachers who are not trained in miscue analysis or by teachers who 

do not have the time for a thorough assessment. A final benefit of 

using this method for many teachers is that it would reveal to them 

how capable readers are of predicting pronouns and assigning 

reference. 

5.5.5. Readers' Ability to Assign Pronoun Reference 

Assigning pronoun reference is a complex task. Readers must 

attend to a number of text features that serve as cues to enable them 

to predict pronouns ~nd determine their reference. As readers gain 

more experience with a variety of texts, they refine the strategies 

they use to assign reference. In addition, if the focus of reading in 

on the construction of Deaningful texts, readers also develop tho 



ability to correct miscues "hen there are syntactic, seQantic and 

pragmatic cues that disconfiro their predictions. 
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Although the assignment of pronoun ~eference is complex, the 

one overwhelming finding of the present study is that readers do it 

very Hell. Of course, when texts, perhaps as the result of editing, 

contain conflicting cues or lack cues, readers experience relatively 

more difficulty in determining reference. Even in these cases, they 

are often able to correct miscues if their predictions are 

subsequently disconfirrned. 

Despite the potential difficulty inherent in aSSigning pronoun 

reference, all the readers in the sample made correct predictions 

about pronoun reference a very high proportion of the time. For 

example, in aMy Brother is a Genius·, there were 193 nominative 

pronouns and 32 readers, so, in total, readers had to assign reference 

6,176 times. The 32 readers made a total of 192 miscues. This means 

they got the reference right 5,9B4 times or 96.B~ of the time. Readers 

made even fewer miscues on pronouns in "Kitten Jones." 

The finding that second and sixth grude students can perform 

the complex operations required to assign pronoun reference 50 

successfully, should entourage teachers to allow children to read. It 

is difficult to imagine the kinds of readiness exercises that would 

adequately prepare anyone to assign pronoun reference. Instead of 

spending ti~e skilling and drilling, it appears that students would 

benefit nost frOD frequent opportunities for reading full texts 

without constant correction. In this way, readers can develop 

hypotheses and refine strategies that will enable them to construct 

oeaningful texts. 



APPENDIX A 

CLASSIFICATION OF PRONOUNS IN "MY BROTHER IS A GENIUS" 

line 
Iluober 

Person 
Reference 

0101-0105 father 
0106 parents 
0201-0206 narrator 
0201-020B Andre" 
0209-0215 narrator 

0216 Andreu 

0211-0218 narrator 
0219 AndreI! 
0219-0220 narrator 
0220 Andrell 
0221-0222 narrator 

0223-0225 teacher 
0226-0227 narrator 

0227-0301 school 
personnel 

0301-0314 narrator 

0315-lm6 lady 
0317-0318 Mr.Barnaby 
0319 narrator 
0320-0322 Mr Barnaby 

0323-0325 narrator 

0326-0327 Mr Barnaby 
0328 narrator 
0401-0404 flr Barnaby 
0405-0406 narrator 

0407 Mr Barnaby 
0408-0411 narrator 
0412-0415 Hr llarnilby 

0501-0503 narrator 

IlP PII 
precedes precedes 

you(0103) 

Dialog 
earker 

Self-ref. Paragraph High 
Dir.Add. initial potential 
in dialog "I" oiseue site 

He(Ot05) 
they(0106) 

1,1,1(0205) 1102(2) 1(02011 

1(0210) I (o209) you102(0) 
1 (02131 you102(3) 1(0213) 

1(0214) 

1102171 lle102171i1 

1102(9) 
he(0220) 
1(02211 
tle'reI02211 

you(0225) you(0223) 
1 (0226) 1(0226) 

l'Ie(0226) 
theyl022B) they (0227) 

1 (0305) 1(0307) you (0307) 11(305) you 103011 
H03(6) you1030B) H03M) 

1(0312) I (O311l 
you(0316) she103(5) 

she1(318) 
1(0319) 

he'd 103211 he1(320) 1'131(319) 
1 (0322) 
11(323) 1 (0323) 
1,110324) 
you 1(326) 

1(0328) 11(328) 
he104(1) ynu(0404) l'le(0402)!l 
1(0405) 
1(0406) 

1'0104(7) 
you 104111 

112104131 he(0412) you(0412) ~e(041411l 

110501 ) 
1(0501) you(0502) 

224 
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Line 
Ilucber 

Person 
Referen~e 

flP Pi] 
precedes precedes 

Dialog 
Darker 

Self-ref. Paragraph High 
Dir.Add. initial potential 
in dialog DrD oi~cue site 

.==================~=======================~=~==========::=:::=======:~=--======:::n 

0503-0505 cothers 

0506-0507 tlr Barnaby 
0508-0509 narrator He'd(0509) 
0510 111' Barnaby he(0510) 
0511 narrator he '5(0511) 

hel05061 you(0506) 
1(0508) youl050BI 

1(0511) 
0512-0515 I1r Barnaby ho(0512) 
05i6-0517 narrator he'5(0517) 1(0516) 
0518-0519 I1r Barnaby 
0520 narraior 
0521-0523 HI' Darnaby 

0524 narrator 
0525-0527 I1r Barnaby 

0520 narrator 110'5(0520) 
0601 111' Barnaby 

hel0521l 
he(0522) 

1(0520) 

1(0524) 
hel05251 youl05251 

you (0526) 
1(0526) 

1(0520) 1(0527) 

0602 narrator 1(0602) 
0603-0605 Hr Barnaby he'dl06041 
0605 parents theyl06051 
0605-0607 Hr Barnaby He (0605) 
060B AndreN 
0609-0615 Hr Barnaby hel06121 hel06121 youl06141 

he (0615) 
0701-0705 narrator I (0701) 

1 (07021 
1(0704) 

0706 'Andreu he(0706) 
0706-0708 narrator 
0708-0710 AndreN Hal07091 
0711 0 
0712-0716 narrator 

1(0715) 
0717 Andreu 
071B-0719 narrator 
0720 Ilndrml 

1(0718) youl07191 1107101 
helOnO) 

0721-0722 narrator H:! 's (0721) 1107211 
he's(07221 

0723 r,ndrc~l 

0724-0726 narrator 1(0724) 1107241 

they 105031 
YDuIOS04) 

r1e(0516)t 
llel051BIli 
he(0520) 

tie (0525) 

1(0706) 
he(070B) 

1(0713) 
111)10713) 
lie (0714) 
1(0714) 

tl~'ve(On2)t 
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Line Person rIP PII Dialog Self-rei. Paragraph lIigh 
flul1bef Reference prllcedes precedes carl<er Dir .Add. initial potential 

in dialog "1"· ~i!ltue site 
========:::====================:::==========================================--=--===== 
OBOI-oa02 narrator 
0803-0a04 Ilr Barnaby 
0805 narrator 
0806-0B07 Ilr Barnaby 
Oa08-0al0 narrator 
OBI1-0812 cot her 
0913-0914 Mr 9arnaby 
OB15-0B20 narrator 

OB20-0822 .lr Barnaby helOB201 helOB221 

110B01) youlOa021 helOa02) 
he (0803 I ~!!!' rll (()B04)!~ 
1 (Oa05) 
he((Oa06)I'oIOB061 
1(0809) I 10BOBI Ue'v2108091t 

1(08111 III! (OBllI 

1(00201 
112100201 

0823 narr ator 1(0823) 
OB24 Kr Barnaby 112(OB241 
OB25 Andre~ 

0826-0909 IIr Barnaby He(OB271 He 109041 he(0901l Voul09QSI 
hel090S1 hel09031 Vou(0906) 

0910-0911 narrator hel09051 Voul090BI I (0910) l!e109061 
[,1,1 (091 

0912-0916 Hr Barnaby ~~'ve(0914) hel09l31 ~e109121 
Hel09141 

1001 narrator 
1002 IIr Barnaby 
1003 narrator 
1004 IIr Barnaby 
1006-1009 narrator 

1010 AndreN 
1011-1012 narraior 
1013 Andreti 
1013-1014 narrator 
1101-1106 tlrBilrnaby 

1106-1107 narrator 
1107-110B Andreu hellt071 
1109-111B IIr Barnaby hel11131 
1119 fil2ily 
1120-1121 Bother 
1122-1125 f~ther 

1126-1127 narrator 

1120 . Andra~ 

Totals 11 

hel09161 

"I! 110041 
1 (1007) 
11100B) 
l(009) 

1(10141 
he III 03) 
Uelll031 
helll041 

111110) 

43 

HlOOll 

hell005) 
1(1009) Itl006) 

she (11211 
he(11241 1'01(124) 
he11(25) 
1(1127) 1(1126) 

I'D 111261 

43 37 

IHOUI 

111(09) 

15 

HI! 11002) 

1110131 

1111061 

ue(1119) 
1(0119) 
hE!(1124) 

44 



APPENDIX B 

CLASSIFICATION OF PRONOUNS IN "KITTEN JONES n 

Line 
Uuober 

Parson 
Refilrr;nce 

tl~ PIl Dialog Self-ref High 
precedes precedes oarker Dir. ndd Pot~ntial 

in dialog Site 
====~============================::===============~=~===============&a:== 
0101-0105 Jones faoily welOl(3) 
0106-0108 Jones kids 
0109-0111 Kitten Jones shelOl10) 
0201-0202 Penny 
0202-0205 tlrs Jones 
0206-0210 Penny 
0211-0212 Sue 
0213-0214 Penny 
0215-0216 Sue 
0217-0218 Jack 
0219-0221 Mrs Jones 

0301-0312 Jones kids they(0302) they(0303) 
they (0305) 
they (0307) 
they(0309) 
theyl0311l 

0401-0404 Sue she1(402) shel04031 

she(0204) you(0204) 
you(0209) 

1(0215) 
tlel0217lll 

1'11(0220) 
you (0220) 

0405-0409 Kitten Jones she(040b) Ghe,she(0407) 
she 0408) 

0410-0416 

0417-0418 Hr Jones 
0501-0503 eral'! 
0504-0507 Penny 

0508-0509 Hr Jones 
0510 Penny 
0511 Sue 
0512 Juk 
0601-0603 IIrs Jonr;s 
0604-0607 Sue 

060a-0609 
0610-0611 0 
0612-0613 Hr Vine 
0613-0614 0 
0701 Hr Vine 
0702 Jones kids 

he104171 
he 105(2) 

he(0612) 

shelOb07) 

0703-0704 judges 
0105-0707 1st judge 
0100-0709 2nd judge 
0110-0711 3r~ jud9c 
0712-0714 Jones kIds they(0713) thcy(0714) 
0715-0716 Kitten Jones 

Totil19 
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she(0412) 1'1iI(0412)' 
you(0412) 
1'11(0413) 
1'11(0415) 

theyl0420 

1(0504) 
you1050S) 
you (0506) 

1(0510) 
1105111 
1(0512) 

1\~1~t~4) 1106(6) 

thcy(0704) 

1(0100) 
1(0710) 

sIte (0606) 
tlelObOB)o 

she(0714) 



APPENDIX C 

MISCUES ON PRONOUNS IN 
"BY BROTHER IS A GENIUS" LISTED BY SITE 

Line Person flP PIJ Dialog Self-ref. Paragraph High 
Iluober Reference prm:edes prm:clles oarker ilir.l\dd. ini tilll potential 

in dialog "I" aiscue site 
- ---- .- ... ----- ...... -=::=================--=:::: 
0101-0105 father you(0103) "e(0105) 

0 \12, I 
0106 parents they (0106) 

hel2l, He 
0201-0206 narrator 1,1,1(0205) 1(0202) 1(02011 

0,0,0 0 0 
0207-0208 Andreu 

0209-0215 narrator 1(0210) 1(0209) you(0210) 
110212) hel21 0 
0,0 1102131 you(0213) 1102131 
1(0214) you 0 he 

0216 AndreI! 0 

0217-0218 narrator 1102171 ue102171' 
he youl2l, I 

0219 Andrew 

0219-0220 narrator 1(0219) 
0 

0220 AndreN he(0220) 
tie, I 

0221-0222 narrator 1102211 
hili 
Me'rel02211 
they'rll 

0223-0225 t~acher you(0225) you(0223) 
0 1$2(3) 

0226-0227 narrator 1 (0226) 110226) 
0 0 llel02261 

0 
0227-0301 ~chool theyl022BI theyl02271 

personnel Ile Ill! 

0301-0314 narrator I (03051 1103071 youl03071 1(0305) youl0301l 
0 0 0 0 0 
1(0306) youlO30111 1(0304) 

1103121 0 I (0311) 0 
0 0 

229 



linu 
lIuobcr 

Person tlP PU 
Reference precedes precedes 
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Dialog Self-ref. Paragraph High 
Darker Dir.Add. initial potential 

in dialog al" oillcue site 
=============::=~=======================~===============c============c==========:r.: 

0315-0316 Indy 

0317-0318 Hr.Barnaby 

0319 narrator 

0320-0322 Hr Barnaby 

0323-0325 narrator 

0326-0327 Mr Barnaby 

0328 narrator 

0401-0404 tlr Barnaby 

0405-0406 narrator 

0407 nr Barnaby 

0408-0411 narrator 

0412-0415 Hr Barnaby 

0501-0503 narrator 

0503-0505 aothers 

0506-0507 Mr Barnaby 

0508-0509 narrator He'd(0509) 
IIU, I'd 

you(0316) 
she 

he'dlO321l 
0 

He(0413) 
Nf:(2), I 

she(0315) 
he 

she (03101 
he(S) 
1(0319) 
he 

he(0320) 1'0(0319) 
0 0 

1 (0322) 
0 

1(0323) I (0323) 
0 0 
1,1(0324) 
0,0 
YDu(0326) 
0 

1(0328) 1(0328) 
he 0 
he(0401) YDu(0404) t1e(0402). 
I lie you, he(b) 
1(0405) 
0 
1(0406) 
0 

1 '0(0407) 
0 
you (0411l 
0 

he(0412) you(0412) 110(0414)11 
I 0 I, he(3) 

1(0501) 
0 

1(0501) you(0502) 
he 0 

they(0503) 
you 
you (0504) 

he(0506) you(0506) he 
0 0 
1(0500) you (0500) 
he u[J(2) 



Line 
fiulJber 

Person UP PH 
Reference precedes precedes 

230 

Dialog Self-ref. Paragraph Iligh 
aarker Dir.Add. initial potential 

in dialog "I" oiscue site 
=================================================================================== 

0510 lir Barnaby heW5101 
you 

0511 narrator he'sl051ll 1(0511 1 
X'B he (2) 

0512-0515 IIr Barnaby he 105121 

0516-0517 narrator he'slOSl7) 1105161 uel051611 
you 0 l,he3,you 2 

051B-0519 IIr Barnaby llel051BII 
youl31 

0520 narrator 1105201 hel05201 
0 l,youl21,Ile 

0521-0523 Hr Barnaby helO5211 
1 

hel05221 
you 

0524 narrator 1105241 
0 

0525-0527 IIr Barnaby hel05251 youl05251 He 105251 
tie he 0 

you(05261 
0 
1105261 
0 

0528 narrator he'sl052BI 1(05281 1(0527) 
0 he 131 0 

0601 Ik Barnaby 

0602 narrator 1106021 
0 

0603-0605 Nr Barnabyhe'dl06041 
I 

0605 parents theyl06051 
h,,131 

0605-0607 Hr Barnaby He(0605) 
I, they 

0608 Andrel~ 

0609-0615 Hr Barnaby he(0612) hel06121 youlObl41 
uel21 1 0 



Line 
rJuobef 

Person r:? PI! 
Refer2nce precedes precedes 

he(06151 
tlll 

0701-0705 narrator 

1107021 
0 
1107041 

0706 Andreu he(0706) 0 
1 

0706-070B narrator 

070B-0710 AndreI! lte(0709) 
0 

0711 0 

0712-0716 narrator 

ue(0713) 

1(07151 
0717 AndreI! 0 

0718-0719 narrator 1(07181 
0 

0720 Andre" 

0721-0722 narrator Ite '5 (07211 
0 

he'!l(07221 
0 

0723 AndreI! 

0724-0726 narrator 1(07241 
he 

OB01-OIl02 nilrt ector 

0003-0804 I1r Barnaby 

0805 narrator 
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Dialog Self-ref. Paragraph lligh 
oarker Dir.ndd. initial potontial 

in dialog aID oiscue 5ito 

I (0701 I 
0 

1(0706) 
0 
h2107081 
0 

1107131 
he(2) 

he 1191 

He(07141 
112(2) 

1 (07141 
0 

you(0719) 1(0718) 
0 0 

helOnO) 
0 
1(0721) 
0 

we've(0722li 
he's 

1(0724) 
he 

1I0BOI I you(0B021 he(OB021 
0 0 you,I}~,l 
he1OB03) Me'rIl (0804) 1I 

0 hO'5(2) 
1(011051 
he 



Line 
Nuober 

Per son tlP PI! 
Reference precedes precedes 

OB06-0B07 Ilr Darnaby 

080B-0810 narrator 

OBII-0612 oother 

0813-0814 fir Barnaby 

0815-0820 narrator 

0820-0822 Hr Barnabyhe(OB201 he(0822) 
I ,lie I 

0823 narrator 

0824 Mr Barnaby 

0825 AndreI! 

0826-0909 Mr Barnaby He(0827) Me(09041 
0 I 

he1090S) 
lie 

0910-0911 narrator 
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Dialog Self-ref. Paragraph High 
oarker Dir.Add. initial potential 

in dialog "I" oiscuc site 

he«OB06)I'o(OB06) 
I (2) 0 
IIOB09) I IOB081 Uc've(OB09lf 
he 0 you've,I've 

1108111 helOBlll 
0 I 

1(0820) 
0 tie (0820) 

he(9) 

1(0823) 
hem 
He(0824) 
I 

he(0901) You(0905) 
0 0 

he(0903) You(0906) 
0 0 

he1090S) You(090B) I (09101 He(0906) 
0 0 he you(31,I12) 

1,1,1 WHO) 
0,0,0 

0912-0916 Mr Barnaby lIe've(0914) he(0913) 11e(0912) 
you've 0 he 
He(0914) 
lie 
he(0916) 

1001 narrator 0 WOOl) 
0 

1002 11r Barnaby He!l0021 
0 

1003 narrator 

1004 tlr Barnaby He!l004) he(100S) 
0 0 

1006-1009 narrator [ (1007) 111009) 1(1006) 
he he<2l he 
I1100B) 1(1009) 

1010 Andreu 0 you 



line 
Nutlber 

Person tIP PU 
Reference precedes precedes 

Dialog 
Clarker 

233 

S~lf-ref. Paragraph High 
Dir.Add. initial potential 
in dialog aID oiscue Gite 

=====;============:==============================n====n~================~~C==2D= 
1011-1012 narrator 

1013 AndrQ~ 

1013-1014 narrator 

1101-1106 IIr Barnaby 

1106-1107 narrator 

1107-1108 Andre" he(1107) 
~e, I 

1(1014) 
o 
he (1103) 
o 
lie (1103) 
o 
he(1l04) 
o 

1109-1118 Mr Barnabyhe(1113) 1(1110) 
I 0 

1119 hoil Y 

1120-1121 oother 

1122-1125 father 

1126-1127 narrator 

1128 AndreM 

she!1121l 
he(ll) 
he(1124) I'a(1124) 

o 
he(125) 
o 
1(1127) 1(1126) 
he 0 

I 'Q(1126) 

o 

1(1011) 
o 

1(1109) 
he 

J (1013) 
he 

1(1106) 
o 

tie (1119) 
he(S) 

1(1119) 
he 

he (1124) 
I, lie 

==========c========:======c=~=:====:===c===========tt:=====:===:=C=2====:===:::===== 

Totals 
Substitutions 

11 
13 

43 
22 

43 
36 

37 
4 

15 
5 

Total pronouns = 193 Total substitutions=192 

44 
112 



APPENDIX D 

MISCUES ON PRONOUNS IN "KITTEN JONES" LISTED BY SITE 

Line 
Wuober 

Person 
Referente 

UP 
preced!!s 

PI! Dialog Self-ref High 
prm:ed!!s oarker Dir. Add Potential 

in diillog Sib 
,'====C ___ =====--==C:::::========--===================::::: 

0101-0105 Jones faoily ue(01031 
0106-010B Jones kids they 
0109-0111 Kitten Jones she(0110) 
0201-0202 Penny 0 
0202-C205 tlrs Jones 
0206-0210 Penny 
0211-0212 Sue 
0213-0214 Penny 
0215-0216 SUI! 

0217-0218 Jack 
0219-0221 Mrs Jones 

0301-0312 Jones kids they(03021 they(0303) 
o 

0401-0404 Sue 

they (03051 
o 
they(0307) 
o 
they (03091 
o 
they (Q3111 
o 

she (0402) shel04031 
o 0 

0405-0409 Kitten Jones she(040b) she,5hel04 
you 0, hi! 

!lhe(040BI 

Ghe(02041 you (02041 
he 0 

you (02091 
she 
1(02151 
o tle(0217111 
1'IH0220) 1(31 
you'll 
you (0220) 
o 

0410-0416 o shol04121 1'0(04121 

0417-0410 fir Jones 

0501-0503 crot! 

he(MI7) 
o 
he (05021 

o 0 
youl04121 
o 
I'll (0413) 
tle'U, you 
1'11(04151 
o they (0420 

o 



Line 
tluober 

PIlTson 
Reference 

PI! Dialog 
precedes Dnrker 

235 

51! H -rof iii gh 
Di r. ndd Potenti al 
in diillog Site 

c=============================:=========:===================~=====cc====~ 
0504-0507 Penny 0 I(0504) 

0 
you (0505) 
0 
youlO50b) 

0508-0509 Mr Jones 0 
0510 Penny 1(0510) 

0 
0511 Sue 110511 1 

0 
0512 Jack 1(0512) 
0601-0603 firs Jones 0 
0604-0607 Sue 1,11(604) 

0,0 
1106051 1(0606) 
0 0 

she 106071 she(0606) 
0 I 

060B-0609 lIe(0608)1 
0610-0611 0 Iihe(2),I, 
0612-0613 IIr Vine he(0612) 
0613-0614 0 she 
0701 tir Vine 
0702 Jones kids 
0703-0704 judges they(07041 
0705-0707 1st judge 0 
0709-0709 2nd judge 11070B) 

0 
0710-0711 3rd judge 11(710) 
0712-0714 Jones kids they(0713) they(0714) 0 she1(714) 
0715-0716 Kitten Jones 0 0 theyl21 

CC=======2=C=======2==~==:=a=========DU==C===::=== 

Totals 9 11 3 20 6 
Substitutions 3 1 1 ., 10 



APPENDIX E 

MISCUES ON POSSESSIVES IN 
"MY BROTHER IS A GENIUS" LISTED BY SITE 

line Person UP Ptl Dialog Self-ref Para-Init Itigh 
UUObllf Reference Precedes Precedes Ilarker Di r. Add Ob jccti VI! potenti al 
=========--==========:==::====n=:======--===========::::=======:::================== 
0101-0105 father 

her1010S) 
0106 parents 0 
0201-0206 narrator 
0207-0208 Andrell 

0209-0215 narrator 

0216 AndreN 
0217-0218 narrator 
0219 AndreI! 
0219-0220 narrator 
0220 AndreN 
0221-0222 narrator 
0223-0225 teacher 

0226-0227 narrator 

0227-0301 school 
personn!!l 

0301-0314 n~rrator 

0315-0316 hdy 
0317-0318 Hr.Barnaby 

0319 narrator 
0320-0322 "r Barnaby 

0323-0325 narrator 

0326-0327 lir Ilarnilby 
0329 narrator 

Qy(0215) 
o 

our 102231 
your 
your (0224) 
our 
our 102271 
o 

oy!030b) 
aine 

ay(0323) 
o 
oy(0323) 
o 

236 

oy(01011 your (0103) 
o 0 

your (01041 
o 
your 101041 oylOl051 
our 0 

oy(0321) 
o 

ey(0207) 
o 

oy(0307) 
o 

his103181 
her 
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Line 
fluBber 

Person UP PU Di1l1og Self-ref Para-Init nigh 
Objective potential Reference Precedes Precedes Harker Dir.Odd 

=====~====~===&::=:====================================:================::===:==~ 

0401-0404 fir Barnaby 

0405-0406 narrator 

0407 Mr Barnaby 
0408-0411 narrator 

0412-0415 Mr Barnaby 
0501-0503 narrator 
0503-0505 nothers 

0506-0507 Mr Barnaby 

0508-0509 narrator 

0510 Mr Barnaby 
0511 narrator 
0512-0515 ttr Barnaby 
0516-0517 narrator 

0518-0519 Mr Barnaby 
0520 narrator 
0521-0523 ttr Barnaby 
0524 narrator 
0525-0527 Hr Barnaby 

0528 
0601 
0602 

narrator 
flr Barnaby 
narrator 

0603-0605 Mr Barnaby 

OoOS parents 
0605-0007 Mr Barnaby 

0608 Andreu 

0609-0615 tlr Barnaby 

0701-0705 narrator 
0706 Andrl!w 
0706'"0708 narrator 

hi s (0401) 
o 
hi 5 (0402) 
o 

hislOS17) 
o 

liIylOoOB) 
o 

oy1040S) 
o 

oy1040B) 
o 
your (0409) 
their, our 

your 105041 
o 

ay1051B) 
o 

oy1050B) 
o 

oy(0526) oy(05251 
o his 
yourslOS271 
o 

ourlOS07) 
your (2) 

our (0602)11 
oy, his 

oy(0604) your (2) 
o 

sy1060b) 
o 

fly <0611 ) 
YDurs(Ob14)hisl2) 
Durs 



Line 
Iluober 

Person tiP PI! Dialog Self-ref 
Reference Precedes Precedes !larker Dir.Add 

23B 

Para-lnit Iligh 
Objective potential 

=====================:n=======:::=::==========--=:===========================c:uoc: 
070B-0710 Andre~ 
0711 0 
0712-0716 narrator 

0717 AndreN 
0718-0719 narrator 
0720 Andrew 
0721-0722 narrator 
072~ Andrew 
0724-0726 narrator 
OBOi-OB02 narrator 
OB03-0B04 Mr Barnaby 
OB05 narrator 
0806-0807 Hr Barnaby 
OBOB-0010 narrator 

0911-0912 60ther herl08121 
his(2)our 

0813-0814 Hr Barnaby yourl21 
0815-0820 narrator 
0820-0B22 Mr Barnaby 
0823 narrator 

0824 fir Barnaby 
0825 Andreu 

0826-0909 tlr Barnaby 

0910-0911 narrator 

oyl07041 
o 
hisl07091 
o 

oyl08001 
o 

oyl08231 
his 

l.'lyl0811l 
his 

oylOB2S1 
o 

hisl08271 
o 
hisl0901l 
o 
hisl09021 
o 
hhl09031 
o 
hisl090bl 
your 
his 109071 
o 
hiG 109091 
o 

sy(0712) 
o 

his1090B) 
o 



Line 
flusher 

Person IlP PI! Dialog 
Reference Precedes Prec2des Harker 

Self-ref 
Dir.Add 

239 

Para-Ina tUgh 
Objective potential 

=c=========~====:=:================================:::========:=========:====~=c=~ 

0'112-0916 rlr Barnaby 

1001 narrator 
1002 Hr Barnaby 
1003 narrator 
1004 tlr Barnaby 
1006-1009 narrator 
1010 Andrew 
1011-1012 narrator 
1013 Andrew 
1013-1014 narrator 
1101-1106 Hr Barnaby 

1106-1107 narrator 
1107-110B Andretl 
1109-1118 Hr Barnaby 

1119 faoily 

1120-1121 cather 

1122-1125 father 
1126-1127 narrator 
112B AndreI! 

hisl09151 
o 
hisl09151 
o 

hisl11031 
o 

hisll1131 
o 
hisl11141 
o 

oyl112Bl 

Qy 11 1191 
o 
oinel1l201 
o 

hisl1l181 
o 

::::============================================::3::=:=========================== 
Totals Si tllS 2 26 

Substitutions 5 4 
Total sites = 61 

5 12 
1 4 

Total substitutions =24 

10 
3 

6 
7 



APPENDIX F 
MISCUES ON POSSESSIVES IN nKITTEN JONES" LISTED BY SITE 

Line Per!lon 
fiuaber RofereOl:e 

tiP Pronoun 
Precedes Precedes 

Self-ref 
Dir. Add 

=======~======:====~==================~==e===:~==2=cne= 
0101-0105 Jones facily 
0106-010B Jones kids 
0109-0111 Kitten Jones 
0201-0202 Penny 
0202-0205 Hrs Jones 
0206-0210 Penny 
0211-0212 Sue 
0213-0214 Penny 
0215-0216 Sue 
0217-021B Jilek 
0219-0221 Hrs Jones 
0301-0312 Jones kids 

0401-0404 Sue 
0405-0409 Kitten Jones 

0410-0416 
0417-041B Hr Jones 
0501-0503 era" 
0504-0507 Penny 
050B-0509 Hr Jones 
0510 Penny 
0511 Sue 
0512 Jack 
0601-0603 flrs Jones 
0604-0607 Su~ 
0608-0609 
0610-0611 0 
0612-0613 flr Vine 
0613-0614 0 
0701 Hr Vine 
0702 Jones kids 
0703-0704 judges 
0705-0707 1st judge 
070B-0709 2nd judge 
0710-0711 3rd judge 
0712-0714 Jones klds 
0715-0716 Kitten Jones 

herlOl09) herIOl!l) 
o 0 
her(0203) 
o 

thoir(0306) 
o 

her1030B) theirl030B) 
their(2) 0 

thei r (0310) 
her 

lIer(0409) 
o 
hisI041B) 

his(0502) 0 
her 

her (0715) 
o 

her 1071ll 
hill 

Totals Sites 5 7 
2 Substitutions 3 

240 

your-(0101) 
their lour 

our (0702) 
o 

2 = 14 
2 = 7 



APPENDIX B 

PATTERNS OF MISCUE CORRECTION FOR FOUR 
READERS OF "HY BROTHER IS A GENI!.JS n 

Part one - Henry's Miscues 

Line Expected Observed Corrected Grapho- Syntactic Sl2oant·ic Pragaatic 
fluEiber Response Response phllnic Disl:. Disc. Disl:. 
c=========================c:==========:============c================:=:=~=:c=:=====c 

0102 then that Ii Y Y 
0104 the your tl I~ tl I~ II 
0105 helped had V Y II V 
0203 Geanings Deaning tl V N II II 
0205 has had tl V II fi PI 

0210 11On't don't Y V V 
0211 Hasn't lias II Y N II Y 
0212 that I1hen tl Ii N N U 
0213 leaned learned N Y Ii II tl 
0218 or and N N II N 14 

0219 to too Y Y V 
0220 soothing Cjllllothing N V tl Y 
0223 Besides Beside .1 V V 
0310 classes class H V H N II 
0319 t0l1ards tollard Ii V N II N 
0321 into in Ii V n V 
0501 Ilould uill it V N Ii Ii 
0512 let Ill\! lilt '5 II Y tl 'I N 
0513 typical tropical N V t! II tl 
0513 That '5 it That isn't H Y Y 
0514 ehe's eh:! H V Y 
0516 take talk Il Y V 
0517 he's he is II V tl U tl 
0519 it tdll it'll t1 Y tJ tl N 
0526 hit it II V II 1,1 V 
0527 can could tJ V II N U 
0604 he'd he 14 V N tl II 
0607 Dil Daddy U V II tl fl 
0608 Oa Day Ii V I~ II fI 
0609 QV the 11 Il U II It 
0608 the iii tI V N Ii n 
0609 Barnaby Barney V V H II PI 
0612 Be But It V V 
0613 that the II V Il II II 
0701 read (past) read (pres.) II V V 

241 
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Line Enpected Observed Corrected lirllpho- Syntactic Se~antic Pr~aatic 
fluober Response Responllll phonic Dim:. Di~c. Disc. 
-========-~====:::=--===========---===::'::==:::l============:::::: 

0712 dret;sed dress Y V Y 
0716 da day II V Il 11 II 
0721 isn't is V V II II Y 
0804 lltltting sitting V V V 
0813 the a II V !l II II 
0014 a the 11 V 1/ N II 
0816 along 1I10na fl V V 
0824 da day tI V II II i! 
0325 charI y clear II V tI fl tl 
OB26 the a II V II II II 
0906 in is II V Y 
090B !lith on 11 II " II tl 
0912 51uapeti sluoli!ed U V n y 

0912 a the II V II Ii II 
0914 ha hey tI Y tl .1 Ii 
0916 slumped sluoilll.!d Il Y II Y 
091b farther further H Y N I! tI 
1004 to at U ~l N Il tl 
100B listen listened ~l V N N rI 
1009 said say tI V II PI V 
1011 society security 11 V II II n 
1012 survive service tI V tl If 11 
1013 then and I~ tl Il t~ tl 
1101 into under II N II If II 
1103 .out of up to tI N tl Y 
1110 televisad television II V tl Il II 
1113 ",ere WilS II Y Y 
1114 of and tl N II 11 tl 
1119 on of II Y II It N 
1120 a my ~I N Y 
1120 of a V tl Y 
1121 typical topical N Y fl Y 
1122 check cheek II Y W Y 
1127 Ifl he !l f. I~ Ii Y 
======::::= ===cn2:Cc:cc:==:==== 
69 Totals e 56 
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Part Ttlo - Dorothy's Miscues 

Line Expected Observed Corrected 6rapho- Syntactic S:!!lantir: Pragmltic 
tlufJber Response Response phonic Disc. Disc. Disc. 
g======:=::~==================================a=~========o=============cnnc::=:c====n=c:: 

0101 it bothers it's brothers II V V 
0101 as a II V V 
0103 your the tI tI tl II tl 
0201 I 1\ V II V 
0202 yelled hClld V V tl Y 
0205 I a t! tl V 
0205 guess asked N Y Y 
0205 off for t4 N Y 
0210 llOn't Hasn't V Y Y 
0213 leaned learned Y V tl II 14 
0214 defini Hans defendenh II V It N V 
0220 soothing sDoothing II V t4 V 
0220 In tlith V t~ Ii Y 
0221 aloud out loud II V N M N 
0225 can't can tl Y tl N Y 
0226 get got V Y N II V 
0301 original ordinal II V II Y 

0301 project subject H Y I~ t4 U 
0301 be do tI .1 N V 
0302 just but t' V " N N 
0304 useless unless t~ V V 
0306 I!y mine N Y Y 
0312 it's it V V Y 
0313 project subject rl y N tl tf 
0315 Barnaby Barby II V II N ., 
0320 hanging handing II V '1 N II 
0321 into in Y V H Y 
0323 cleared cleaned If Y N Y 
0323 sell say Y Y N N Y 
0324 That What V V ~I ~~ N 
0326 Oh IIh Il V tI 11 II 
0402 tould can tl V II II tJ 
0409 TV television Y Y 14 Ii II 
0410 or for N Y ,t Y 
0503 They Then II V V 
0504 advertise advllrtised II V tl Ii tI 
0506 stopped shopped Y Y II Y 
0506 pacing picking U V II N V 
0507 tlouldn't llon't 11 V Ii tI .1 
0507 cur your ~l V II 1,1 V 
0513 pacing pecking N V N V 
0519 li VI! (adj) live (verb) II V f~ It V 
0519 boy baby U Y II II 11 
0521 tlDuldn't could II Y II U V 
0522 lIhe you tl II Il Il Y 
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line Expected Observed COfrected 6rapho- Syntactic !ieoantic Pragoatic 
ilUflb!lf ReSpOnliE! Response phonic Disc. Disc. Di lit. 
====================--=========--a--===================================~=================~ 

0522 didn't don't Il V II II fl 
0527 this that V V U fl fl 
0603 telephoned phoned 14 V fl II U 
0604 hlked taken V V Y 
0607 chuckled clicked U V u. V 
0615 gave gives fl V fI II V 
0702 50 of V V Y 
0702 found that thought of V II V 
0703 tiefe are II V f~ II Y 
0705 nearly near V V U V 
0706 tlhen then II V V 
0708 soothing 5filDothing Ii V II V 
0708 uould could V V II IJ t~ 

0709 like look V V tl V 
0715 leaned learned Y V II V 
0719 Did Do Y V tl ti Y 
0720 clearly dearing II Y V 
0724 telephone phone N V II tI ~1 

0725 wire tlife N V t1 Ii Y 
0725 reflex action reflection 14 V II II Ii 

actions 
0805 AndreI! Andrrm'§ » V tI " II 
0911 There That II V If II " OB12 pride proud U V Y 
0915 tlefe !las V V V 
OB15 floodlights floorlights Ii V tl .1 Ii 
OB16 rigged raged tl V Y 
0017 There What N N Y 
0021 to the II V V 
0821 lighting light V V tf tl II 
OB24 tlagged raged U V Y 
0026 still till Y V V 
0027 stared started tI V II tl V 
0927 Andrel1 Andol1 " V U 14 II 
~902 sides side ~ V U U II 
0904 looked looks Il V t~ .1 V 
0906 l!He I V Ii Ii V 
0907 hand hands t4 V U tl It 
0912 sluoped shamed II II II fl t~ 

0913 the a Y V II ,. fl 
0916 liluflped IililllOed II V N tl Y 
0916 farthl!Y feather tl V V 
1001 is it V V V 
1004 tli55 tllIi. i~ V tl tl 11 

1005 nhring starting II V [I tl tl 
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Line Expected Observed Corrected Brapho- Syntactic f!lloantic Pragoatic 
Iluobl2r Response Respollse phonic Disc. Di!lc. Disc. 
=====================================================::=:::======c======--===============: 
1006 I1i 55 Hrs. tJ Y II ff Il 
1007 titood told V V V 
1009 IH ho t1 tl U 11 V 
1011 sleigh sly II V rJ II fl 
lOll soak sock II V II II II 
1012 !ltroke !ltring II V tl II II 
1012 survive sorvice II V II II II 
1014 t1hen then II V V 
1101 liflP lap tl V N II tl 
1107 tlake [lake V V II V 
1109 don't didn't II Y t~ tl II 

==================== 
Totals 29 00 
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Part Three - David's Miscues 

Line Expected Observed Corrected Brapho- Synttlctic Slloantic Pragl:latic 
flu!lber Rt!liponse Response phonic Disc. Digc. Diut. 
=========c==~==============e:========~===========:Q======~=~7========--=Da==~~e===cn==== 

0101 it . it's U V V 
0101 sitting uister \I V II II II 
0102 then you II II !l fl t~ 

0103 You It rl n V 
0104 studying study II V II Ii tl 
0105 that 'I) ilt V V V 
0105 helped help tl V V 
0201 it 11<15 is this tl V N il t~ 

0203 tlord tlords V V V 
0204 5ho~ling shOll Ii Y N t~ U 
0204 in to ~I U U U Ii 
0205 it 1 tl Y Y 
0207 !lade had N V N V 
0209 11 lihouted he cried tI tl M tl V 
0210 to. It with it. V tl Ii H tl 
0212 that and IJ tl II N t4 
0212 had was II It Ii U II 
0213 leaned on learned ho~ Y Y Y 
0213 baby baby's tI Y N II II 
0214 word uard'r; H Y il 14 II 

definitions definition 
0215 They impress Ity impression N V V 
0217 ille you y II II U Y 
0218 tamed taDe 14 V N N tl 
0218 stringy string Y Y tl II tl 
0219 do did Ii Y Ii II N 
0220 Ilhile tiay Y V It Y 
0221 If1 He tl II II II V 
0222 II tertain to $contrain IJ V tI II tl 

number numbers 
0222 for in U II N tt tI 
0223 Bl'!sides, our Ile!iide our ~ V V 

t!!achllr teachers 
0225 can can't U Y H 14 V 
0227 they the tI V V 
022B project6 project Ii Y V 
0228 Every Each N V N Ii II 
0229 to the itudcnt to litudV 14 V N V 
0301 original organized 14 V tl \I II 
0302 genius Junt} V V tl V 
0303 tlell tlm1 " V V 
0304 useless unless tI V V 
0307 not not! U V tl Ii 

tl 
0308 and 1.1 V V V 
0310 claslies class U V i~ II U 
0310 for of V V II V 
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Line Expected ObsClfved Corrected Srapho- Syntilctic 6[mantic Pragflatic 
!lml~er R:?sponsll Response phonic Di!ic. Disc. D1!J1: • 
==--==--===--=====================s:.:c::=::::....-nt:::Jc::---===::= 

0311 local location tl V N V 
0315 Ilr. Barnaby !liss Barey n V t'l n tJ 
0317 tlr, fli ss II V II V 
0317 led let V V V 
031B is it's II V V 
0319 il tie II II II II V 
0319 sat sib tI V Il n y 

0323 want tlanted V V II N U 
0323 sell see II V II U V 
0324 That Uhat II V tI II JI 
0328 TV television Il V Ii t~ 11 
0401 the a V V II V 
0402 tHe You II II II 14 tl 
0403 on in II V N 11 N 
0403 and Dr II H U It tl 
0403 Thursdays Thursday U V t. II t~ 

0404 you you'd U V V 
0405 brother is brother'S Ii Y tl U II 
0409 prograDs program .1 V U !l ~l 

0409 could advertise advising II V f~ Y 
0413 Day have have had il V II II II 
0414 1I1l!! I tI 14 Il tl r~ 

0503 &They You V tl ti N Y 
0504 adverti!le adventure I~ V II V 
0504 your you H V V 
0506 Hr. lli 55 V V U II V 
0506 pacing patching II V If Ii Y 
050B could !!lay U t~ II tl II 
0509 thfd He'll Y Y tl N II 
0513 typical tropical II V II tl Y 
0513 That '5 it What's in V V V 
0514 Typical Tropical U V tl tl V 
0514 A The Il V U II tI 
0516 fUe I II N It tl V 
0520 But 011 II I~ !I H f~ 

0521 fHe I II ti tl tt V 
0521 l1ouldn't llouid U V tl 1'1 r~ 

0522 typical tropical tl Y U Y 
0523 The II tl Y N tl II 
0527 tiller!! can nre you U II V 
0601 fro~ll1ed and frOlming U V V 
0602 Our Uy II U t~ U II 
0603 telephoned phoned Ii Y U tl i'l 
0604 Ilfhr he'd If he'd taken V V N ti V 

talked to 
0605 they tool< hE! looked U V U II Y 



24B 

line EHpected Obscrved Corrccted erapho- Syntactic S20antic Pri.lgoatic 
tluober Rcsponse Response phonic Dillt. I}i!;c. Disc. 
-:=====--====-.... - ----======::====::===::~=:::=e::----==£:=g:::=:::::::= 

0606 uagged tliggled U V !l Il Ii 
0606 a his N II N U U 
0608 the 11 II V II tl t~ 
0611 ay his Y 'i II Ii Y 
0612 De But II V V 
0612 station studio Y V tl \I II 
0613 that the 11 Y II Il Ii 
0614 yours ours II V ~l U Y 
0615 gave give I~ V V 
0701 tleek !link V V II Y 
0706 Ilhen then tl V V 
0706 the [ V tl II II Il 

===================c 
Totals 23 67 
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Part Four -Pet~r's HiGcues 
Line Expected Observod Corroctod Grapt!o- Syntactic StlOalltic Pragoatic 
tluf:1ber Ile!lpfln!.il! ' -f!filliponc;;e phonic Disc. Dinc. »iliC. 

~==============c:::====c=c=====~=g================c~~=c=============e:==~nuw __ ~._a=n~~e 
0101 it it's Il V V 
0101 bothers brothllis n V V 
0105 lie It V II II II V 
0106 then tlhen II V V 
0106 gone going II V N II tl 
0201 So Soon II V tl II !l 
0202 a the II Y !i II tI 
0202 !loundnd ~iDund!l II V ~l II II 
0204 fortune future II "i tl II N 
0205 I aean I really It ceans to fllad fl V V 
0205 yelled yell V V fI Ii 'I 
0205 fell 011 follolling II Y N .i V 
0210 It He II Ii tl II tI 
0210 won't "anted V Y V 
0213 leaned learned fl V Ii H .1 
0213 helps helped tl Y II U N 
0214 the and II fl V 
0214 definitions definition II Y tl V 
0214 if it Y V V 
021b stopped stop 1,1 V Y 
0217 !lavage -save V V II V 
0218 stringy straight II V tl V 
0219 quiet quite Y V V 
0219 they the tl V V 
0220 !loothing st:!oothing II V N V 
0220 a the It V tl Y 
0220 fhe I Y II N tl V 
0221 on to V V II fI tl 
0221 «!l're tlearing N V V 
0222 a the N Y if II 14 

0223 Besides Beside V Y V 
0223 to you U V H II II 
0224 thoughts thought t~ V II tl H 
0225 anything i1ny tl V Y 
0301 don't have haven't V Y V 
0302 the a II V " Ii tI 
0303 original orange II Y II II V 
0303 lJew l40r Y V V 
0304 WilS hoping hoped Y Y Il II tl 
0305 Suddenly Shadily \' Y N Il fi 
030B that uhat Y Y V 
0315 Hr. Hrli. II V II If .1 
0315 Barnaby Dandle II V fl If Il 
0317 Hr. Urs. Y V II V 
0317 ttKlardn tOllard tl V U II U 
0318 Gllhe he \I Y II Y 
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0319 hi you II II V 
0319 leather lounge Y V II Il II 
0323 cleared dCl/med U V U II tl 
0324 That is Ilhat'!) this? II V II fl V 
0324 everybody enough Il Y V 
0325 lUllS like II V tl II tl 
0327 Ilverybody anybody II V fl V 
0328 ,10 a II V II II Il 
0401 tips tip Ii Y II V 
0402 together and tOllilrds the II V II II Il 
0402 !ltle lie II V II II Y 
0402 could lIould t~ Y N tl It 
0403 on or II Y V 
0403 and or II Ii II V 
0403 on Dr 11 V tl II .1 
0406 Then And 11 Ii II Ii tl 
0406 As A II V II V 
0408 tlDuld wel1 V V V 
0412 lIilS is II Y II r~ V 
0412 icpressed icportant II V tl II II 
0413 an il It V II t~ Ii 
0501 but don't tl Y V 
0502 If Did V It Y 
0502 have haven't U Y Y 
0504 advertise advise II Y tI II N 
0504 on in tl Y N Y 
0504 your you Y V Y 
0507 iapedl icprove N Y tl ~t Y 
0507 lIill 1~llll V Y tl If V 
0509 He'd He'll Ii Y It 11 it 
0509 anyone any V V Y 
0511 Eight !Hne V Ii II Y 
0511 IIhe I V tl tl t1 V 
0512 let t;hat's II V V 
0513 pacing place II Y V 
0513 That's it. Uhat it's II V V 
0514 else'!! else .1 V V 
0516 llUe l1e N V II II V 
0516 could would II V tl II II 
0516 moving covie tI V II II ~l 

0518 Ilnnsense tlllrvDu5 Ii Y tl V 
0510 If Ill! do It tlDuld Y V V 
0519 Live(adj) Live(verb) Il V II II V 
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0519 boy baby II V fl tl II 
0523 the that n V !l il il 
0525 !lMe I V II II !l V 
0525 IIVou 1 V II N tI !l 
0527 Uhere You ~I II V 
~52B ill he V tl II !l V 
0601 tiro !irs. V V H II V 
0601 and glared a glare II V tl U tl 
0604 thn our tI fl II N II 
060S Itthey he II V II tl V 
0605 leaned learned V V II II V 

=========:::======== 
Totals 29 85 



APPENDIX H 

KITTEN JONES 

101 "How oany aro there in your fa~ily?n 

102 people asked Mr. and Mrs. Jones. 

103 "We have four young onos," Hr. and Mrs. 

104 Jones always answered. Penny, Sue, Jack, 

105 and Kitten Jones." 

106 Penny and Sue Jones liked to wear pretty 

107 colored dre~ses. Jack Jones always went 

108 around in overalls or a sun suit. 

109 Kitten Jones would not have changed her 

110 white fur coat for anything. And she always 

111 had that spot of black fur above her nose. 

201 One day Penny rushed up the front steps 

202 and into the house. Mrs. Jones looked up 

203 from her sewing. 

204 "Penny, why are you so excited?" she 

205 asked. 

206 "There's going to be a big contest at Hr. 

207 Vine's Candy Shop!" exclaimed Penny. 

20B "There Hill be priz05 for children who take 

209 the best pictures. You uhould Bee those 

210 prizes." 
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211 "What are they?" asked Sue, who had just 

212 come in 11ith ,'ac!< • 

213 "There are baseballs, bats, marionette dolls , 

214 and big balloons, Q snid Penny. 

215 "Marionette dolls!" exclaimed Sue. " I lioul d 

216 like to win one of those." 

217 "Oh, Mother!" cried Jack. "Hay we take 

218 pictures and send them to the contest?" 

219 "Ves," answered Mrs. Jones. 

220 "I'll get the camera now. Vou 

221 may each take pictures." 

301 For a week Penny, Sue and Jack took the 

302 little camera everywhere. They did nothing 

303 but snap pictures. They tried to oake each 

304 picture tell a story. 

305 Snap! Snap! Snap! They took pictures of 

306 their father working in the garden. 

307 Snap! Snap! Snap! They took pictur~s of 

308 their mother wearing her party clothos. 

309 Snap! Snap! Snap! They took pictures of 

310 their friends playing in the school yard. 

311 And every day they took pictures of Kitten 

312 Jones. 
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401 One day Sue ~as taking a picture 

402 in the garden. She suddenly tlanted 

403 a drink and ran into the house. She 

404 left the camera on the grass. 

405 I<i tten had been playing in the rose 

406 vines. Not! she ~Ial ked over to the camera. 

407 She began to sniff at it. She sniffed at its 

408 sides and its corners. She thumped the 

409 camera with her white fur paw. 

410 Sue came out just in tiae to see Kitten 

411 playing with the camera. 

412 "Oh, Kitten," she cried. "I'm afraid you 

413 have done something to this picture. I'll have 

414 to turn it to the next one. Now stand still 

415 here by the rose vines. I'll take a picture of 

416 you." 

417 Mr. Jones finished all the pictures himself. He 

418 printed them upstairs in his darkroom. 

419 All the family stood around hiD when the 

420 prints were done. How they laughed at so~e 

421 of the pictures! 

501 One picture showed a large black crow with 

502 a long peice of string in his bill. He was 

503 standing on a rock in the rOS9 garden. 

504 "It's the best picture I ever saw!" 

505 exclaimed Penny. "Ho~1 clear it is! You Ciln 
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506 see every feather on that bird. You can 

507 alr.lost count the feather!>." 

508 "It is a good picture," said tiro Jones. 

509 ·I~ho took it?" 

510 UNot I , n said Penny. 

511 "Not I , " said Sue. 

512 "Not I , II said Jack. 

601 "Let's see," said Hr. Jones. "It was on the 

602 roll next to this picture of Kitten. The one of 

603 her playing in the rose vines." 

604 uI know! I know!" Sue suddenly cried. 

605 "Kitten took that picture! I found her with 

606 the camera. I thought she was just playing, 

607 but she was really taking a picture." 

608 "We must send this picture of the crow to 

609 the contest," Mr. Jones decided. 

610 So the picture was sent to the contest 

611 which took place in Hr. Vine's Candy Shop. 

612 Mr. Vine was excited when he saw the 

613 picture of the crow. Everyone was excited. It 

614 was the best picture in the contest. 

701 "Who took it?" Hr. Vine asked. 

702 "Our Kitten!" the Jones children said. 

703 The judgDs laughed. "Three cheers for 
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704 Kitten Janes!" they said. 

705 Then the first judge suid, nThis picture is 

706 Harth a first prize. Kitten Jones shal( receive 

707 this bell to wear." 

70B The second judge said,"I give her this 

709 pretty round ball to play with." 

710 The third judge said, "I give her this 

711 pretty bowl for her food." 

712 Penny, Sue, and Jack did nat win any 

713 prizes. But they were proud of Kitten 

714 Janes. They loved all the prizes she received. 

715 But Kitten loved her ball most of all. It was 

716 more fun to play with than a camera! 
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APPENDIX I 

MY BROTHER IS A GENIUS 

0101 "If it bothers you to think of it as baby sitting," my father 

0102 said, "then don't think of it as baby sitting. Think of it 

0103 as homework. Part of your education. You just'happen 

0104 to do your studying in the room where your baby brother 

0105 is sleeping, that's all." He helped my mother with her 

0106 coat and then they were gone. 

0201 So education is was! I opened the dictionary and picked 

0202 out a word that sounded good. "Philosophical!" I yelled. 

0203 Might as well study word meanings first. "Philosophical: 

0204 showing calmness and courage in the face of ill fortune." 

0205 I mean I really yelled it. I guess a fellow has to work off 

0206 steam once in a while. 

0207 My baby brother Andrew made a jew silly baby sounds 

0208 and began to cry. 

0209 "Phi losophi cal!" I shouted. "Go ahead and cry! Cry 

0210 all you want to! It won't disturb me!" But I began to 

0211 feel a little foolish and ashamed. After all, it wasn't 

0212 Andrew's fault that I had to stay home with him. 

0213 I leaned on the baby bed. "You see," I said, "it helps 

0214 me to remember the word definitions if I read them out 

0215 loud. They impress my mind better that way." Andrew 
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0216 stopped crying and tried to take hold of the dictionary. 

0217 "Let's see what ne can find in the 5'5," I said. "Savage: 

0218 wild, not tamed. Sinewy: stringy, strong or powerful." 

0219 The S's seemed to quiet Andrew down. I guess they do 

0220 have a soothing sound. In a little while he was asleep. 

0221 went on reading the words aloud. We're supposed to 

0222 learn a certain number of definitions fOI" English class each 

0223 week. Besides, our teacher says if you know how to think 

0224 and know enough words to express your thoughts, there 

0225 isn't anything you can't sayar do. 

0226 I don't know about that, but know we get a good 

0227 education in our school. And they encourage special 

0228 projects. Every year they give a prize to the student with 

0301 the most original project. You don't have to be 

0302 a genius to win the prize, just smart enough to plan 

0303 something really interesting and original. New, but not 

0304 crazy or useless. I was hoping to win this year. 

0305 I sat looking down at Andrew. Suddenly I jumped from 

0306 the chair, a wonderful idea implanted in my brain. 

0307 "Andrew," I said, "You are my project. And not only 

0308 that, but you may be a real valuable gold mine. Wait and 

0309 see!" 

0310 The next day at noon as soon as classes let out for lunch 

0311 called the local television station. It's just three blocks 

0312 from our school. "Yes, Hiss, it's very important," I said 

0313 to the lady on the telephone. "An important project 
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0314 depends on it." 

0315 "All right," she said after a pause, "Mr. Barnaby will see 

0316 you if you cooe over right away." 

0317 Mr. Barnaby was a very busy oan. As the lady led me 

0318 toward his office, she said, "Mr. Barnaby is a very busy 

0319 man." I sat in a large leather chair in front of him. "I'm 

0320 a very busy man," he said, hanging up the two telephones 

0321 into which he'd been talking. "My time is very valuable. 

0322 What can I do for you?" 

0323 cleared my throat and said·, "I want to sell me little 

0324 brother. That is -- I mean I think just about everybody 

0325 likes babies." 

0326 "How much do you want for ••• Oh, of course 

0327 everybody likes babies!" Mr. Barnaby said. 

0328 "I have an idea for a TV program," I said. 

0401 "Splendid! Splendid!" he said, putting the tips of his 

0402 fingers together dnd nodding his head. "We could put it 

0403 on between nine and ten on Thursdays and ••• Wait a 

0404 minute! You haven't told me what the idea is yet!U 

0405 "Well," I said, "my baby brother is a pretty good 

0406 brother." Then I added, "As little brothers go." 

0407 "Now see here! I'm a very busy man!" 

0408 "Yes, sir. Well, me idea would be for you to choose a 

0409 baby for your TV programs. The baby could advertise 

0410 things like -- well, milk or baby clothes. There are lots 

0411 of things bab~es use. You could get a sponsor." 
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0412 Mr. Barnaby was i~pressed. "Hummrn," he said, u you 

0413 may have an idea of value." He walked around the office, 

0414 thinking. "Yes. We could have a contest and pick a baby 

0415 out of all the babies in town." 

0501 "Excuse me, sir." I said, "but I think it would be better 

0502 not to have a contest. If you have a contest, .then all the 

0503 mothers whose babie~ don't ~in will be mad at you. They 
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0504 might even refuse to advertise the things you advertise on your 

0505 station." 

0506 Mr. Barnaby stopped pacing. "Hummm," he said. "You 

0507 may be right. Wouldn't want to imperil our good will." 

0508 "And so you could just pick my little brother," I said. 

0509 "He'd do just as well as anyone else his age." 

0510 "How old is he?" 

0511 "Eight months," I said. "But he's going on nine." 

0512 "Hummm," said Mr. Barnaby, "let me see now." He WIS 

0513 pacing the floor again. "The typical baby. That's it. 

0514 Typical! A baby just like everyone else's baby. A baby 

0515 everyone will love. An excellent idea!" 

0516 "Sure," I said. "We could take some moving pictures 

0517 of him when he's at ~is best." 

0518 "Nonsense my boy," Mr. Barnaby said. "If we do this, 

0519 it will be a live show. Live, boy, live!" 

0520 "But what if he cries or something?" I asked. 

0521 "All babies cry," said Hr. Barnaby. "He ~ouldn't be 

0522 typical if he didn't cry so~etioes. Typical, that's it, typical 



0523 The typical baby!" 

0524 "Yes, sir," I said. 

0525 He placed a hand on my shoulder. "You know," he 

0526 said, "I think you mayhave hit on a gold mine, my boy. 

0527 Where can I see this baby brother of yours?" 

0528 "Well, he's home a lot," I said. 

0601 Hr. Barnaby frowned and glared at me. 

0602 ·Our address is 221 Forest Road," added hurriedly. 

0603 That evening Mr. Barnaby telephoned and then came 

0604 to the house. After he's talked to my mother and father 

0605 for a while, they took him into the bedroom. He leaned 

0606 over the crib and wagged a finger at my little brother. 

0607 "Say da," Mr. Barnaby chuckled. 

0608 "Da," said my little brother, grabbing for the finger. 

0609 Mr. Barnaby chuckled again. Andrew had made a very 

0610 favorable impression. 

0611 Hr. Barnaby talked some more with my folks. "It's 

0612 settled then," he said as he was leaving. nBe at the station 

0613 with that fine baby a week from Saturday at 10:30 in the 

0614 morning. You know, this boy of yours is quite a business-

0615 man." And he gave me a big wink. 

0701 A week from Saturday seemed a long way off. I read a 

0702 lot so the time would go faster. I even found that studying 

0703 made the time go faster, too. The word definitions were 
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0704 helping my marks in English, too. 1 read a lot of them 

0705 out loud nearly every evening. 

0706 If Andrew was crying "hen he should be sleeping, I just 

0707 turned to the S's and started reading a lot of soft-sounding, 

0708 soothing words. In a few seconds he would fall asleep. 

0709 He seemed to like the history lessons, too, but his favorite 

0710 was the dictionary. 

0711 Genius at Work! 

0712 When the day came at last, my mother dressed Andrew 

0713 in a new outfit. I stood looking down at him when we were 

0714 almost ready to go. He really was a pretty good kid; 

0715 couldn't help feeling proud. I leaned over the crib, pointed 

0716 a finger at him and said, "Say da." 

0717 Clearly and distinctly Andrew said,uPhilosophical." 

0718 At first I just looked at him. "Philosophical?" I asked. 

0719 "Did you say philosophical?U 

0720 "Communication," he said, also clearly and distinctly. 

0721 "Mother! Dad!" yelled. NAndrew isn't typical! He's 

0722 he's a genius! We've got to call the TV station~U 

0723 "Horizontal," Andrew said. 

0724 I ran to the telephone and called the station. While I 

0725 was waiting for Mr. Barnaby's wire, Andrew said, "Reflex 

0726 action." 

0801 "Hr. Barnaby!" I said at last. "Andrew isn't an ordinary 

0802 baby! Do you know what he just said?" 

0803 "Never mind that," he said. "Bring that fine boy over 
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0804 here right away. We're setting up lights and cameras." 

0805 "But Mr. Barnaby," I said, "Andrew just ••• " 

0806 "Get that baby over here!" he shouted. "I'm a very 

0807 busy oan." 

0808 On the ~ay to the station I kept telling my patents what 

0809 had happened. "We've got to tell Mr. Barnaby," I said. 

0810 "This baby is not typical." 

0811 "I never thought he was typical!" my mother said. There 

0812 was pride in her voice. 

0813 At the station Mr. Barnaby russhed us into the studio and 

0814 pushed a crib for Andrew under one of the big cameras. 

0815 Th~re were glaring spotlights and floodlights, and cables 

0816 rigged up everywhere. There was a glassed-in part along 

0817 one whole side of the stUdio -- the control room. There 

0818 two men were signaling to each other, and one was pointing 

0819 to the clock. 

0820 I still thought we should tell Mr. Barnaby, but he was 

0821 rushing around giving orders to lighting crews and 

0822 cameramen. At last he leaned over the crib. 

0823 I held my breath. 

0824 He wagged a finger at Andrew and said, "Say da." 
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0825 "Intellectual," my little brother said, loudly and clearly. 

0826 Hr. Barnaby straightened up, still holding the finger 

0827 over the crib. He stared at Andrew. His face turned 

0828 red. 



0901 "Intellectual?" he cried. "Intellectual?" His hands 

0902 dropped to his sides. "This ••• baby .•• isn't .•• 

0903 typical," he moaned, and there was a distinct quiver in his 

0904 voice. He looked helplessly at first one cameraman and 

0905 the another. Finally he looked at me. "You!" he said 

0906 in a sickly whisper. "You!" H2 stood with his feet wide 

0907 apart and brought his hand up slowly, pointing at me. 

0908 "You!" The pointing finger rose and fell with his heavy 

0909 breathing. His eyes were glaring and wild. 

0910 I backed away. "I didn't .•. didn't mean ••• 

0911 tried to tell you ••• sir!" 

0912 Hr. Barnaby slumped into a chair. "In five minutes we 

0913 go on the air," he said, "with the 'typical baby.' The baby 

0914 we've been advertising all week. Typical! Ha!" He threw 

0915 his arms high and let them fall limply on his lap. Then 

0916 he slumped still farther. 

1001 "Sir," I said, "is there a dictionary here?" 

1002 He nodded. 

1003 "Where?" 

1004 He pointed to the door. "Front office. Miss Brown," 

1005 he said, staring at the floor. 

1006 dashed out of the studio, found Miss BrONn and was 

1007 back in a few seconds. stood by the crib and opened 

1008 the dictionary. I opened it to the S's. "Andrew, listen 

1009 to this," I said as calmly as I could. 
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1010 "Newspaperwoman," Andrew said. 

1011 I started to read. "Sleigh, snow, soak, society, soften, 

1012 soldier, sorrowful, soup, stormy, stroke, survive ••• " 

1013 Andrew's eyes dropped, then closed. I went on reading, 

1014 and when I looked down again, Andrew was asleep. 

1101 Someone stuck some papers into Mr. Barnaby's limp 

1102 hand, and it made me feel good to see him get control 

1103 hi mself when he absolutely had to. He came out of his 

1104 slump and looked around. Suddenly he jumped up and 

1105 stepped in front of the cameras. A light flashed over 

1106 control room, and there was a blare of music. At first 

1107 thought the noise I'loul d wake Andrew, but he I~ent on 

1108 sleeping. The S's had done it. 

1109 I don't remember what Mr. Barnaby said during the 

1110 televised program. But I remember the cameras moving 

of 

the 

I 

1111 close to the crib and Hr. Barnaby bending over and saying 

1112 soothing things to Andrew -- but not too loudly. There 

1113 were tears in Mr. Barnaby's eyes as he finished his speech. 

1114 His voice was swallowed up in a loud blare of "Rock-a-by-

1115 baby," which woke Andrew, but by then the program was 

1116 over anyway. 

1117 Mr. Barnaby took us out of the studiO, clear to the front 

1118 door, paatting his face with a large handkerchief. When 

1119 we were out on the street, I saw that my mother was smiling 

1120 broadly. "It serves him right for calling a child of mine 

1121 typical," she said. 
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1122 My father was folding the check Mr. Barnaby had given 

1123 him. "This will gake a nice start on paying for Andrew's 

1124 college education," he said. "Though I'm not sure he needs 

1125 one," he added. 

1126 "I think I'm going to win the prize for the most original 

1127 outside project this year," I said. 

1128 "Philosophical," said my baby brother. 
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